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This study examines how Laveue people of Pa Pae village in Mae Sariang District, 
Mae Hong Son Province, enable the alternations of Laveue relatedness in the rise of inter-
ethnic and inter-religious marriages, in parallel with the changes of marriage ceremonies. 
During the village study 2015-2017, I conduct kinship surveys, participatory observations, 
and informal interviews to answer three research questions; (1) how is intermarriage rising in 
Pa Pae village, (2) how has traditional Laveue marriage ceremony been changed accordingly, 
and (3) how has Laveue relatedness been adapted. I use the concept of relatedness proposed 
by Janet Carsten (1997, 2000, 2004) to comprehend the idioms of Laveue marriage: ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ 
(marrying into the house) and som ño
ʔ
 (feasting), where a post-marital residence pattern and a 
marriage feast are reformulated in the Laveue inter-ethnic and inter-religious marriages. 
Laveue people of northern Thailand have lived in the state of nearness and remoteness 
to Sgaw Karen and Tai Yuan peoples, especially in the terms of ethnicity, religion, relatedness, 
and locality. The peoples have intermarried with one another; meanwhile, the phenomena in 
the study village indicate two exclusive tendencies of inter-ethnic marriages within the same 
religions: (1) Laveue—Sgaw Karen Catholics and (2) Laveue—Tai Yuan animist-Buddhists. 
Most Sgaw Karen, either husbands or wives, move to live in Laveue village and convert to 
follow the household religion, whereas most Tai Yuan and other ethnic groups live outside the 
village and need not convert to follow his/her Laveue spouse’s religion.    
The study demonstrates that Laveue relatedness becomes visible at the time of 
marriage and this relation will be reciprocated over time after marriage. This post-marital 
residence is, therefore, transformed according to the marriage ceremony changes. Today, 
inter-ethnic and Christian marriage ceremonies contain only partial procedures of the 
traditional full version performed in Laveue—Laveue animists marriage ceremonies. 
Matrilocal and neolocal residence after marriage is an alternative to the intermarriage couples. 
Nevertheless, the essence of Laveue patrilocality has been enhanced through the heiresses 
who become “brothers” (ʔjiək pʰuʔ) to their siblings. The heiress gains more privileges in 
inheritance and succession by becoming a brother; thereby she has obligations to her related 
households. As a result, sibling relatedness is redefined among brothers and sisters themselves.  
The study suggests that Pa Pae villagers adapt their ethnic customs concerning 
practical relatedness. Beyond the varieties of marriage ceremonies, Laveue relatedness goes 
across ethnic, religious, and local boundaries. This study provides an alternative perspective 
to explore intermarriage phenomena in northern Thailand, which is not merely as the 
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illustration of cross-cultural marriage tendency, but as an explanation of how peoples generate 
and sustain their familial relations.  



























































である。本研究は分析概念として、Janet Carsten（1997, 2000, 2004）によって提示さ
れた「関係性」relatednessを用い、ラヴァ人の婚姻における ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ （家に婚入す
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1.1 Statement of the Problem 
This paper aims to understand the sociocultural relatedness of Laveue people in 
northern Thailand, in addition to their historical background, by exploring a Laveue-ethnic 
highland village in Mae Sariang of Mae Hong Son Province. This study focuses on the 
phenomena of inter-ethnic and inter-religious marriages to clarify how “Laveue marriage” 
in terms of both function and relation has been adapted by Laveue people.     
In northern Thailand, “Lua people” are featured in historical and ritual 
representations of pre-existing sovereignty prior to the Lanna Kingdom, or the present day 
Chiang Mai, where the intensive remnants of Lanna culture are preserved. Through 
literature, I became aware of the fact that Lua people have been regarded as the 
predecessor and the indigenous people of northern Thailand prior to the arrival of Mon, Tai, 
and other language speaking groups. Historically speaking, the territorial history of Lua 
has usually been described as a matter of political power.  
According to northern Thai chronicles, Lua Kingdom was assumedly centered in 
present-day Chiang Mai city at least from the 5th century. In regional history, Lua dynasty 
was usurped by a Mon queen of Lavo Kingdom in the 7th century. The last Lua king was 
said to be defeated by the Mon queen’s black magic practice. It was this period when 
Theravada Buddhism and Khmer influence on arts and architecture were introduced to 
northern Thailand until the overthrow of the Mon city states by the Tai King of Ngoenyang 
Kingdom, who established the Lanna Kingdom in the 13th century.     
The Lua King, Wilangka, who proposed love and was refused by The Mon queen, 
Chammadevi, repined and eventually passed away. His death did not only bring the Lua 
Kingdom to the end but the withdrawal of Lua people from Chiang Mai center. Since then 
Lua people had dispersed from lowland Chiang Mai to highland areas. Mon people who 
have lived in lowland areas are likely to be assimilated to Tai people. Nowadays, Lua 
descendants and Tai people annually propitiate Lua spirits as the legendary guardian spirit 
of Chiang Mai.     
The traditional leaders of highland Lua villages (Səmaŋ), in Chiang Mai and Mae 
Hong Son plateau, were delegated to collect tributes especially rice and forest products 
from Sgaw Karen and other recent immigrant ethnic groups, the relative newcomers, and 
to send them to the Tai princes in Chiang Mai. In this sense, Lua was situated somewhere 
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in-between or at an intermediate social position between lowland city state and highland 
villages. However, northern Thai chronicles described Lua—Tai—Karen1 as siblings in 
terms of ethnic origin, as neighbors in agricultural and cultural production, and as 
contestants in social and political power. Karen people, prior to other recent Sino-Tibetan 
and Hmong-Mien speaking ethnic groups, have migrated to northwestern Thailand since 
the 18th century or before Lanna kingdom was annexed to Siam.
2
  
All above mentioned historical backgrounds are brief descriptions about Lua in 
common references. However, the classification of Lua has changed again during the 
modern Thailand’s nation-state building period after the Second World War in the 20th 
century. In the 1960s, Thai government designated Lua and other eight ethnic groups 
including Karen, Hmong, Mien, Lisu, Lahu, Akha, Tin, and Khmu as “hill tribe” (chao 
khao in the Thai language). Regardless of the regional history, non-Tai speaking groups 
are placed in a common class with the labels of stranger and backwardness. Tanabe (2000: 
311) states that “[t]he Lua’ were thus uniformly included in a new state-defined strategic 
category, and detached from their historical and cultural relations with the Khon Muang 
[Tai Yuan, Northern Thais in variably] and other Tai groups”. Inarguably, parallel to 
Thailand’s socioeconomic development, some biases and inequalities have been stuck to 
the minority peoples (non-Tai) by majority people (Tai, Thai)
3
 even though they have been 
qualifying their life by education and commuting to lowland areas since in the 1980s.  
Fortunately, in the recent decades, a number of multiethnic non-governmental 
organizations and cooperations have been actively growing, mostly with the aim to claim 
the equality and respect. The minority peoples empower their collective communities 
based on ethnic and religious networks in the urban sphere. Instead, cultural assimilation 
and ethnic identity have become discursive issues in the context of modernization and 
urbanization. Lua people, in particular, among other highland ethnic groups, are 
characterized to “have internalized much of Northern Thai culture and the codes of 
communication used by Northern Thai so little learning has to take place when identities 
                                                          
1
 Laveue, my main study subject, is an ethnonym of Lua. Specifically, Tai and Karen are Tai Yuan (or 
Northern Thais) and Sgaw Karen (or white Karen). In the following texts, I sometimes use Northern Thai 
people instead of Tai Yuan when I generalize the lowlanders of northern Thailand.       
2
 Siam was the former name of Thailand called by the foreigners. Rather, the inhabitants called this territory 
as Muang Thai, which implied the city of Thais. However, during the reign of the King Rama IV (1851-
1868), Siam officially became the country name before it was replaced by the current name Thailand in 1939.  
3
 Tai (ไต,ไท) is the language family used in Thailand and other countries; however, it also indicates the Tai 
lowland ethnic peoples in northern Thailand who have their own dialects, such as Tai Yuan and Tai Lue. On 
the other hand, Thai (ไทย) as the name of the country implies to the country citizenship in general and often to 
Central Thais who speak standard Thai language.        
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are changed” in lowland context (Keyes, 1979: 6). I rather see this as a situational 
adaptation in village-city connection. The highland villages are still the roots of ethnic 
identity that always, to some extent, articulate their villagers.       
After I had reviewed Lua studies from available sources during the first semester of 
my doctoral course, I had an opportunity to conduct a preliminary survey and fieldwork in 
a highland Lua village of Mae Sariang, Mae Hong Son Province in 2015. My study village, 
Pa Pae, is one of the traditional Lua villages, where most villagers are Lua (or Laveue as 
they identify themselves), some in-marrying Sgaw Karen, and few in-marrying Tai Yuan 
and other ethnic groups. There have been intermarriage and migration between Lua and 
Karen in this mountain area. Kunstadter (1979: 141) and Marlowe (1979: 177) mention 
that intermarriage between Lua and Karen are not uncommon. More recently, based on my 
household survey, the intermarriage
4
 between Lua and Tai Yuan has been increasing, 
especially between Laveue females and Tai Yuan males, since the villagers can easily 
commute to Chiang Mai city to seek for higher education and better-paid jobs. In short, 
Lua people had experience in territorial displacement and social relocation from being a 
lowlander to a highlander, in other words, becoming a minority group.  
The rise of inter-ethnic marriages between Laveue—Sgaw Karen and Laveue—Tai 
Yuan is a starting point of my investigation. This phenomenon is interesting because it 
indicates two different directions of religious compatibilities. Laveue—Sgaw Karen 
married couples are highlanders whose ascending generation experienced a shared 
common religion: Christianity (Catholic to be specific), meanwhile, Tai Yuan are lowland 
people who are prevalently Buddhists. The Laveue—Tai Yuan married couples are more 
flexible to keep their different religious beliefs. Although some Laveue—Sgaw Karen 
married couples met each other outside both ethnic villages and stay temporarily to work in 
lowland cities after marriage, most Laveue—Tai Yuan married couples are more inclined 
to live permanently in lowland cities.       
In addition to the religious context, the intermarriages across ethnic and religious 
boundaries render the transformations of the traditional Laveue marriage ceremony and 
patrilocal post-marital residence patterns. Firstly, a traditional Laveue marriage ceremony 
consists of detailed processes and configurations which all contain sociocultural meanings 
to validate a marriage of a Laveue—Laveue married couple. Although the dynamic of a 
Laveue marriage ceremony has changed inevitably through time and space, with the spread 
                                                          
4
 I use the term intermarriage to encompass both aspects of inter-ethnic and inter-religious marriages. 
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of world religions into the village and the inter-ethnic interactions in everyday life, the gist 
of a Laveue marriage ceremony has been reinterpreted and adjusted by Pa Pae villagers for 
the inter-ethnic marriage ceremony hosted in the village, or sometimes outside the village. 
Therefore, to discuss the simplification of a marriage ceremony, it is necessary to 
understand the processual and emergent perspectives of both Laveue and non-Laveue 
actors involved in the ceremony.      
Secondly, in opposition to Sgaw Karen and Tai Yuan that practice matrilocal post-
marital residence, Laveue’s patrilocality is not weakened. Laveue’s in-marrying and out-
marrying practices still follow the patrilocal rule. While Sgaw Karen wives and husbands 
settle in the houses of their Laveue spouses in Pa Pae village, none of Laveue husbands 
move to their Sgaw Karen wives’ village to follow Sgaw Karen’s matrilocality. Likewise, 
Laveue females, who marry out, move to live patrilocally with non-Laveue husbands. 
Moreover, neolocality is also increasing among young married couples regardless of 
ethnicities as they prefer living close to their workplaces in an urban setting.             
After all, an essential point to be discussed behind the phenomena of intermarriages, 
the changing marriage ceremonies, and the alternative practice of matrilocality, is how 
Laveue people have preserved the essence of Laveue relatedness. In particular, I explore 
the diversity of Laveue siblingship as the core of Laveue relatedness, with the hope to 
contribute to kinship and ethnic studies, especially in the context of inter-ethnic relations in 
Thailand. To conclude the holistic introduction, the objectives and the questions of this 
study are raised as follows:     
 
1.2 Objectives of the Study 
1) To describe a traditional Laveue marriage ceremony and its changes in the rise 
of intermarriage context 
2) To understand the adaptation of Laveue ‘relatedness’ (see below) in the 
contemporary context 
Questions of the study 
1) How is intermarriage rising in Pa Pae village?  
2) How has a traditional Laveue marriage ceremony been changed accordingly? 





1.3 Literature Review 
1.3.1 Intermarriage  
 Intermarriage is contextually defined in each society. In the United States, many 
statistical surveys focus on interracial marriages among White, Black, Asian, and Native 
American to indicate immigration and demographic trends.
5
 Legally, interracial marriages 
are approved and manipulated by laws. Religions and religious denominations, which are 
often associated with race and ethnicity such as Judaism and Islam, have played a 
significant role in determining the religious assimilation and interfaith marriages in many 
societies. Moreover, with a particular social system, intermarriage has been discouraged 
between different castes like in India. In most cases, intermarriage brings about further 
discussions on several forms of cultural assimilation. On the other hand, there are also 
studies on the relevant factors of intermarriage. One of the factors is education, yet it 
remains controversial in different countries (Furtado, 2010; Mitchell et al., 2010).  
In Western societies, Kalmjin (1998) describes the trends of ethnic homogamy, 
religious homogamy, and socioeconomic homogamy, in particular in aspect of education 
that “[r]eligious institutions attempt to control intermarriage in part because they are 
competing for members. Religious intermarriage entails the risk of losing members and 
may weaken church attachment in future generations” (Kalmijn, 1998: 401). Whereas 
ethnic and religious endogamy has already declined, educational homogamy is parallel 
with industrialization that will also decline at the end. Furthermore, intermarriages 
conditionally depend on gender roles, educational levels, and regional context in each 
society. Furthermore, Kalmijn and Tubergen (2010) enlarge the cultural determinants upon 
the structural determinants in transnational intermarriages in the United States. They find 
that the immigrants who are from the countries that have early marriage customs are likely 
to marry persons from the same national and language origin while the immigrants who are 
from Christian and more-globalized countries are likely to marry American persons. These 
findings support Kalmijn’s opinion that “[w]hile the importance of socioeconomic 
resources is based on a preference to marry a resourceful spouse, independent of one’s own 
resources, the role of cultural resources is based on a preference to marry someone who is 
similar” (1998: 399). By drawing these intermarriage studies in the United States and 
Europe, I learn that intermarriage is a structural and contextual issue. It is a dynamic 
                                                          
5
 Reliable data are available on Pew Research Center’s webpage: http://www.pewresearch.org.  
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subject that requires a quantitative survey of a particular place and period. Furthermore, it 
is always relavant to the matters of nationality, religion, and migration.   
In Thailand, intermarriage is a social study topic that has been discussed most of 
the time in the context of a transnational and cross-cultural relationship, especially between 
Thai women and Westerners (often Europeans) or Asians. The topic is relevant to 
migration, negotiation, and adaptation in several dimensions of a family life due to cultural 
gaps and barriers. There are both, in the globalized era, married couples living aboard and 
in Thailand. The women in question are not only those from rural areas, in the northeastern 
region in particular, but they are also those from the educated middle-class. Therefore, the 
effect of intermarriage is far more complex than financial fulfillment and should be 
concerned from outside-in and inside-out aspects. Besides, cross-border marriages render 
some difficulties such as citizenship, sterotype, and gender inequality.     
Although intermarriage is a field of study as explained so far, it is less seen as a 
matter when two Thais marry within the national scale. From this point, I think there are 
two main reasons. First, over 90 percent of Thai people are Buddhists,
6
 meanwhile; the 
other 5 percent are Muslims and 1 percent are Christians.
7
 In fact, Buddhism in Thailand 
has been localized with animism (folk religion) and animistic beliefs are still practical and 
functional in Thai society, especially north and northeastern regions. Due to the idea that 
Thailand is a Buddhist homogenous country, inter-religious marriages between Buddhist 
and Muslim or Buddhist and Christian are less observed. Meanwhile, “[r]eligious 
intermarriage has primarily been studied in religiously heterogeneous societies”, such as 
the United States and European countries (Kalmijn, 1998: 407). 
Secondly, Thailand is a diverse accommodation of five ethnolinguistic families 
including Tai, Austroasiatic, Sino-Tibetan, Austronesian, and Hmong-Mien, even though 
most of the non-Tai speaking groups settle in border and highland areas. However, even 
among Tai-speaking lowlanders who are the majority of the Thai population, their cultural 
practices are different by regions (basically north, northeast, central, and southern). From 
this fact, we cannot generalize the common people’s notion about ethnic diversity that 
Thailand has only Thais. I argue that we should pay particular attention to the 
                                                          
6
 The table of religion composition by country was surveyed by Pew Research Center (2012, pp.45-50) in 
2010.  
7
 As Keyes (1993: 262) states, “[t]o understand the failure of Christian missionaries in Thailand is at once to 
understand the earlier success of Buddhist missionaries, because the conversion of Thai to Buddhism was 
associated with investing the religion with an authority that has made most Buddhists immune or resistant to 
the appeal of universalistic Christianity”.  
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encompassing phenomena of inter-religious and inter-ethnic marriages in order to 
understand contemporary ethnic relations in Thai society.   
In northern Thailand, Marlowe (1979: 185) observes that intermarriage was often 
“between individuals whose families were allied in the sahai8 relationship. The extent and 
intensify of sahai relationships are, of course, governed by proximity and the cultural 
composition of the market center most used by the Karen of a given area”. Marlowe (1979: 
176-177) contextualizes that “[t]o the Sgaw Karen of Chiang Mai, a person of the same 
place [People of one place] would be a resident of a neighboring Khon Muang, Thai Lue, 
Shan, or Lua’ village, that is, a farmer of fixed abode and little political power”, who are 
also seen as marriageable groups. Later, he explains that “people of one place” have a 
hierarchical inter-ethnic relationship between seniors and juniors that emphasizes on the 
context of time and place rather than the ethnicity. This conception seems to be different 
from the Western society where “[i]dentification either takes the form of an awareness of a 
common social history, what is sometimes called a ‘sense of peoplehood’ (Gordon 1964),9 
or it can take the form of a more psychological sense of being different from others” 
(Kalmijn, 1998: 400).  
According to Hayami (2004: 79, 325), whereas intermarriage between Karen and 
Hmong (as well as other patrilineal societies including Mien, Lisu, and Akha)
10
 is unlikely 
to happen due to their contrast kinship system, “Karen intermarriages with Lawa, Shan, 
and khon muang are not uncommon (Marlowe, 1979 and Kunstadter, 1979)” and “Walker 
observes that intermarriage between Lahu [whose kinship system and household structure 
is closer to the bilateral features of the Karen] and khon muang are quite common (Hoare, 
1985)”. Hayami (2004: 79-80) explains that Marlowe (1979: 191) “points out that the 
Sgaw Karen use the phrase ‘people of one place’ to describe those (khon muang, Thai Lue, 
Shan, Khmu or Lawa) they consider as their equals” and also concludes that “[t]his does 
not mean, however, that marriage with this category of neighbors is automatically accepted. 
In fact, because of their long history as neighbors, various prejudices and mutual fears, for 
example the attribution of magical powers to the other, have also developed”.  
                                                          
8
 He explains in the previous paragraph that “[a] sahai [si-so in Karen term] is a non-Karen lowlander, 
usually a farmer or farmer-trader, with whose family a Karen family is informally allied”. In Thai language, 
sahai (n.) means a comrade, friend, or companion.  
9
 Gordon (1964) “Assimilation in American life: The role of race, religion, and national origins”  
10
 Hayami (2004: 79) also mentions the studies on inter-ethnic marriage tendency among patrilineal Chinese-
origin ethnic groups, i.e. between Mien and Chinese (Kandre, 1967); between Lisu, Lahu [Bilateral], and 
Chinese Haw (Conrad, 1987); and between Akha and Chinese (Toyota, 1998).  
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It has become obvious that inter-ethnic marriage usually brings about the 
negotiation of religious identity. As Hayami (2004: 346) remarks Fordham’s discussion 
(1991)
11
 that “among the khon muang, where matrilineal spirit cults are practiced, women 
tended to be resistant to [Christian] conversion” and this is an attributive discourse 
between “willingness to change” of men and “adherence to tradition (matrilineal spirit 
cults)” of women.  
Parallel to the urbanization of Chiang Mai city, inter-ethnic marriages between 
highlanders and lowlanders especially Tai Yuan or Northern Thais are relatively a recent 
case as Kwanchewan (2003) points out in her Karen study in Mae Chaem during 1998. 
Toyota (1998) describes the intersection of ethnic identity and religious identity of Akha 
people beyond the ethnic village setting that different identities are instrumentally 
employed to situate and more importantly to approve the people themselves towards the 
encounters in different locations. This notion affects their choice of a prospective spouse as 
well as a pattern of the marriage ceremony. More commonly in the contemporary context, 
“[l]ater age at marriage, higher education levels and frequent intermarriages have changed 
household and family composition” (Beer, 2015: 216). Based on the issue of mobility, I 
review about post-marital residence in the next section.   
    
1.3.2 Post-Marital Residence 
Marlowe (1979: 179) points out that post-marital residence does not necessarily 
depend on merely land capital, but ethnic custom. “Residence in most cases was 
determined by land; a significant marital bias of both Khon Muang and Karen is to ‘go to 
where the land is’. In the Karen case, the ‘rightness’ of the transformations of Khon Muang 
to Karen and Karen to Khon Muang is defined by the ideological assertion that ‘you follow 
the path of the woman’” since both ethnic groups practice matrilocality. This explanation, 
however, seems to be incompatible with Laveue patrilocality as “[w]hen Lua men married 
other ethnic women such as Karen, Karen women have to come to live in Lua village. Lua 
do not go to live in other ethnic villages. Even in the cases that Lua women married Karen 
men; Karen come to live in Lua village. It is a rare case, probably only one out of a 
hundred, that Lua go to live in other ethnic villages” (Kamthorn, 1988: 138, my 
translation). When patrilocal residence is substituted by matrilocal residence, “it is deemed 
a disgrace” (Leach, 1964: 168). 
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In order to give a general overview of ethnic customs in northern Thailand, I 
provide Table 1.1 below based on several sources about descent rules and post-marital 
residence patterns. The six ethnic groups (no.1-6) are main highland ethnic groups, who 
are relatively recent migrants to this region from Myanmar and southern China, while other 
four ethnic groups (no.7-10) settle in lower altitude areas and often acculturate to the major 
population: Tai Yuan (Northern Thai).  
Table 1.1 Descent rules and post-marital residence patterns of highland ethnic groups 
No. Ethnic group Language family Descent rule Post-marital residence  
1 Karen Sino-Tibetan Bilateral Matrilocal 
2 Hmong Hmong-Mien Patrilineal Patrilocal 
3 Mien Hmong-Mien Patrilineal Patrilocal 
4 Lisu Sino-Tibetan Patrilineal Patrilocal 
5 Lahu Sino-Tibetan Bilateral Matrilocal 
6 Akha Sino-Tibetan Patrilineal Patrilocal 
7 Lua Mon-Khmer Patrilineal Patrilocal 
8 Khmu Mon-Khmer Patrilineal Patrilocal 
9 Tin Mon-Khmer Bilateral Matrilocal 
10 Tai Yuan Tai-Kadai Matrilineal Matrilocal 
Source: (1) Marlowe, 1979: 177 cited Murdock, 1949: 223; (2) Tapp, 1989: 167; (3) Kandre, 1967: 590; (4) 
Conrad, 1987: 199; (5) Hayami, 2004: 325; (6) Toyota, 1998: 204; (7) Kunstadter, 1965: 11; (8) Schliesinger, 
2000: 79; (9) Dessaint, 1981: 127-128; and (10) Turton, 1972: 217  
Before proceeding to other points, it is essential to describe more about Karen 
people, Sgaw Karen to be specific; whom Laveue people in this study have lived in close 
proximity with and more importantly whom they have long been intermarrying. Sgaw 
Karen is a matrilineal society that descents can be traced through a maternal line. The 
matrilocal residence pattern after marriage is significantly based on the folk religion: 
animism. Daughters and sons share common ancestral spirits (ta ma khae in Kwanchewan, 
2003) as their mother. Daughter-in-law in particular are not supposed to live in the same 
house and use the same hearth as her mother-in-law because they belong to a different 
maternal line and more importantly have different ancestral spirits (ta ma khae). This 
likewise prohibits the common maternal line’s members to marry. The inter-generational 
families are linked by the au khae ritual
12
 offered to the matrilineal spirits, ta ma khae, 
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which conventionally involves the parents, their sons, and their daughters and her children. 
Because a house is regarded as of the mother, on her death the house is demolished. 
However, in the present, “[a]fter discarding au khae, Karen families have increasingly built 
permanent wooden houses and in these cases when their wives die, the husbands do not 
demolish their houses, ……However, some Christian and Buddhist families, 
……renovated it (albeit slightly) by adding a new door” (Kwanchewan, 2012: 329).   
In addition, Hayami (2004: 83) enlarges a gender issue upon Marlowe’s statement 
(1979: 74-75) about ethnic norms in intermarriage cases that “Karen often compare their 
own stable marriage with those of the khon muang, which they consider to be extremely 
unstable. Thus, while a Karen man’s relationship with a khon muang woman might be 
considered to be a temporary and youthful adventure, a young Karen girl’s relationship 
with a khon muang man is hazardous”. This shows that inter-ethnic marriage turns 
invisible ethnic boundaries into visible and as Hayami (2004: 82) observes that the 
boundaries become real and are compromised at the marriage ceremony.  
The residence pattern after marriage as ethnic custom is sometimes alternated to fit 
the urban condition. As Kwanchewan (2003: 20) notices, “[s]ometimes Khon Muang men 
lived with their Karen wives in Karen villages; at other times Karen wives lived with their 
Khon Muang husbands in Khon Muang lowland villages”. This demonstrates that Sgaw 
Karen’s matrilocality is preserved in the locality of Sgaw Karen highland village; 
meanwhile, Sgaw Karen women might not become the head of the household as a 
matrilocal rule but become the member of patrilocal/neolocal household in the lowland 
outreach. It is not a new phenomenon since Kunstadter (1967a: 651) made the point 
several decades ago that “[t]he pattern of matrilocal marriage is not followed consistently 
in the towns—marriages may be patrilocal or neolocal. The population of town-dwelling 
Karens is supplemented by migration from hill villages and rural areas”.  
Thus, it is undeniably true that the post-marital residence changes of highlanders 
have been influenced by urban migration. According to Kwanchewan et al. (2003: 80-81), 
sixty seven percent of 246 surveyed Karen workers in Chiang Mai have migrated there 
after 1997 onward, which have also been the largest numbers among the six major 
highland ethnic groups.
13
 Most Karen migrants were students (aged 11-20 years old) 
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These highland migrants are comprised of six ethnic groups, i.e. Hmong (25.7%), Karen (25.4%), Akha 
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especially in secondary education who received support from the government, NGOs, or 
religious institutes. Therefore, most of them were unmarried. Moreover, they found that 
while Lahu, Lisu, Mien were inclined to move their families to live in Chiang Mai, the 
more prevalent ethnic groups such Karen, Akha, and Hmong had a tendency to stay in 
shared dormitories or rental houses with their common ethnic friends (2003: 67).          
Likewise, Clemens (2006) indicates an increase of matrilocal marriages in rural 
China and the preference of neolocality in urban China which result from the national 
policies on family and child birth following the Communist Revolution during 1940s-
1950s. Patrilocality, grounded on Confucian ideology, has long influenced on Chinese 
family structure and customs. However, matrilocality has also been an alternative post-
marital residence “for two reasons: preservative or practical” (2006: 25 cited Han 2003).14 
The former is to preserve a family line when there is no son and the latter is to manage the 
family’s labor when there are too few or too many sons. In the present, whereas the 
persistence of patrilocality depends on the strength of local taboos and social stigma 
toward matrilocal marriage in rural China, it is less relevant in urban China where more 
complex external motivations are involved.          
Sindh (2009: 28) posits that “[c]ultural and ethnic group in the dimension of the 
lifestyle of the sample population are important variables that illustrate the importance of 
the level of traditionalism and the level of urbanization”. Culture in his study comprises 
five stratums, i.e. urban/semi-urban, rice, plantation, upland, and mixed economy. 
Meanwhile, ethnicity is roughly divided into Thai and non-Thai. In the scope of KDSS 
(Kanchanaburi Demographic Surveillance Systems),
15
 the author utilizes descriptive 
statistics and multivariate analysis of demographic factors (age, duration of marriage, 
education, pregnancy, occupation, ethnicity), culture (as mentioned earlier), and 
accessibility to resources (household and community levels) to explain the corresponding 
choices of post-marital residence. One of the interesting findings is that uxorilocal 
(matrilocal) residence following Thai tradition is predominant in rice stratum while out-
migrated neolocal residence is significantly high in upland stratum where resources are 
relatively limited.     
                                                                                                                                                                                
(19.5%), Lahu (15.1%), Lisu (8.4%), and Mien (5.9%), respectively (2003: 55). However, the target groups 
of the study did not include the other four relatively small in numbers ethnic groups, i.e. Lua, Mlabri, Khmu, 
and Thin, although they were categorized in ten chao khao [hill tribes] ethnic groups (2003: 14).  
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1.3.3 Marriage Ceremonies and Kinship Relations  
In anthropology, kinship study is one of the most classical and fundamental study 
topics. Pioneer anthropologists who studied kinship were for example Lewis Henry 
Morgan (lifetime 1818-1881), Alfred Radcliffe-Brown (1881-1955), Bronisław 
Malinowski (1884-1942), and Claude Lévi-Strauss (1908-2009). Statically, kinship studies 
in the early period were interested in relational patterns (structuralism) and systems 
(structural functionalism) of human social groups.  
Recent kinship studies have emphasized a shift paradigm from the fixed universal 
presumption of biological basis to the fluid contextual explanation of sociocultural 
“becoming”. Gender and personhood have become contemporary topics to study in the 
place of kinship, however, “[b]oth gender and the person were instrumental in the 
reconfiguration of the anthropological study of kinship that took place in the 1980s” 
(Carsten, 2004: 81). Carsten supports Latour’s notion (1993) of abandoning the nature-
culture purification and rather focusing the hybrids of nature and culture in translation 
(2004: 189).
16
 In opposition to Schneider’s account (1980) of blood as substance in 
American Kinship, Carsten (2004: 133) states, “[i]n all the non-Western examples [India, 
Melanesia, Malay] I [the author] have discussed, we might say that conduct, feeding, living 
in houses, and growing things in the soil may transform bodily substance” or what Carsten 
considered to use the term relatedness to kinship.  
“[R]elatedness is always in the process of being created, without ever being a 
finished reality, that it can provide an idiom of attachment to place and people for those 
whose attachment is in fact often transitory and contingent” (Carsten, 1997: 281). In 
addition, “[i]f kinship is created and transformed through incorporation, then people who 
are different can become similar. Conversely, those who are the same can become different, 
that is non-kin, by moving away or not maintaining their ties” (Carsten, 1997: 287). As 
Carsten introduces in her major book, Cultures of relatedness: New approaches to the 
study of kinship, that “[t]he authors in this volume use the term ‘relatedness’ in opposition 
to, or alongside, ‘kinship’ in order to signal an openness to indigenous idioms of being 
related rather than a reliance on pre-given definitions or previous versions” (2000: 4).  
For instance, Carsten (2000: 16) raises two distinctive chapters on relatedness, 
“[b]oth Iñupiaq and English relatedness [bilateral kinship] involve a continuous process of 
becoming connected to people, in the former case through naming, adoption, and marital 
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relations, in the latter through a complex process of interweaving social and biological 
idioms of being related”. More contextually, Lambert (2000: 74) assesses North Indian 
forms of relatedness that “[l]ocally recognized forms of relatedness are not confined to 
connections of shared bodily substance based on birth/ancestry, but extend beyond these to 
ties based on shared locality, adoption (of children and of in-marrying women), and 
nurturance, including feeding”.   
Joanna (2014) applies Carsten’s cultures of relatedness to discuss the endurance 
and elasticity of diasporic relatedness among Palestinian families living in Britain. 
Distance may physically set family members apart, but it does not necessarily break family 
intimacy down. “Visiting is one means of reestablishing both the proximity and the 
intimacy associated with ‘proper family’. Although visits can take many forms (regular, 
crisis, duty, tourist, etc.; Baldassar 2008 [pp.260-263]),
17
 the core value is the same: the 
exposure to and cultivation of cultures of relatedness rooted in physical and emotional 
closeness” (Joanna, 2014: 250). 
Along with kinship practices, anthropologists have also been interested in kinship 
terminology as a means to comprehend a given society from the perspective of the subject 
(emic view). “Kin term, to be sure, are cognitively mapped, ……consists of the jural 
norms governing marriage” (Spiro, 1977: 178). Yet, it is not static but rather dynamic. For 
Völkel (2015: 122), “[t]heir constitution – their continuity and transformation in use – is 
necessarily bound up with what may be called political economy”. Because kin terms have 
been reproduced over time, Read (2007: 358) discusses that “[c]ultural instantiation of the 
symbols in the generated kinship terminology introduces a dynamic aspect to the kinship 
terminology structure in a cultural context, ……Analysis of kin term structure makes 
evident that instantiation is the aspect of a kinship framework more amenable to 
modification and change at the level of practice (Bourdieu 1990)”. 
In Thailand, kinship has been studied for the most part as a topic in village studies 
by foreign scholars in particular. Keyes (1975: 293), in his village study of northeastern 
Thailand, proposes a distinguishing aspect of kinship that “[t]he ego-based kin group that 
emerges at a person’s ordination, wedding, funeral, and the like can usually be seen to 
consist of a core and a periphery”. He explains that the core is close kinsmen who usually 
“carry out the major obligations” and the periphery is “guests” who are bilateral close 
relatives and friends living in the village. He clarifies that the descent group in his study 
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village is non-unilineal even though most villagers followed matrilocal residence after 
marriage. Moreover, he adds that this kinship system has the appearance of being similar to 
the system of Japanese, Javanese, and Iban, where “possesses some sort of weak descent 
group based on a nonunilinear principle of descent [and ego-based kin groups which are 
predicated upon bilateral extensions of kin ties], although the actual structure of the group 
may reflect the residence rules” (1975: 296).  
Potter (1977) reviews the village studies in different regions of Thailand as follows: 
in central Thailand by Embree (1950), Sharp et al. (1953), Kauffmann (1960), and Philips 
(1965); in northern Thailand by de Young (1955), Kingshill (1965), Moerman (1966), 
Turton (1972), and Davis (1974); and in northeastern Thailand by Wijeyewardene (1967), 
Tambiah (1970), and Mizuno (1971).
18
 Especially, Embree (1950) whose influential 
concept, “loose structure” of Thai social system, has been justified and criticized by other 
following scholars. Rather, the more recent studies in northern and northeastern Thailand, 
i.e. Tambiah, Turton, and Davis, have revealed the complicated aspects of matrilineal 
descent and rituals. Potter (1977: 123) concludes that “Northern Thai family structure can 
be understood as a system in which lineality is traced through women, rather than men, and 
authority is passed on affinally, from father-in-law to son-in-law, by virtue of their 
relationships to the line of women”.  
Tidawan (2006: 16-20) reviews some kinship studies on Northern Thai that was 
claimed to have matrilineal descent groups (Davis, 1984) in opposition to a cognatic 
(bilateral kinship) organization in the central region (Kemp, 1982).
19
 Nevertheless, others 
claimed an ambilineal organization. She refers to the foreign scholars’ common interest in 
matrilineal ancestral spirit cult (ritual group/spirit group/specialized group) where the 
northern Thai kinship system is grounded on, but in different usage terms, including 
“descent group” (Turton, 1984), “matrilineage” (Potter, 1976; Cohen & Wijeyewardene, 
1984), and “matriclan” (Davis, 1984).20 However, she concerns more about the complexity 
and the processes of this ritual group in everyday practices rather than just giving a label 
for the northern Thai kinship system.  
Recent studies have focused more on family and couple relations rather than 
kinship, which is concerned as classical study. As Beer (2015: 223) notes, familification is 
“the process of social change in which individuals related through primary social 
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reproduction (procreation, birth, alimentation, care, support) are (re-)defined by dominant 
ideologies as an especially marked unit, differentiated from relations grounded in more 
distant kin connections, friendship or neighborship”.  
Rungnapha (2015) studies marriages as a strategy to accumulate capitals 
(Bourdieu’s concept) and reproduce social classes in Thai society. Beside economic 
capital,
21
 marriages bring about social capital, cultural capital, and symbolic capital. In 
Thai history, these strategic marriages have appeared since Ayutthaya era (the 14th-18th 
century) between wealthy merchants and nobles or even royals. In the present, people do 
not only marry people who possess the same kind of capital in the same field but across the 
field to divert their own capital into several capitals, for example, between businessmen 
and superstars. These marriages bring about great and impressive marriage ceremonies that 
represent their potential in accumulating capitals.  
Likewise, Bao (2001: 287) suggests that “[b]y performing these [wedding 
ceremony] rituals, the Sino-Thai assert both their individual and their families’ positions in 
the social hierarchy and thereby confirm hierarchy itself” in her study of the middle-class 
Chinese descendant-Thai intermarriages in Bangkok. The intermarriages are complex 
negotiations of class, gender, ethnicity, and an intrinsically ethic-based kinship system 
between Chinese Confucianism and Thai Buddhism.            
 A marriage ceremony, in each culture and society, contains different degrees of 
celebratory and ritualistic aspects. Practices in a marriage ceremony represent the 
underlying meanings of marriage, family, kinship, and so on. It is a kind of tradition that 
can be transformed. Swearer (2010: 58-59) comments that “[a] decline in culturally 
sanctioned marriage rituals raises questions not only about the waning role of religion in 
defining cultural identity, but it also suggests profound changes in the way individuals 
perceive themselves in relationship to communities”. Nevertheless, under some specific 
context such as the peripheral border, “[m]arriage and marriage ceremony is the important 
mechanism of locality formation and the confirmation of social relations among friends 
and relatives within border as well as transborder, and moreover it is a ‘theater’ that [Tai] 
Lue people present their social identity as borderlanders” (Saowaree, 2012: 89, my 
translation).   
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Phraphason (2010), who was then a graduate student monk, conducted a 
comparative study on the marriage rituals of Akha and Tai Yuan (Northern Thai) 
Buddhists in two ethnic villages, where he was volunteering for Buddhist mission 
(Thammacharik project),
22
 in Mae Suay District, Chiang Rai Province. He concludes that 
the common importance of both ethnic marriage rituals is based on faith (ศรัทธาปสาทะ in 
Buddhist term), which are determined by customs and cultures (2010: 158). Marriage 
rituals, however, combine the elements of both Buddhism and local animism. 
More significantly, we can observe the fluidity of practical kinship through a 
marriage ceremony. According to Kirsch (1973: 44), “[f]rom the structure of feasting, 
particularly the special roles which affines play, we might suggest that the feasting 
complex serves to integrate the area within which inter-marriage takes place. We would 
expect that such feasting links would be more characteristic of ‘middle-range’ and 
‘elaborated’ ritual economies than of ‘simple’ (i.e., ‘pure democratic’) ritual economics”. 
Likewise, “[p]ractical kin make marriages; official kin celebrate them” (Bourdieu, 1990: 
168). Bourdieu explains that “[p]ractical kinship, the field of relationships that are 
constantly re-used and thus reactivated for further use, is where ordinary marriages are set 
up, with a frequency that itself condemns them to the insignificance of the unmarked and 
the banality of the everyday” (1990: 180). However, in the case of extra-ordinary 
marriages or more simply marriages across the tribe, “……the agents dare not rely entirely 
on the regulated improvisation of orchestrated habitus. The ritual acts grow in intensity and 
solemnity……” (1990: 182). 
Beer (2015: 215) observes in Papua New Guinea that “[a]n interethnic marriage 
may or may not involve bridewealth; when it does, the size of the transaction varies with 
such factors as relative reputation and the history of the relationship between the families 
involved, the specific ethnic background of the partners, and expectations for future 
relationships”. Meanwhile, “……sibling exchange is no longer directly connected to 
bridewealth or other ritualized patterns of exchange, even if it is still based on reciprocity 
and mutual support. Today, with fewer sibling exchanges, the size of the kin networks in 
which people have connections increases” (2015: 222). 
 In summary, all above mentioned in this section is my literature review on 
“intermarriage”, “post-marital residence”, and “marriage ceremonies and kinship relations” 
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to develop my research questions as mentioned in the previous section and to shape my 
conceptual framework of the study in the following section. Firstly, I propose to pay 
particular attention to intermarriage phenomena in Thailand, especially in the northern 
region where ethnic identity and religious identity are relatively complex. Secondly, I 
demonstrate the adaptability of post-marital residence both inside and outside one’s ethnic-
origin village. Thirdly, I use the concept of relatedness proposed by Janet Carsten, an 
English anthropologist, to approach the matters of kinship and marriage in my study. I will 
explore how Laveue people adapt their practices in the circumstances of intermarriages 
based on the idioms of Laveue marriage and kinship. 
 
1.4 Conceptual Framework 
 
   
         
Figure 1.1 Conceptual framework 
   
 Figure 1.1 demonstrates the conceptual framework of this study based on the 
phenomena of inter-ethnic marriages. The tendency is that Laveue people, of Pa Pae 
village, who are the key subject of this study, incline to marry Sgaw Karen into their ethnic 
village (gray area) while marry out to Tai Yuan and live outside their ethnic village (white 
area). These phenomena, in the context of northern Thailand, should not be understood just 
as the result of rural highland-urban lowland migration and acculturation. Rather, I propose 
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that we can have a better and holistic understanding of inter-ethnic marriages from the 
perspectives of ethnicity, religion, relatedness, and locality.  
 Through the village study, I explore two practical aspects of intermarriages: the 
transformations of traditional Laveue marriage ceremony and the alterations of Laveue 
kinship practices, accordingly. Although some conventional practices surrounding 
marriage have changed dynamically, I argue that the essence of Laveue relatedness have 
been preserved within and beyond the scope of the ethnic village. Regarding the term 
“relatedness”, I rely on the concept of Carsten (1997, 2000, and 2004) to understand how 
people perceive and manage their relationships in practical ways. I found that Laveue 
relatedness has been converted both in terms of secular and religious beliefs. The 
coexistence of animist-Buddhists, Protestants, and Catholics, plays an important role in 
household, community, and village-city relatedness. Intermarriages create common 
religious relatedness across ethnic boundaries. A marriage ceremony, household 
composition, residence pattern, reciprocal obligation, and mutual supports become flexible 
and rather depend on the interpretation of relatedness. In short, I assume that Laveue 
relatedness is expressed in changing marriage ceremonies and elaborated in inter-ethnic 
intimacy.                     
 
1.5 Scope of the Study 
 This study is an ethnographic research about “Laveue people”. The term “Lua”, 
“Lawa”, and “Laveue” are used replaceable throughout the thesis. I utilize the term 
“Lua”23  when mentioning the general reference of this ethnic group by Northern Thai 
people and in most northern Thai chronicles as well as previous studies. Meanwhile, in 
order to keep the original usage of other scholars’ discussions, I apply the term “Lawa” 
directly when referring to those English-written studies and often beyond northern 
Thailand. Nonetheless, I aspire to utilize the term “Laveue”, which is used by the people to 
identify themselves, for the most part of the thesis. In doing so, I suggest the readers not to 
be confused between Laveue people in Chiang Mai and Mae Hong Son provinces, and Lua 
people in Nan Province because they are linguistically and culturally different. Moreover, 
the term Lua contains the underlying meaning of relatively being culturally assimilated to 
Tai-speaking lowlanders. Concerning this viewpoint, on the contrary, the term Laveue is 
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specified to the people who live in traditional highland villages where ethnic culture is still 
preserved to a considerable degree.          
As a case study, I conducted anthropological fieldworks in a Laveue ethnic village 
named Pa Pae Village. The study village is located in Mae Sariang District, Mae Hong Son 
Province, Thailand. Other Laveue ethnic villages are also referred to as the origin villages 
of the in-marrying Laveue spouses into Pa Pae village. Mae Sariang town and Chiang Mai 
city are two main lowland centers in the fields of the market, education, job, public 
services, and recreation. Both areas are referred to as the destinations of Pa Pae villagers’ 
village-city journeys and out-marrying.  
The fieldworks were carried out during September 2015 to January 2017. The 
intensive fieldwork was, including the marriage cases, in the second half of 2016. The 
surveys were conducted and updated in order to draw the demographic and kinship charts, 
with the variables of each household’s constituent village and religion, and married 
couples’ religion and ethnicity. Then, the rise of intermarriages and the transformation of 
marriage ceremonies are described in detail. Next, to discuss the post-marital residence and 
kinship practices, I focus on some married couple cases that are living in the village and 
their kin-based households.     
In my study, I use both the terms “family” and “household”, which, however, 
convey slightly different and overlapping meanings. I use the term family when I refer to 
the ego’s relatives who are related by blood and affine, either live inside or outside the 
village. Family, house, and marriage are the varied meanings of the Laveue term ñɨəʔ. 
Rather, I use the term household when I specifically refer to a group of people living, 
utilizing, and consuming resources together in a house, which ideally accommodates two 
generational married couples and their unmarried offspring. Lineage can be traced to 
several households of common ancestors. Household is also the unit of my survey on a 
constituent village and religious conversion in the village. Therefore, while families are 
mobilized, households are localized co-residentially within the village.    
 
1.6 Research Methods 
 During the spring break in March 2015 before I started my doctoral study, I had a 
chance to visit Mae Sariang town, Mae Hong Son Province, Thailand. The exhibitions in 
Mae Sariang Museum displayed the history and the multiethnic locality of this Thailand-
Myanmar border area. However, compared to other ethnic groups who migrated recently to 
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this area, i.e. Karen, Tai Yai (Shan),
24
 Tai Yuan (Northern Thai), and Pakistani, I rather 
wondered who the Lua were and why they were admired as the native people. Therefore, I 
spent the first semester of my doctoral course in Japan to review literature about Lua 
people from available books and online articles.  
I have gradually realized the contextual usages of the term “Lua” in historical and 
academic records. I accessed several pieces of ethnographical research from the Journal of 
the Siam Society (JSS) website.
25
 Based on the JSS articles’ references, I searched for 
further readings especially the studies by Peter Kunstadter, an American anthropologist 
who conducted fieldwork in Pa Pae village (my study village) and nearby Karen villages in 
Mae Sariang. He had contributed many insightful data and discussions for Lua studies 
(1967a, 1967b, 1968, 1978, and 1984).   
 I was fortunate to be introduced by my Thai professor in Chiang Mai University to 
a Lua (Laveue) graduate student who was taking her master’s course at the Faculty of 
Social Sciences. I am really grateful for her family support in letting me stay with them 
during the fieldworks. I made the first visit to my study village in September 2015, 
accompanied by my Japanese supervisor, a Thai and a Japanese student, and a Thai driver. 
It took more than an hour from Mae Sariang town to the village along the 40 km, partially 
under construction, mountain road. During the few days in my first staying, I got to know 
my host family’s members and their close relatives. I visited the village headman to 
introduce myself and my purpose to visit the village. I also had a chance to observe a dam 
hua ritual
26
 performed for a sick old man by his family members and the villagers. 
Afterward, I had traveled several times to the village by Pa Pae villagers’ pick up cars from 
Mae Sariang town or sometimes from Chiang Mai city. I usually took the Chiang Mai – 
Mae Sariang shuttle van which took about three hours.    
I conducted a preliminary survey in the village in October 2015 with the assistance 
of my host younger sister. I tried to visit every household in order to know the villagers 
and introduce myself. Because the villagers including my host family were busy in rice 
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 Tai Yai (also known as Shan people) is a Tai-speaking group living in Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, and 
China. The people are prominently Buddhists, as well known for the Buddhist novice ordination ceremony 
(Poy Sang Long). 
25
 Online source: http://www.siam-society.org/pub_JSS/jss_index.html 
26
 Dam hua (v.) is to wash head in northern Thai language. The term is often prefixed by rod nam (v.) which 
means to water. In terms of ritual, dam hua is practiced to wash bad luck away from oneself and another. The 
water is usually mixed with scents and flowers. In Thailand, originally in northern and northeastern regions, 
Rod nam dam hua is a main activity on Thai New Year’s festival (Songkran, 13-15 April) to show respect to 
and ask for forgiveness from elders. Buddhist Thais also practice this ritual for Buddha statues and Buddhist 
monks.     
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harvesting, I mainly surveyed in the evening of the days. This time some villagers could 
recognize me from the earlier dam hua ritual. I drew kinship charts and plotted the 
locations of the village households based on the map given by the village headman, in 
order to understand the general proportions of constituent villages and religions in Pa Pae 
village. After returning to Japan and organizing the collected data, I recognized the high 
rates of inter-ethnic marriages between Laveue—Sgaw Karen and Laveue—Tai Yuan.  
I spent the second semester of the first doctoral year to review documents I had 
collected from my preliminary fieldwork and Chiang Mai University’s libraries. I 
conducted the supplementary fieldwork during the spring break in February and March 
2016. This time I interviewed several married couples in the village about their marriage 
ceremonies and had an opportunity to participate in a Catholic Laveue—animist-Buddhist 
Tai Yuan marriage ceremony which was held twice at the Laveue bride’s house in Pa Pae 
village and at the Tai Yuan groom’s house in Chiang Mai.  
I conducted the main fieldwork from August 2016 to January 2017 in the second 
year of my doctoral course. I spent about two or three weeks a month in the village and 
returned to Chiang Mai city to classify the data and review further literature in Chiang Mai 
University’s libraries. In August 2016, my host family was in grief and busy in hosting the 
funeral ceremony for my host grandmother (the mother of the household head). After the 
funeral ceremony was done, the villagers had visited my host family’s house regularly and 
some teenagers had come to stay overnight at the house for a month. In September 2016, I 
conducted interviews with the religious specialists, both villagers and non-villagers, about 
the spread of Protestantism, Catholicism, and Buddhism in Pa Pae village and Mae Sariang. 
In addition, I had the opportunity to present about Laveue marriage and its dynamic 
changes based on my fieldwork data at the 13th International Conference of Asia Pacific 
Sociological Association (APSA) hosted by the Royal University of Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia. In October 2016, I surveyed the education of the villagers and interviewed 
some villagers about research and developmental projects in the village including language, 
agriculture, weaving, and tourism. In November 2016, I accompanied my host family for 
threshing rice at their rice fields and interviewed the elderly villagers about spirit 
propitiations based on agricultural activities. In December 2016, I participated in the 
propitiation ritual of the village spirits (as a symbol for animist-Buddhist villagers’ New 
Year), Protestant Christmas and Catholic Christmas (as a symbol for Christian villagers’ 
New Year), the special memorial ceremony of rice bank to commemorate the King Rama 
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IX’s death,27 and three inter-ethnic marriage ceremonies in the village. In January 2017, I 
visited a Thai professor who has been researching about Laveue language in Pa Pae village 
and gathered necessary materials for writing before travelling back to Japan. In summary, 
in addition to following and participating in local activities during fieldworks, I set the 
major topic for each monthly interview such as religions, development, annual ceremonies, 
and so on, to encompass all aspects of the villagers’ way of life.                
After the intensive fieldwork, I updated and arranged the numeric data in several 
cross tables for further descriptive analysis. I categorized observation and interview data 
from my field notes into the particular topic and subtopic cards. I took several hundred 
photos of marriage ceremonies and other events in the village, which can illustrate the 
current situations of Laveue traditions in this highland area. Based on these sources of data, 
I began writing about the study setting (study subject and study area), the religious context, 
the marriage context, and the analysis of intermarriage in terms of ceremonial and kinship 
practices.  
In July 2017, I had an opportunity to conduct an additional fieldwork during the 
time I went to Thailand to join the 13th International Conference on Thai Studies (ICTS) 
hosted by Chiang Mai University. I double checked the data in my study village, about 
Laveue kinship terminologies and the finer detail of Laveue rituals and ceremonies. The 
international conference that I participated in was not only the second opportunity for me 
to present the issue of inter-ethnic marriage and its religious determinant but I also learned 
from other scholars’ distinguished presentations. After the additional fieldwork in Thailand, 
I returned to Japan to revise all the chapters and write the analysis parts while reading 
concepts and theories about marriage and kinship.       
In summary, this research is an ethnic village study to understand the ways 
(methods/processes) that people use in managing their everyday life. I conducted 
ethnographic fieldworks to collect both quantitative and qualitative data. In the initial 
fieldwork, I surveyed the kinship chart in each household and the current situations of the 
village. I organized the collected kinship charts by using the spreadsheet in Microsoft 
Excel. It is a systematic application to manage information in the units of individuals, 
couples, and households, which allowed me to realize the high rate of inter-ethnic 
marriages. Then, I explored how these intermarriages are rising and correlate with religious 
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 The King Rama IX (Bhumibol Adulyadej, reigned 1946-2016) passed away on 13 October 2016 at aged 88 
years old. His 70 years in royal authority is the longest reign in Thai history. Thai people highly respect the 
king as their father.    
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conversion and post-marital residence patterns. I did participatory observations in four 
marriage ceremonies hosted in February and December 2016. Besides, I accounted from 
the interviews with some key informants and typical married couples in order to discuss 
marriage ceremony changes and kinship as open-ended processes.  
 
1.7 Outline of the Thesis 
 This thesis consists of six chapters as follows: 1) Introduction, 2) The setting, 3) 
Religious context, 4) Marriage context, 5) Marriage ceremony changes and Laveue 
relatedness, and 6) Conclusion. At the very beginning, Chapter 1 guides to the structure of 
the whole thesis. The following three chapters (Chapter 2, 3, and 4) provide the contextual 
information of the study scope for the upcoming discussion. Next, to answer the questions 
of the study, Chapter 5 analyzes the transformations in the marriage ceremony cases and 
the conformity of Laveue kinship practices before concluding significant points of the 
study in Chapter 6.      
In chapter one, I give the overview of the study based on the statement of the 
problem and the objectives of the study. Then, I conceptualize my study concerning the 
matter of ethnicity, religion, relatedness, and locality, after reviewing the previous studies 
on intermarriage, post-marital residence, and marriage ceremonies and kinship relations. 
Within the scope and methods of the study, I conduct an ethnographic fieldwork to 
examine the existing cases and circumstances.  
In chapter two, I introduce the readers about the people and the area of my study. I 
give the general review of Laveue people in the regional context of northern Thailand. 
After describing who the people of the study are in terms of history and culture, I then 
specify Mae Sariang as the local market township and Pa Pae village as my study village.  
In chapter three, I give the explanation of religious diversity in the village. Laveue 
people, as well as other ethnic groups’ cultures in the area, were fundamentally animists 
before Christianity was introduced into the village by the Western missionaries in the 
1960s. In Pa Pae village, Protestantism entered and made conversions to the villagers prior 
to Catholicism. Until the 1980s, Buddhism was initially introduced to the villagers by a 
monk on his pilgrimage and overlapped the preexisting animism. Nowadays, Pa Pae 
villagers vary from Protestants, Catholics, to animist-Buddhists. Moreover, I explain how 




In chapter four, I concern marriage as the most formative stage of the kinship 
system among the life-cycle rituals (marriage, birth, healing, and death) mentioned in the 
previous chapter. Marriage here covers both ceremonial and relational elements. I describe 
the traditional marriage ceremony and the findings of high-rate intermarriage in my study 
village in order to elucidate the underlying meanings of Laveue marriage and the variations 
of ethnicities and religions in the contemporary marriage context.          
In chapter five, I contrast the significances of kinship practices against the 
simplification of marriage ceremonies. I highlight the phenomena of “becoming a brother” 
by a Laveue female who matrilocally married a male into her own house as the alternative 
practice to adapt Laveue relatedness in the context of intermarriage. Furthermore, I 
consider that Pa Pae villagers still regard Laveue siblingship as the most important 
practical kinship even if their siblings get married to non-Laveue persons and practice the 
alternative form of post-marital residence.       
In chapter six, I conclude all remarks and discussion points of the study. Based on 
the phenomena of intermarriages in the village study, I address how ethnicity and religions 
play important roles in intermarriages. These variables evidently influence the 
transformations of the traditional Laveue marriage ceremony and moreover signify the 
married couples’ choices of the residence after marriage. All in all, beyond the visible 
changes in ceremony and place to stay, I visualize the existence of Laveue relatedness 




























 The setting in this chapter involves the study area and the study subject in three 
levels as follows: region, district, and village. Firstly, it is important to narrate the 
historical relatedness of Laveue people in the regional context of northern Thailand. 
Secondly, to be more specific, the study focuses on Laveue people of Mae Sariang, Mae 
Hong Son Province. Mae Sariang is the most northwestern district of Thailand, which 
features ethnic and religious diversity. Laveue and Sgaw Karen have settled in their 
permanent villages in Pa Pae Sub-district,
28
 which is located at the middle altitude (700-
1,200 meters above sea level)
29
 of the Mae Sariang hill on the western part of Thanon 
Thong Chai Range. These villages have been influenced by Christianity, especially 
Catholicism, rather than Buddhism. Lastly, Pa Pae village as the study village is explained 
in detail.  
 
2.1 Laveue People in Northern Thailand  
By setting the scope of “Northern Thailand”, I mean the northern region as referred 
to in the six-region geographical system of the National Research Council of Thailand in 
1977. As Figure 2.1 shows, the region covers nine provinces in green as follows: Chiang 
Mai, Chiang Rai, Lampang, Lamphun, Mae Hong Son, Nan, Phayao, Phrae, and Uttaradit. 
Especially, the eight preceding provinces are concerned as the upper part of the northern 
region, except for Uttaradit.  
This study concerns two exclusive contexts of the northern region that are related to 
Laveue study as follows. Firstly, Laveue is positioned as indigenous people in the 
historical context of the northern region prior to the influence of the Tai people: Lanna 
Kingdom. Secondly, Laveue is repositioned as a highland ethnic group of the northern 
region. Based on these two historical contexts, Laveue has become the most unsettling and 
ambiguous ethnic group between the majority Tai usurper in lowland and the ethnic 
minorities arrivals in highland areas.      
                                                          
28
 Pipad (2012: 183-185) accounts the narratives from fieldwork in Pa Pae village that the history for the 
villagers is a way to manage relationships within and between the ethnic groups. Therefore, some historical 
facts are hidden and avoided in order to keep good relationships.     
29
 Dessaint and Dessaint (1992: 96) categorize four altitude cultures in northern Thailand based on the 
exploitation of ecological niches (cf. Fredrik Barth) as follows: (1) high mountains (>1,400 m.), (2) low 




Figure 2.1 Provinces in Thailand
30
  
(Photo source: http://www.mapofthailand.org/, retrieved on 25 June 2017) 
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 This figure does not show Bueng Kan Province, which was separated from Nong Khai Province 
(Northeastern region) to become the 77th province of Thailand in 2011. In addition, “[t]here are close 
cultural links between the Khon Müang [Northern Thais] and the Lao peoples of Laos and Northeast 
Thailand and less close (but ever-growing) links with the nation’s politically-dominant people, the Siamese 
or Central Thai” (Walker, 1992: 18).  
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 Before I give an explanation of Laveue people in the regional context, I would 
like to give the extent of Lua/Lawa/Laveue studies in Thailand. Based on the online 
collection of Journal of the Siam Society (under royal patronage), all of the Thai and 
foreign scholars utilized the term Lawa in their ethnographic studies, including Phra 
Petchabunburi (the study of Chao bon,
31
 1921, Thai scholar), Seidenfaden (1923, 1940), 
Kerr (1924, 1927-1928), Hutchinson (1935), Obayashi (1964), Kraisri Nimmanhaeminda 
(1967, Thai scholar), Flatz (1970), and Kauffmann (1971, 1972, 1977). The scope of the 
studies was geographically broad and the topics basically encompassed all substantial 
domains such as physical features, politics, and religions.     
 Based on the online database of Thai Digital Collection (TDC)
32
 that I accessed 
on 17 August 2017, most of the studies have been conducted after the 2000s, except for the 
regional study of Lua people (Chanchai, 1986). Most of the Thai written theses that 
utilized the term “Lua” (ลวัะ) in their titles were the research on Lua people in Nan Province 
(14 out of 27). Others were the research studies in Mae Hong Son (6), Chiang Mai (4), and 
Chiang Rai (1) provinces, some of which use Lawa in their English titles. I will explain the 
ethnonym of Lua/Lawa/Laveue in Thai context in the following section.  
 Meanwhile, there were six theses that utilized the term Lawa (ละวา้) and only one 
thesis used the term Laveue (เลอเวือะ) in their titles. The general theme of the studies was the 
adaptations in utilizing natural and cultural resources. For example, the studies about cloth 
weaving (Jaranya, 2002 and Wanichaya, 2004) and agriculture (Jatuporn, 2000; Amporn, 
2007; especially influenced by the highland agricultural development station, Apisit, 2007; 
Rung, 2007; Kasompol, 2008). All of them were studies conducted in Chiang Mai and Mae 
Hong Son provinces’ highland villages. The only Laveue study conducted in Pa Pae village 
was written by Niramon (2007). Among all of the theses on the TDC database, there were 
two comparative studies. One involved architecture of “Wa ethnic” village settlement and 
houses in Nan, Chiang Rai, and Phayao provinces. The other was an education and social 
development study (Udorn, 2011) in Lawa communities in Thailand’s Chiang Rai and Mae 
Hong Son provinces, and China’s Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous Prefecture, which were 
located in Mekong and Salween River basin.      
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 Chao bon is a different group from Lawa people. Although their spoken language is similar under the 
Austroasiatic language family, the language belongs to Monic branch and close to Mon people. Chao bon is 
the term that Thai people call Nyah Kur people who live in Phetchabun, Nakhon Ratchasima, and 
Chaiyaphum provinces, and they identify themselves as Nyah Kur, which means mountainous people. 
32
 Thai Digital Collection (TDC) is one of the projects under Thai Library Integrated System (ThaiLIS) that 




 Specifically in my study village, the ethnographic studies had been contributed by 
the pioneering anthropologist, Peter Kunstadter (1965, 1966a, 1966b, 1967a, 1967b, 1968, 
1978, 1983, 1984). Most Thai scholars who have been researching in Pa Pae village are 
from the Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia (RILCA)
33
 of Mahidol 
University, i.e. Suriya (1985, 2005a, 2005b), Suriya and Lakana (1986, 1987), Nathawee 
(1996a, 1997), Nathawee and Suriya (1996), Khantharot (2011), Niramon (2007), Mayuree 
(2014, 2016). During these recent decades, some Pa Pae villagers have been actively 
involved in research projects on language (Bue et al., 2009); ethnobotany (Wittaya, 2006); 
local plants (Kamol et al., 2009) and edible plants (Pathum et al., 2014); and rice bank 
(Pichaya, 2016). While Wittaya and Pichaya cases were relevant to their own theses, the 
other studies conducted by the local-based research team were results of collaboration 
between Mahidol University and other government agencies.         
 Throughout my thesis, the term “Laveue people” is used interchangeably with 
“Lua people” as well as “Lawa people”. According to the local histories and the 
ethnographic studies of the people, Lua is verbally and locally used while Lawa is rather a 
scholarly term. Lua was mentioned by Schrock (1970: 937) 34  as the reference of the 
common people by Northern Thai people and as the more Thai-ized Lawa by Lawa people 
themselves. Moreover, Tanabe (2000: 294-295) concludes that “[y]et the so-called Lua’ 
represent not a discrete category, ……but a peripheral social category culturally 
constructed and historically marginalized during the development of Tai states”. 
 Likewise, the people who call themselves Lavüa in Chiang Mai and Mae Hong 
Son Province are called Lua
ʔ
 in Thailand (Bradley, 1983: 48). Unlike other minority 
groups in Thailand, the other names of Lavüa people are not defined in Lao, Vietnamese, 
Chinese, and Burmese, aside from in European sources where the people are defined as 
Lawa, Lua, and Levüa. It is obvious that Lavüa is a different group from Bisu (Lua
ʔ
 of 
Chiang Rai Province) and Ugong (Lawáa of Kanchanaburi, Suphan Buri, and Uthai Thani 
provinces); moreover, we should not mingle the people with Maal/Pray (Tin people of Nan 
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 During 1981-2008, the name of the institute was the Institute of Language and Culture for Rural 
Development before it was changed to the present name in 2009. 
34
 For Schrock throughout this study, please see instead Department of the Army Pamphlet No. 550-107 
(1970) in the reference.  
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2.1.1 Historical Background 
 Laveue is rather well known in northern Thailand as Lua. The history of Lua 
people is mentioned in many northern Thai chronicles, which I summarize into two themes 
as follows: Lua’s origin and Lua’s settlement. The origin of Lua people in northern 
Thailand is inconclusive.
36
 However, through the existing literature, I conclude the four 
following presumptions: Lua people migrated (1) southward from southern China 
(Yunnan), (2) eastward from Myanmar (Burma at that time), (3) westward from Laos (Lan 
Chang), and (4) northward from central Thailand (the present Lopburi Province or the 
center of Lavo Kingdom in the past). 
 Firstly, the possible common ethnicity is assumed based on the ethnographic data 
of “Wild Wa” in China’s Yunnan Province and Myanmar’s Wa State. The Wild Wa was 
portrayed as headhunters for their headhunting rituals in the past. However, Kunstadter 
(1966b: 122) strongly insists that “[t]he Lua [in Pa Pae village] were mistakenly identical 
to the wild Wa, a headhunting people of northern Burma and southwestern China” and 
they were “Thailand’s gentle Lua” as his column’s title introduces. On the contrary, 
Cholthira (1991: 205) opposes that Laveue and Wa people are similar in sharing the same 
Palaungic sub-branch language, in eating the same species of non-glutinous rice, and in 
practicing the patrilineal descent and patriarchy.
37
  
 To the south of Wa State, The Myanmar’s Kengtung chronicle mentioned that 
Lua people came out of the water gourd left by Chin Haw (Yunnan Chinese who migrated 
to Thailand, Laos, and Myanmar) and they have continued to grow non-glutinous rice from 
the seeds dropped by Chin Haw. The phrase “[Phii] Sang koh fah, La [Lua] koh muang” 
reflects the folklore that the spirits built the sky while the Lua built the city. Yet, Arunrat 
(2002: 11) claims that “Chiang Mai people’s respecting Lua spirits is different from 
Chiang Tung [Kengtung], where they don’t really accept Lua spirits” concerning the 
dramatic chasing of Lua people by the king in the enthronement ceremony. 
 Secondly, the origin of Lua people might be relevant to the first assumption, but a 
bit lower to the same longitude as Thailand’s Mae Hong Son Province. Obayashi (1964: 
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 Susan Hayes et al. (2017) provides the most recent archaeological evidence of women skeletons discovered 
from the Late Pleistocene rockshelter, Tham Lod, in Thailand’s Mae Hong Son Province, which shades light 
on the assumption that the earliest inhabitants of Thailand are ancestral to extant Australo-Melanesian people. 
Pipad and Akarin (2017) suppose that these people are possibly Lawa people. 
37
 Cholthira (1991: 204) relies on Jame Scott’s account and her own fieldwork in 1988 to provide a broader 
reference of Lawa ethnohistory that “the Ta Wa (or the Wa of Ximeng County in Yunnan Province of China) 
usually called themselves Laveue or Aveue”, which is similar to Laveue people (Lavüa people in Bradley’s 
minority groups’ names chart) in Chiang Mai and Mae Hong Son provinces of Thailand. The Ta Wa were 
seen as relatively uncivilized by the opposite category of the Siao Wa of Lanchang District. 
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205) mentions a myth of the migration of Lawa (La Up village) that “[t]he migration 
legend tells how the Lawa came from Burma [Myanmar], pursued by two huge rolling 
stones”, which Kunstadter (1966b) enlarges upon this story that “[a]fter a desperate flight 
across the Salween and Yuam Valleys—perhaps a memory of early migrations—they [Lua 
villagers in the northern villages of Pa Pae] managed to reach the hills” (1966b: 141).  
 Thirdly, the Laos’s Lan Chang chronicle mentioned another version of the water 
gourd that Lua was the first group of people who came out from the water gourd through 
the hole drilled by an elderly man’s fire iron. Therefore, Lua people are darker than the 
subsequent groups, i.e. Sgaw Karen people and Tai people who came out later. These Laos 
natives migrated to settle in northern Thailand. I suppose that these are Lua people, in Nan 
Province in particular, who were influenced by the communist insurrection during the 
1960s to the 1980s. However, their language belongs to the Khmuic branch, which is 
different from the Palaungic branch of Laveue people in Chiang Mai and Mae Hong Son 
provinces, in the common Austro-Asiatic language family.  
  Lastly, some scholars assume that Lawa people resided with Mon people in the 
Lavo Kingdom (450-1338). The kingdom was centered in the present Lopburi Province in 
central Thailand. The name of the province is said to derive from Lavapura or Lavapuri 
(literally the city of Lava). In Thailand, Lavo Kingdom is well known for Dvaravati 
civilization influenced by Indian culture during the 6th to 11th century and in the 
subsequent period by Khmer Empire (802-1431, the present Cambodia). This hypothesis is 
also relevant to the Mon Queen, Chamadevi,
38
 who founded Hariphunchai Kingdom 
(existed 629-1292, the present Lamphun Province). The Dvaravati culture correspondingly 
lasted in the 13th century. She brought not only Mon people but also Dvaravati civilization 
especially Buddhism to northern Thailand. Thai scholars specialized in Lanna studies 
suggested that a known name of Chiang Mai as Muang Raming is derived from “Lua Meng 
[Mon]”.39  
 Schrock (1970: 939 cited Steinmann and Sanidh, 1966: 163)40 briefly introduces 
that the origin of Lawa, who belong to Austronesian ethnic stock, was southern Thailand, 
Malaya, and Cambodia, and they are “distant cousins of the Wa tribe of northern Burma 
                                                          
38
 Swearer (1974: 88) pictures Chamadevi “as a pawn in alliances between cousins in her marriage to the 
Mon prince of Lavo and then later in her reign in Haripunjaya [Hariphunchai]”. She had twin sons named 
Mahantayot and Anantayot seven days after her enthronement to Hariphunchai. While Prince Mahantayot 
ascended the throne of Hariphunchai from his mother, Prince Anantayot established Lampang in 688. In 
addition, both Mahantayot and Anantayot married the daughters of King Wilangka. 
39
 Pipad and Akarin (2017) refer to the opinion of Thai scholars, Withoon Buadaeng and Pensupa Sukhata, in 
their presentation. 
40
 Steinmann and Sanidh (1966) “Monument forms and sacrificial sites of the Lawa”  
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and southern Yunnan, China”. He further supports that “[i]ndications are that the Lawa, 
once known as the ‘Milakkha’41 or the ‘Lowa’ migrated to the north of the Me Ping valley 
in about 660 A.D. and stayed there until they were conquered by the Mon in the eighth 
century”.  
 In northern Thailand, Lua [Lawa] people were often appeared in the legends of 
Pra That [temple, stupa, relics],
42
  for example, Pra That Lampang Luang in Lampang 
Province, Pra That Cho Hae in Phrae Province, and Pra That Doi Tung
43
 in Chiang Rai 
Province. The legends suggest that Lua people were adherents and had faith in Buddhism. 
The names of Lawa appear in the areas which Lawa perhaps settled, for instance, Lawa 
River as the old name of Chiang Rai’s Mae Sai River. In Chiang Mai city, Wiang Chet 
Buri (or Wiang Ched Lin), Wiang Nop Buri,
44
 and Wiang Suan Dok are believed to be 
ancient walled cities respectively built by Lawa people.
45
    
 Tidawan (2006: 70) refers to the Mae Chaem Legend, in which more than two 
hundred abandoned temples (wat hang [rang (adj.) in Thai, deserted] Lawa) along Mae 
Chaem River were built and occupied by Lawa people. Furthermore, there are 
metaphorical phrases such as “Lawa pong hai, Tai pong moh”46 and “Lua hing fai, Tai 
hing tao,”47 which imply that there were more Lawa than Tai in Mae Chaem (Tidawan, 
2006: 71). Arunrat (1998: 22 cited Suwankhamdaeng chronicle, 1972: 146) interprets the 
                                                          
41
 Moreover, Lawa people are also known as Kha Lawa. As Cholthira (1990: 75) mentions, “[i]n the 
periphery, the term ‘Kha’ has often been applied to a wide variety of Proto-Indochinese groups speaking a 
large number of Mon-Khmer languages”.  
42
 According to Thai Buddhists’ pilgrimage, there are twelve stupas regarding one’s born year located mostly 
in the provinces of upper northern Thailand as follows: (1) Pra That Sri Chom Thong in Chiang Mai (rat 
year); (2) Pra That Lampang Luang in Lampang (ox year); (3) Pra That Cho Hae in Phrae (tiger year); (4) Pra 
That Chae Haeng in Nan (rabbit year); (5) Pra That Chedi Wat Pra Singh in Chiang Mai (big snake year); (6) 
Chedi Maha Putta Kaya or Chedi Ched Yod in Chiang Mai (small snake year); (7) Pra Barom That Chedi in 
Tak (horse year); (8) Pra That Doi Suthep in Chiang Mai (goat year); (9) Pra That Phanom in Nakhon 
Phanom (monkey year); (10) Pra That Haripunchai in Lamphun (rooster year); (11) Pra That Ket Kaew 
Chula Manee in Chiang Mai (dog year); and (12) Pra That Doi Tung in Chiang Rai (pig year).   
43
 Doi Tung is believed to be the inhabitant area of Lua people, whose leader was Pu Chao Lao Chok. Lua 
people were Buddhist servants cherishing Pra That Doi Tung that contains relics of the Buddha. 
44
 The city (Buri) name, Nop(-pa) Buri, was derived from the nine (nop-pa) Lua wealthy lineages who 
offered to observe the precepts and guard nine Indra’s treasures of crystal, silver, and gold. The enemies in 
disguise as greedy traders came to beg for treasures, which made the ogres angry and returned Sao Inthakin 
(Chiang Mai’s city pillar) to the heaven. Afterward, Buddhist monk told Lua people to fill the dug basin with 
molded figures of 101 human couples and then overlaid with Sao Inthakin, which has been venerated in order 
to prevent calamities.            
45
 According to Pipad and Akarin (2017), Chiang Mai city was a major Lua town called “Chuangh Mal”. 
Chuangh Mal is a circle woven bamboo strip that Laveue people use as a pot support. From its circle shape, 
the presenters suggested that the town was circled around the remnant of triangle moat and ancient walls in 
nowadays Chiang Mai city.  
46
 Pong [plong] (v.) means to put something down. Hai (n.) is a steaming rice container while moh (n.) is a 
pot. From cooking context, the phrase means putting a pot down from the fire.  
47
 Hing [phing] (v.) means to warm oneself. Fai (n.) is fire while tao (n.) is ash. In the past, Laveue people 
light a fire at the hearth for cooking, staying and sleeping nearby.     
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former phrase that both hai and moh are indispensable utensils in cooking glutinous rice; 
likewise, Lua and Tai equivalently rely upon each other.
48
 This phrase was generated 
concurrently with the phrase “Tai heu tad phom meuan Lua, Lua heu nung pha meuan Tai”, 
when Tai cut hair in the same way as Lua and Lua dressed in the same way as Tai to 
delude against the attacking spirits. Cholthira (1991: 346) states that intermarriages did not 
only take place between Tai and Lwa ruling houses but also between common Tai and 
Lwa.
49
 She explains that “[m]arriage alliance was probably the best way to guarantee peace 
among the Tai and the Lwa. In addition to promoting peace, the marriage bond also tended 
to expand the kin group”. 
 The most well-known legendary story about the end of Lua kingdom is a dramatic 
love story between the last Lua king named Khun Luang Wilangka
50
 and the Mon queen 
named Chamadevi in Chamadevi chronicle. The Lua king—Mon queen love story with the 
tragic ending is also the deterioration of Lua territorial power. King Wilangka ruled the 
Lua Kingdom, which was founded in Ping River Basin near Doi Suthep Mountain on the 
west of nowadays Chiang Mai city. Lua kingdom had existed prior to a Mon city, 
Hariphunchai (or the present Lamphun Province). According to Aroonrat (1998: 7), a 
hermit
51
 who founded Hariphunchai invited Chamadevi, who was then a Lavo Kingdom’s 
princess, to govern Hariphunchai in around the eighth century. Queen Chammadevi 
introduced Buddhism and civilized Lavo cultures to Hariphunchai. Many scholars have 
attempted to ascertain whether Chammadevi was Mon, Cham, or Lawa.
52
 King Wilangka 
fell in love and made efforts to propose a marriage to Queen Chamadevi, but the queen 
                                                          
48
 Differently, Renard (1988: 29) expresses that “traditionally in Thailand such terms as ‘Lua’ and ‘Tai’ were 
not racial indicators, but denoted, instead social groups”, in respect of their differences in doing swidden 
versus paddy rice farming and being non-Buddhists versus Buddhists. Likewise in Myanmar, “Kachins speak 
of people ‘becoming gumlao’ or ‘becoming Shan’ (gumlao tai; sam tai). This implies that the Kachins 
themselves think of the difference between Shan and gumsa Kachin as being a difference of ideal, and not, as 
the ethnologists would have us believe, a difference of ethnic, cultural or racial type” (Leach, 1964: 286). 
49
 I am inclined to agree with the classification of Lawa ethnonyms by Cholthira (1991: 31) which divides 
into prehistory, history, and contemporary period. Lwa (Lanna) and Lawaa (Central Siam) appear in 
prehistory and history period, especially in chronicles. Later on in the contemporary period, there are Lua 
(Nan Province), Laveue (Chiang Mai Province and Mae Hong Son Province), Wa (Yunnan and Myanmar), 
and Lwa (Northern Thailand). She stresses the present Lwa as being assimilated to Northern Thais.     
50
 There are monuments of Khun Luang Wilangka in Mae Rim District (Muang Ka village) and Hot District 
(Bo Luang village) in Chiang Mai Province. The annual worship ritual for Khun Wilangka is held in June at 
Muang Ka village and in February at Bo Luang village.   
51
 “The rishis [hermits] are legendary cult heroes or clan progenitors who represent not only supernatural 
power but also the creation of civilization (i.e. cities)” (Swearer, 1974: 71). 
52
 Kittiphong (1996: 25) claims that Chammadevi was born into Lawa and she was a matrilateral cross cousin 
of Wilangka. They were therefore marriageable according to customary rights. Nevertheless, Chammadevi 
insisted to marry Wilangka because she had been raised in Mon culture and so depreciated her own Lawa 
origin. Likewise, Arunrat (2002: 7) concludes that “[t]hus she [Chammadevi] and her followers were 
progressive Lua, whereas Wilanka was not”.  
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rejected his proposal. Troops had been sent against one another kingdom and King 
Wilangka eventually passed away in his distress. The stories of Chammadevi and 
Wilangka were depicted on the wall murals of Chamadevi Temple’s monastery hall 
(vihara) in Lamphun Province.  
The outstanding remnant of Lua tradition in Chiang Mai is Sao Inthakhin (Indra’s 
pillar guarded by two ogres), which has been Chiang Mai’s city pillar since the late 12th 
century during the reign of King Mangrai (1292–1311), who was the first king of Lanna 
Kingdom.
53
 The pillar was relocated from Sadue Muang Temple to Chedi Luang Temple 
in the heart of Chiang Mai city in the 18th century during the reign of King Kawila (1782-
1813)
54
 concurrently with the founding of Siam’s Chakri Dynasty. Tai people adopted Lua 
people’s propitiation of the city pillar, based on the Lua traditional textbook titled “Lai 
Chia Lua” (Arunrat, 2002: 6), for the security and prosperity of the city. Tanabe (2000: 
297) indicates that this propitiation implies “Lua superiority over Khon Muang (Tai Yuan) 
in ritual terms” beyond their representation of barbarity and subjugation. Local people 
have been practicing the propitiation until these days annually around May at Chiang 
Mai’s Chedi Luang Temple as the festival of the flower bowl blessing. Moreover, the 
prolong life rite of Chiang Mai city has been continually held at the city gates and corners 
after finishing the seven days of the city pillar’s propitiation.       
 In Chiang Mai’s Mae Hia Sub-district, the sacrifice of a buffalo to venerate the 
guardian spirits named Pu Sae Ya Sae and their descendant spirits including Khun Luang 
Wilangka, totally 32 spirits in 12 spirit altars, have been carried out every year around June 
(or on the Northern Thai’s ninth month), in order to beg for seasonal rain and plentiful 
yields in both Lua’s swidden farming and Tai’s paddy farming as the phrase “Lua yie rai 
ya hue tai kha, Tai yie na ya hue tai dad”. Pu Sae Ya Sae are paternal grandparent 
ancestors of Lua people. Pu Sae Ya Sae used to be cruel giants who ate the human before 
accepting Buddhism and abstaining from harming living beings requested by the Buddha. 
The spirits are invited to possess a Tai Yuan spirit medium who performs an act of eating 
sacrificial buffalo’s meat and blood dramatically. Asa (2012) accounts the discontinuity 
and the transformation of Pu Sae Ya Sae ritual from the past’s city level to the present’s 
                                                          
53
 Prior to becoming the king of Chiang Mai who founded Lanna Kingdom, Mangrai was the king of 
Ngoenyang Kingdom (638-1292) during 1261-1292. Lavachakka, who was a descendant of the Lawa leader 
in Doi Tung named Pu Chao Lao Chok, became the first king of Lavachakkaraj Dynasty ruled Ngoenyang 
(Hiran) with the support of Lavo Kingdom. The names of the kings in Lavachakkaraj Dynasty were preceded 
by “Lao”. 
54
 King Kawila was the Chet Ton Dynasty’s first king of Chiang Mai after the liberation from Burmese rule 
(1558-1775). Chiang Mai was abandoned during 1775-1795. Chiang Mai, however, was Siam’s tributary 
state during 1802-1899 and eventually annexed to Siam as a northwest circle (Monthon Phayap).     
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community level, which is known as “the feast for guardian spirits of the forest” (or Liang 
dong). He criticizes the ritual as the cultural combination between folklore and Buddhism 
and further concerned the Siam centralization since the reign of the King Rama V (1868-
1910) has politically reduced the role of regional rulers as well as replacing local animism 
by Buddhist rituals.   
 Burmese rule during the 17th to the 19th century in Lanna territories possibly 
brought Karen and Tai Yai (Shan) to the Lanna area. After the withdrawal of Burmese 
army and the several years’ abandon of Chiang Mai, King Kawila rebuilt the city by 
attacking cities and forcing large numbers of manpower to Chiang Mai. This period is well 
known as “Kep phak sai saa kep phaa sai muang” (Put Vegetables into Baskets, and 
People into Towns, translated by Kraisri, 1965: 6-9). Most of these people are Tai-Kadai 
language speakers such as Tai Yai (Shan), Tai Kheun, Tai Lue, and Tai Yong. Many cases 
were moved as whole families and community, yet their ethnic and cultural identities to 
some extent have been preserved. Keyes (1971: 553) notes on the religious diversity in 
northern Thailand that “[Tai] Yuan cult Buddhism was not the only religion found in 19th-
century North Thailand, and not even the only form of Buddhism” and moreover “[i]n the 
eyes of the Siamese rulers in Bangkok, this tradition [Yuan cult Buddhism] distinguished 
the north from other areas within their sphere of influence” (1971: 554). 
 In the revitalization of Chiang Mai by King Kawila in nearly the end of the 18th 
century, there was a rite where Lua people were invited to enter the city prior to the Tai 
royal processions. In this occasion, Lua people were “leading dogs, toting chaek [jaek is a 
kind of Lua basket, footnote p.14], carrying chicken” as Arunrat (2002)’s paper title. These 
three complements are supposed to be “a form of Lua identity” as Arunrat (2002) explains 
that, 
Having Lua head the procession might be a reminder that the community was once theirs. Or, 
at that time, it’s possible that the Lua were a symbol of prosperity because the Lua had many 
spirits protecting them, from their clan spirits to city spirits as well as forest, field, paddy, 
irrigation ditch, etc. spirits, and Tai Yuan respected the same ones. (p.8) 
 
 Lua and Tai were said to have an interdependent relationship. There are pieces of 
evidence that Tai kings bestowed silver plates (Lhab ngoen or Lhab tha), in which a kind 
of royal license inscribed the exemption from labor enlistment (corvée) by paying tributes 
instead, to some Lua villages in Hang Dong, Chom Thong, and Hot districts. Meanwhile, 
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the inscribed silver plates of Lua villages in Mae Sariang District are said to be stolen from 
Om Phai village and be burnt during the huge fire in Pa Pae village in the 1950s. The 
absence of Pa Pae village’s inscribed silver plate was already mentioned by Kunstadter 
(1965: 7). The fire destroyed almost all the village houses and as an assistant Lam 
mentioned Laveue customs that were inscribed on Lhab tha likewise lost since then.  
Srisak (1986) draws the existence of Lua people on northern chronicles and 
suggested that the recent archaeological evidence of burial custom, i.e. pottery (Sangkalok 
wares and Chinese ceramics dated from the 14th to the 16
th
 century), metal artifacts, and 
ornaments that were buried in the graves in the mountain areas of Kamphaeng Phet, Tak, 
and Chiang Mai provinces, to the west of Ping River, were of Lua people. He insists that 
Lua people who lived in the mountains had their economic relationship with the Lanna 
Kingdom. Renard (1988: 25) identifies three types of the contextual term “Lua” as follows: 
(1) phrai ban Thai muang, the corvée labors who have assimilated to lowland Thai; (2) 
phrai suai, the taxpayers for exemption from recruitment who have preserved their 
customs in highland villages; and (3) kha phra or kha phra that, the recent temple slaves 
who have settled between phrai suai and phrai ban Thai muang.     
In modern history, northern Thailand serves as the border of a modern nation state 
to Myanmar in west and Laos in the east. During the British and French colonization era in 
Mainland Southeast Asia in the 19th century, British and British subjects came to do 
logging and trading in northern Thailand. The migrants from neighboring countries were 
labors in logging business as well as in the urban area. The authority of Lanna rulers was 
gradually weakened by Thai officials sent from central Siam to control local 
administrations and Lanna was eventually annexed to Siam at the end of the 19th century.  
In the second half of the 20th century, paralleling to the communist insurrection 
and the first national economic and social development plan, people of the mountains were 
targeted to be controlled and developed. The development of highlands in northern 
Thailand has officially started in 1959 when the hill tribe welfare and development 
committees were appointed. Tribal Research Institute (TRI) had played important role in 
ethnic studies during 1965 to 2002.
55
 Highlanders were surveyed and intervened by Thai 
government officials and researchers. Nine ethnic groups were designated as “hill tribe” by 
the Thai government. These people are Karen, Hmong, Mien, Lisu, Lahu, Akha, Lua, Tin, 
and Khmu. They vary in speaking language groups; Sino-Tibetan (Karen, Lisu, Lahu, 
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 Kwanchewan et al. (2003) gives a full explanation about the emergence and the fall of the Tribal Research 
Institute (TRI) in responded to Thai government’s policy on highlanders.    
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Akha), Hmong- Mien (Hmong, Mien), Mon-Khmer (Lua, Tin, Khmu). Each group’s 
language is also divided into different sub-groups and different dialects in distant villages.  
The first six peoples are nonetheless “commonly thought of as the ‘true hill tribes’”, 
while the last three peoples who are relatively small in number and settle much earlier in 
lower altitudes are “quickly absorbed by the Northern Thai peasant population” (Mischung, 
1995: 95). Keyes (1979: 8) specifies that “[s]ome of the people so classed [chao khao (hill 
tribe)], mainly Lua and Karen, have been subjected to more disadvantages that they 
experienced with their ethnic status”. He also opposes the Lua’s internalization of northern 
Thai culture and the communication codes that “[h]owever, the elimination of the 
structural opposition between Lua and northern Thai that a move from the upland to the 
lowland accomplishes is the causa efficiens [origin italics, agent or efficient cause] for 
ethnic change” (1979: 6-7). As shown by Figure 2.1.1, Lua people stay at the intermediate 
elevation in terms of settlement and agricultural production, but they stay at the foremost 
position in terms of history as “the pre-Thai groups” along with Tin and Khmu (Harald, 
1995: 33).  
 
Figure 2.2 The altitude settlements of ethnic groups in northern Thailand 
(adapted from Harald, 1995: 32) 
In conclusion, the northern region of Thailand has always been ethnically and 
culturally diverse. Chiang Mai Province has been the center of the northern region for 
administration, education, business, and tourism. However, “Thai government’s policies on 
ethnic groups in northern Thailand are cryptically contradictory. They would like to 
assimilate ethnic culture into Thainess, meanwhile, support to conserve ethnic cultures for 
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tourism” (Kwanchewan et al., 2003: 31, my translation). Luckily, several multi-ethnic 
organizations and researchers supported by both government and (international) non-
government have been set up to promote local ethnic culture. In the meantime, the negative 
term “hill tribe” (chao khao),56 which had demeaned and stigmatized minority peoples 
with the problems of deforestation and opium cultivation, was replaced by the positive 
term “highland ethnic group” in the past decades.  
 
2.1.2 Laveue Language 
 The Language of Lawa people belongs to the Mon-Khmer group under the Austro-
Asiatic linguistic family. Schliesinger (2000: 28) states that “[t]he Lawa, probably one of 
the first Mon-Khmer settles on present-day Thailand soil, have lived for over 1500 years in 
the Chiang Mai area and only a few of their tribe members extend slightly into Burma 
[Myanmar]”. From the background of the language family, Laveue people are predecessors 
of northern Thailand prior to prevalent Tai-Kadai lowland speakers, and Sino-Tibetan and 
Hmong-Mien highland speakers. Among seven branches of the Mon-Khmer group,
57
 Lawa 
language belongs to the Palaungic branch which is found in northern Thailand; northern 
Laos; Burma [Myanmar]; and southern China. In addition, Lawa language belongs to the 
Waic group under the western sub-branch classified by Diffloth and Zide (2003, cited in 
Sujaritlak, 2013: 4-5 as shown by Figure 2.3). In terms of dialects, Schrock (1970: 939) 
mentions that Lawa in Bo Luang (Hot District) speak Wa-vu while Lawa in Pa Pae (Mae 
Sariang District) speak Angku. 
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 The commemorative coins were given to Pa Pae villagers by the King Rama IX during his visit to northern 
region in 1960s. Besides the fact that the chao khao coin was coded as citizenship identification and 
distributed to “chao khao” in 20 provinces, it was also an evident that Laveue people were counted as chao 
khao. Nowadays, some coin collectors are interested to possess the chao khao coins as a sacred object in the 
reign of the king Rana IX.     
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Figures 2.3 Classifications of Palaungic languages 
(adapted from Diffloth and Zide, 2003) 
 
Nahhas (2008: 113) illustrates the seven geographical groups of Lawa villages with 
the list of the main villages as follows: (1) North villages (Kok Luang, Kok Noi, Khong, 
Pae, Ho, and Mut Long); (2) North-Central villages (La-ang Neua, La-ang Tai, and Saam); 
(3) Central villages (La-Up, Dong, and Pa Pae); (4) Omphai villages (Chang Mo and 
Omphai); (5) Mae La Noi villages [San Ti Suk], (6) Mae Sariang village (Phae); and (7) 
Bo Luang villages [Bo Luang, Bo Phawaen, and Ban Bo Sangae]. Pa Pae dialect is more 
similar to north-central and central villages than to other groups. In addition to the above 
mentioned groups, the dialects of Mae Rim Lawa in Chiang Mai (or Khalo’ in Flatz, 1970) 
are more related to Lamet people while Lua of Nan Province is more related to Mal (Tin) 
and Phai people rather than Lawa.  
All the six groups in the districts of Mae Chaem, Mae La Noi, and Mae Sariang fall 
into Western Lawa speakers, whereas Bo Luang in Hot District is the only distinct spoken 
group that falls into Eastern Lawa speakers. Nahhas (2008: 54 cited Brown, 1998) 
estimates that there were 8,000 Lawa speakers among 8,500 Western Lawa in 32 villages 
and 7,000 Lawa speakers among 8,000 Eastern Lawa in 16 villages. La-Up dialect serves 
as “supra-dialectal norm” for Christians [Protestants] and Nahhas comments that it might 
also become the central Western Lawa dialect if its usage expands beyond the Christianity 
sphere. By standardizing La-Up dialect, which had been developed in the writing system 
and in translating the Protestant Lawa Bible, Western Lawa are more intelligible with La-
Up dialect, compared to Eastern Lawa who are mainly Buddhists and Thai-ized.  
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According to Niramon (2007), the Laveue language in Pa Pae dialect has 37 
consonants that function as single initial consonants, consonant clusters, and final 
consonants, with 10 simple vowels and 15 complex vowels, based on International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). In 2009, the community-based research project “Rak Ləphon 
Ləvɨəʔ” [Preservation of Laveue Speech] in collaboration with Mahidol University 58 
supported by the Thailand Research Fund (TRF) developed the written system of Laveue 
language (Pa Pae dialect) by utilizing Thai alphabets. According to Mayuree (2016: 64), 
there are 37 initial single consonants, 9 single vowels, 14 gliding vowels, and 10 final 
consonants. As an action research, they created small and big textbooks for kindergarten 
students (anuban) in Chao Pho Luang Uppatham School. The kindergarten teacher said 
this community-based research was beneficial to the community due to its collaborative 
learning processes and utilizable outcomes for the village. The writing system was applied 
in several subject areas such as mathematics, Thai language, Laveue language, and health-
physical education, by relating the contents to local wisdom. Unfortunately, the action 
research was discontinued because there were few kindergarten students in the village and 
the project failed to attract additional funding.    
There have been attempts to document traditional verses or Ləsɔm ʔlɛ in order to 
preserve Laveue language by Pa Pae villagers in cooperation with linguistic researchers.
59
 
“Ləsɔm means ‘speech or saying’ and ʔlɛ means ‘to awake’, that is, the Ləvɨəʔ young 
men’s speech used to call the attention of the young women for courtship” (Niramon, 
2007: 2). There are four melodies as follows: 
ʔ
lɛ, chiə, jɨəm, and jɨəm kɔk. While ʔlɛ and chiə 
are sung as a greeting in auspicious ceremonies such as a marriage ceremony, chiə can also 
be sung in propitiation rituals. I first heard Ləsɔm ʔlɛ in ʔlɛ and chiə melodies recorded in 
the marriage ceremony of a Pa Pae Catholic bride and an Om Phai Buddhist groom held at 
Om Phai village from the bride’s father’s sound clips on his mobile phone. On the other 
hand, jɨəm and jɨəm kɔk are limited to be sung only in a funeral. At the funeral of my host’s 
grandmother, I had an opportunity to observe jɨəm kɔk being sung by elderly villagers.  
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 The Resource Center for Revitalization and Maintenance of Language and Cultures, Research Institute for 
Languages and Cultures of Asia, Mahidol University 
59
 According to Suriya (1985, 2005b), there are seven types of Ləsɔm ʔlɛ with each different theme as 
follows: (1) Ləsɔm luəŋ ɣit (recited only in the funeral); (2) Ləsɔm kam khuih (the expression of desires to 
talk with), (3) Ləsɔm ndoiŋ ʔəiɲ kheʔ (the description of the difficult journey); (4) Ləsɔm həo kao (the 
description of going out for business [wage labor]); (5) Ləsɔm ɣəok həo (the wish to bring [a beloved] 
someone along with his journey); (6) Ləsɔm puə ləŋaʔ (the request to talk and play); and (7) Ləsɔm ɲɔi (Any 





 produced a comparative table of some compound nouns in 
Lawa, White Meo [Hmong], and Sgaw Karen, who belong to three different linguistic 
families. She found that many Thai words were borrowed into Lawa language due to 
cultural diffusion and acculturation and Lawa is less dynamic in inventing new words 
compared to White Meo and Sgaw Karen. Laveue language is one of the enclave 
languages in terms of a language hierarchy in Thailand (Smalley, 1994).
61
 Due to its 
limited number of speakers and at risk of being extinct, Laveue language was protected 
and registered as a national tangible cultural heritage by the Department of Cultural 
Promotion, Ministry of Culture in 2013 (Mayuree, 2016: 64-69).
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In Pa Pae village, a Protestant villager who was inspired by different ethnic 
Protestant friends (i.e. Lahu and Akha) when he was studying at Chiang Rai Bible 
Seminary between 1991 and 1994 started to compose songs in Laveue, which did not exist 
before then. His first and second albums were released in 2000 and 2002. His second 
album titled “Three in One” was comprised of eight songs in Laveue, Sgaw Karen, and 
standard Thai language. The contents of the songs are about awaited love, city, and 
cultures. In December 2016, he released a new album in a CD format which included some 
newly composed songs and some old songs which had been remastered. He sang his new 
songs, e.g. k
hɨm (fermented soybeans; a signature ingredient of Laveue dishes), to the 
audiences at the Pa Pae village’s Protestant Christmas in 2016.  
Most of the middle-aged Laveue—Sgaw Karen married couples in Pa Pae village 
speak both Laveue and Sgaw Karen. Some Sgaw Karen, who moved into Pa Pae village 
after getting married might be reluctant to speak Laveue at first, but they gradually picked 
up Laveue language from their everyday interactions with other community members and 
finally became fluent. For more effective communication, some young Laveue—Sgaw 
Karen married couples alternatively use northern Thai and Thai language (ləphon sɛm) 
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 This is a paper in the academic collection of Suriya Ratanakul (2005) that was presented in 1984.   
61
 Standard Thai, Regional Thai Languages, and Minority Languages are three layers of language hierarchy 
in Thailand. Minority languages include displaced languages, town languages, marginal languages, and 
enclave languages.  
62 There have been 318 lists registered as Thailand’s national intangible cultural heritages during 2009-2015 
in seven areas as follows: (1) 67 performing arts, (2) 57 traditional craftsmanship, (3) 58 folk literature, (4) 
34 folk games and sports, (5) 35 social practices, rituals and festive events, (6) 40 knowledge and practices 
concerning nature and the universe, and (7) 27 languages. 
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2.1.3 Laveue Population 
 According to the introduction of the knowledge document about “Lua tribe” 
published by the Department of Social Development and Welfare (DSDW, 2012), Lua had 
a population of 8,376. The data was collected by the Tribal Research Institute (TRI) during 
1987-1988 in six provinces including Chiang Rai, Chiang Mai, Mae Hong Son, Lampang, 
Suphan Buri, and Uthai Thani. It means that “Lua” from other provinces in lower northern 
and upper central region were also included in the official documents. It was estimated that 
the most recent Lua population was 22,260 people, according to the appendix of the 
official master plan of ethnic group development in Thailand (2015-2017) that sourced 
from the Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia, Mahidol University 
(2004). Lua population was approximately 0.37 percent of 6.1 million ethnic people from 
56 ethnic groups.
63
 In detail, there were 4,361 Lua households in 69 Lua villages. However, 
apart from Lua who live in the previous six provinces mentioned earlier, these figures also 
included Lua population in Nan and Tak provinces. Lua of Nan is actually a different 
ethnic group from “Lua” (Laveue) in Chiang Mai and Mae Hong Son. Likewise, the 
official of the management information system of the Highland Research and Development 
Institute (HRDI),
64
 where the data was updated in 2008, Lua had a population of 49,510 
people within the scope of “20 highland provinces”65, 60 percent of which was Lua of Nan.        
The 28 villages of the Lawa were listed in the first anthropological survey of Lawa 
in northern Thailand by Kauffmann (1972: 245), 19 of which were hill villages and 9 of 
which were villages in Bo Luang group.
66
 These villages were grouped into Southern Lawa, 
Northern Lawa, and Bo Luang group according to the village’s setting and common social 
aspects. Kauffmann (1972: 264-265) listed the names of Laveue villages with and without 
traditional village leader (Səmaŋ).67 According to his table, Pa Pae village had 3 Səmaŋ 
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 The 56 ethnic groups are divided into four groups concerning the settlement areas covering 67 provinces as 
follows: 13 groups in highland areas, 38 groups in lowland areas, 3 in coastal areas, and 2 in forest areas.  
64
 Source: http://highlandsurvey.hrdi.or.th/Source/highlandsurvey/report/main.aspx (accessed in June 2017)   
65
 “Highland area” was defined as “the mountain areas, the areas at altitudes over 500 meters, or the areas 
between highland areas as the committees determine” in Royal Decree Establishing Highland Research and 
Development Institute B.E.2548 (2005) (my translation). The highland areas cover 20 provinces in four 
regions as follows: Chiang Mai, Mae Hong Son, Chiang Rai, Tak, Nan, Phrae, Lampang, Phayao, Lamphun 
in northern Thailand; Phitsanulok, Kamphaeng Phet, Sukhothai, Uthai Thani, Suphanburi, Phetchabun in 
central Thailand; Kanchanaburi, Ratchaburi, Phetchaburi, Prachuap Khiri Khan in western Thailand; and 
Loei in northeastern Thailand. 
66
 Nineteen hill Laveue villages were Den, Yaeg, Omphai Luang, Changmo Manod, Changmo Noi, Changmo 
Luang, Tun, Pa Pae, Sam, Mued Long, Gog Noi, Ho, Khong, Gog Luang, Pae, La-ang Nuea, La-ang Tai, 
Dong, and La Up. Bo Luang group’s nine villages were Bo Luang, Giu Lom, Khun, Wang Gong, Na Fon, 
Mae Sanam, Gong Loi, Bo Sali, and Tong Luang.   
67
 The Laveue villages with Səmaŋ are as follows: Den, Yaeg, Om Phai Luang, Pa Pae, Mued Long, Gog Noi, 
Pae, La-ang Tai, and La Up; and without Səmaŋ as follows: Changmo Manod, Changmo Noi, Changmo 
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families, 4 Lam families, and 44 commoner families. Interestingly, he pointed out the 
controversial meanings of Lam in different Lawa villages and even in other ethnic groups 
in Laos in which Lam similarly existed. However, Lams were absent from some Lawa 
villages such as Om Phai villages group, which nonetheless were acknowledged among 
hill Lawa as the most eminent Lawa village. He suggested the decline of Lawa culture in 
northern group villages was related to the position of a Lam in those villages that are 
“nothing more than a chosen headman-assistant” (1972: 277).   
Kunstadter (1967a) classifies four types of Lua villages as follows: (1) Traditional 
Lua mountain villages [i.e. Pa Pae village]; (2) Thai-ized Lua mountain villages [i.e. Bo 
Luang villages and Kong Loi village in Hot District of Chiang Mai Province]; (3) Thai-
ized Lua valley villages [i.e. Hua Lin village in San Pa Tong District of Chiang Mai 
Province]; and (4) Lua migrants to valley towns [i.e. Phae village and Ton Phrao village in 
Mae Sariang District]. In addition, he distinguishes three types of Sgaw Karen (1) Isolated 
mountain Karen villages; (2) Rural valley Karen villages; and (3) Valley town Karen 
settlements. This classification is based on the village location, population size, Thai 
government connection, spoken language, religion, economy, material culture, and 











                                                                                                                                                                                
Luang, Tun, Sam, Ho, Khong, Gog Luang, La-and Nuea, and Dong. According to Kauffmann, Om Phai 
group was a combination of six villages into one administrative village, i.e. Den (Om Phai Noi in the past), 
Yaeg, Om Phai Luang, Changmo Manod, Changmo Noi, and Changmo Luang. Meanwhile, the no-Səmaŋ 
villages were directed by “tonhid or jau ngau” (1972: 266). Tonhid is a northern Thai word referred to a 
person who is “responsible for the observation and preservation of old customs” (1972: 280). In some cases, 
Səmaŋ is also tonhid at the same time. In some villages, ta nog whose offices similar to Lam are sometimes 
village headmen and gorid whose offices related to healing and death can be a commoner and a female. In 
addition, he was inclined to accept the previous scholars’ assumption as he expressed that “the samang 
[Səmaŋ] and the xəmia [of Lamet people in Laos] of these linguistically and also culturally related peoples 
have developed along very similar lines” (1972: 273). 
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2.2 Laveue People of Mae Sariang 
According to the information of DSDW (2002: 178), there were 127,503 ethnic 
people in Mae Hong Son Province, or about 53 percent of the total population (240,014).
68
 
Meanwhile, there were 23,333 ethnic people in Mae Sariang District which were 18 
percent of the total seven districts of Mae Hong Son Province. Karen is the most sizeable 
ethnic group in both Mae Sariang District (ca. 20,000) and Mae Hong Son Province (ca. 
100,000).
69
 Lua population was much less than Karen population. There were about 4,300 
Lua people in Mae Hong Son Province, most of which were in Mae La Noi District (ca. 
2,700) and Mae Sariang District (ca. 1,600).  
Laveue villages in Mae Hong Son are considerably less Thai-ized compared to 
those in Chiang Mai, where some Lua descendants concern themselves as Northern Thais 
(Kunstadter, 1966a: 64). The permanent villages of Lua people are divided into two groups 
regarding their settlement areas. Firstly, Laveue in Bo Luang and Bo Sali in Hot District of 
Chiang Mai Province are known as “Laveue Toh Sa Moh Yong Ra” which implies big 
villages. Secondly, Laveue in Mae Sariang District are known as “Laveue Om Fai Chang 
Mo” which implies small villages (Chob, 1980 cited in DSDW, 2012: 44, my 
transliteration). Furthermore, Bunchuai (2002: 121) mentions that there are two Lawa 
groups in Mae Sariang, that is, “Lua khang jan [Lua near dishes]”70 in the south and “Lua 
yong koh [Lua squatting]” in the east.  
According to Chavivun (2012: 48, 70), the Lawa Network for Culture and 
Environment includes 23 Laveue villages in Mae Hong Son Province’s Mae Sariang and 
Mae La Noi, and Chiang Mai Province’s Mae Chaem, as well as Bulang village in Chiang 
Rai Province’s Mae Fah Luang, based on their common way of life and resource utilization. 
On the contrary, other 8 Laveue villages in Chiang Mai Province’s Bo Luang, Hot, and 
Hang Dong are not included. After the controversy, the term “Lawa” is used in the network 
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 The number of Mae Hong Son Province population was based on the official announcement of the 
Department of Provincial Administration about the civil registration as of 31 December 2008 (source: 
http://stat.dopa.go.th/stat/y_stat45.html, accessed on 26 June 2017). 
69
 In Mae Sariang, Sgaw Karen are called Yang Pa [forest Karen] while Pwo Karen are called Yang Ban 
[village Karen] regarding their settlement (Prawit Phothiart, 1995: 33). In addition, Sgaw Karen also call 
themselves pga-kan-yaw [I apply the spelling of Kwanchewan (2003: xviii)], which means humble. 
70
 I cannot find an explanation for this phrase, so I interpreted it literally.  
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2.2.1 Mae Sariang: Northwestern Border of Thailand  
 Mae Hong Son was a principality of Monthon Payap
71
 (northwest circle). Mae 
Sariang or the old name Muang Yuam was once a muang (city) of “Western Chiang Mai 
Boriwen [area]” along with Muang Mae Hong Son, Muang Khun Yuam, and Muang Pai. 
Afterward, the Western Chiang Mai Boriwen was changed to Payap Nuea Boriwen and the 
office was relocated from Muang Khun Yuam to Muang Yuam [Mae Sariang]. Boriwen 
(n.) were subdivisions of monthon and a Boriwen consisted of several muang. The term 
Boriwen was renamed to Changwat [Province] according to the government gazette no.24 
(p. 1156) of 26 January 1907 [Rattanakosin Era 126].
72
 Currently, Mae Hong Son Province 
has seven administrative districts as follows: (1) Mae Hong Son, (2) Khum Yuam, (3) Pai, 
(4) Mae Sariang, (5) Mae La Noi, (6) Sop Moei, and (7) Pang Mapha (see Figure 2.4 and 
2.5). This northwesternmost province, which is 924 kilometers far from Thailand’s capital: 
Bangkok, has been promoted to domestic and international visitors through its official 
provincial slogan “Mists throughout the three seasons, the Kong Mu (monastery) that 
scrapes the sky, verdant forests, gentle people, beautiful customs; renowned land of 
sunflowers”.73    
















Figure 2.4 Districts of Mae Hong Son Province (left)  
Figure 2.5 Location of Mae Hong Son Province in Thailand (right) 
(Photos source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mae_Hong_Son_Province, retrieved on 21 June 2017) 
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 In the reign of the King Rama V (1868-1910), the monthon administratisve system was adopted as a 
political model. Monthon Payap covered the past principalities of Lanna kingdom, i.e. Chiang Mai, Chiang 
Rai, Lamphun, Lampang, Mae Hong Son, Phrae, and Nan. Lately in 1915, the eastern principalities of 
Monthon Payap including Chiang Rai, Lampang, Phrae, and Nan were separated into Monthon Maharat.   
72
 Source: http://www.ratchakitcha.soc.go.th/DATA/PDF/2450/043/1156.PDF (accessed on 24 May 2017) 
73
 Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mae_Hong_Son_Province (accessed on 21 June 2017) 
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Mae Sariang has its old name as Muang Yuam, which was derived from the local 
river basin: Yuam River. According to the exhibition in Mae Sariang Museum,
74
 Yon Sa 
Lin was recorded to be the present Mae Sariang’s name on The Great Royal Chronicle of 
the Glass Palace during the late of Ayutthaya Kingdom (1351-1767). Yon Sa Lin or 
Muang Yuam Tai [Southern Muang Yuam], which was located 1.5 kilometers in the south 
of nowadays Mae Sariang, is an ancient site of Mae Hong Son. Hallett (1890: 30) mentions 
that this area was called Muang Longyee by Burmese, and Muang Nium [Muang Yuam] by 
Tai Yai (Shan). In 1442, King Tilokraj (reign in Mangrai Dynasty 1441-1487) came to 
govern Muang Yuam Tai. Thep Sing, who salvaged the Lanna Kingdom from Burmese 
domination and became the independent ruler of Lanna in 1727, was the hero of Mae 
Sariang. Until 1809, because of the flood, the Muang Yuam center was relocated 
northward to the present Mae Sariang area. Muang Yuam was promoted to be an 
administrative district of Mae Hong Son Province in 1900 before its similar name to Khun 
Yuam District was renamed in 1917 to Mae Sariang District by using the name of Mae 
Sariang River that flows through the area.75  
Keyes (1970: 230) provides the description based on the observations of several 
scholars and northern Thai chronicles that “Mae Sariang appears to have become a border 
province [elsewhere, a provincial outpost] of the Yuan Kingdom of Chiangmai at the end 
of the 13th century when it was given as part of a dowry of a daughter of the King of Pegu 
[the present Bago of Myanmar, known as Hongsawadi in Thai transcription] to King 
Mengrai [Mangrai, reign 1292–1311] of Chiangmai”. Tai Yuan culture was expanded to 
this area.  
Around 1800, however, Tai Yuan departed from the west of Salween River to 
resettle in Chiang Mai due to the Burmese reattacks. It was at the same time when King 
Kawila, who was the ruler of Chiang Mai, tried to force out various ethnic inhabitants to 
Chiang Mai. The abandoned area was displaced by Sgaw Karen, whose population had 
increased in number rapidly and widely, occupied the area. These Sgaw Karen came from 
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 Mae Sariang Museum is located on the opposite side of Pra That Chom Chaeng Temple (one of the four 
famous temples of Mae Sariang as mentioned in the district slogan “Pra That Si Chom”) near the intersection 
of Highway no.108 (Chiang Mai—Mae Hong Son) and Highway no.105 (Mae Sod—Mae Sariang). I visited 
the museum in March 2015. The museum which was a raised floor teak building and displayed the history of 
Mae Sariang as well as its peoples, including Lua (Laveue, Lawa), Karen, Tai Yai (Shan), Tai Yuan 
(Northern Thai), and Pakistani, were completely destroyed by fire in October 2015. The new building is 
currently under construction.   
75
 The Announcement of Changing Amphoe [District] name was in the government gazette on 29 April 1917 




Burma [Myanmar] across the Burma-Siam border to seek for settlement and arable lands. 
Sgaw Karen population had also rapidly increased in Pa Pae Sub-district area. They were 
skilled mahouts who worked for wages in European lumber industry during the 19th and 
the 20th century. Concurrently with the departure of Tai Yuan in Mae Sariang, there was 
also the emergence of the Red Karen’s robber bands in Mae Sariang. From the existing 
history, I notice that it is consistent with the period of Pa Pae village’s consolidation when 
Laveue constituent villages united to fortify the village’s defense.         
 The spread of Christianity in Mae Sariang became notable after the Second World 
War period. The Protestant New Tribe Missionaries came to evangelize among Laveue 
people in Mae La Noi and Mae Sariang districts in the 1950s during the Communist period. 
Although the American Baptist Missionary had influenced transnationally across Burma-
Siam border in Mae Hong Son areas during some decades earlier, the mission was well-
received among Sgaw Karen people but it was not really connected with Laveue people. 
By centering in Mae Sariang town, the New Tribe Missionaries went to evangelize in 
remote hill villages. The Bible Training Center Nong Mae La was established in 1982 by 
Donald Schlatter, who translated Lawa-Thai Bible and has worked with Christian Laveue 
for several decades. In the present, there are 21 congregations under Lawa District 
Churches located in Mae Sariang and Mae La Noi of Mae Hong Son Province, and Mae 
Chaem and Muang of Chiang Mai Province.
76
              
Concurrently, the Roman Catholic mission expanded westward from the 
northwestern districts of Chiang Mai Province (Chom Thong and Hot) to the adjacent Mae 
Sariang District of Mae Hong Son Province in 1955.
77
 The Western priests traveled several 
days on foot and passed through Karen villages in Hot District to Mae Sariang District, at 
that time the electricity had just reached. The priests had been responsible for Catholic 
missions in Mae Hong Son Province in both Mae Sariang and Mae La Noi districts since 
1956 until there was the division between Mae Sariang for the lower Mae Hong Son and 
Mae Tho for the middle and the upper Mae Hong Son in Mae La Noi—Khun Yuam 
District in 1958. According to the bulletin board at Saint Paul Mae Sariang Catholic 
Church that I saw during my visit in September 2016, there are approximately 6,600 
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 (1) Ban Santisuk, (2) Ban Phae, (3) Ban La Up, (4) Ban Dong, (5) Ban Dong Mai, (6) Ban Tha Song 
Khwae, (7) Ban Pa Pae, (8) Ban Saam, (9) Ban La-ang Tai, (10) Ban La-ang Nuea, (11) Ban Kok Noi, (12) 
Ban Pae, (13) Ban Kok Luang, (14) Ban Suk Jai, (15) Ban Toon, (16) Ban Huay Sai, (17) Mae La Noi, (18) 
Evangelical Center Ban Mae Tia, (19) Evangelical Center Nong Mae La, (20) Christian Thai-Lawa 
Dormitory, and (21) Chiang Mai 
77
 In northern Thailand, the spread of the Catholic gospel was primarily started by Bishop Lucien Lacoste, 
Priest Joseph Seguinotte, and Priest Pedebido, who devoted to the Sacred Heart of Jesus of Bétharram, in 
1953 among Sgaw Karen villagers in the foothills of Chom Thong District, Chiang Mai Province.  
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Catholics or 1,300 Catholic families in 103 villages under the administration of Mae 
Sariang Church in 2011. Almost all of thirty-one Catholic Churches are established in 
Karen villages.
78
     
In opposition to Christianity, the spread of Buddhism in border and highland areas 
was initiated by the Thai government targeting to animist ethnic groups in the 1960s. This 
Buddhist missionary is well known as Thammacharik Project. Moreover, since 2008 the 
Volunteer Graduate Monk in Highland Areas Project (Thammacharik) of 
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU), the oldest Buddhist University in 
Thailand, was launched to send the graduate student monks as volunteers to work 
proactively among the ethnic groups. There were 35 ashrams [monks’ secluded residence] 
in Mae Hong Son, Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, and Lampang provinces, especially in remote 
areas (Jamaree et al., 2017: 74-75 cited Phrapalad Suchat, 2010: 86). Therefore, Mae 
Sariang is diverse in the respect of ethnicity and more importantly of religion.   
 
2.2.2 Pa Pae Village 
 Pa Pae village is about 40 kilometers far from Mae Sariang town and 180 
kilometers from Chiang Mai city; however, it is about 200 kilometers far from Mae Hong 
Son city. As figure 2.6 shows, Mae Sariang District (the yellow area in the small frame) is 
divided into 7 administrative sub-districts including Ban Kat, Mae Sariang, Mae Khong, 
Mae Ho, Mae Yuam, Sao Hin, and Pa Pae. Pa Pae Sub-district, where Pa Pae village is 
located, is in the blue area in Figure 2.6. It borders Mae La Noi District to the north, 
Chiang Mai Province’s Mae Chaem District to the east, Mae Ho Sub-district to the south, 
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 (1) Saint Paul Mae Sariang, (2) St. Paul Ban Phae, (3) Saint John Nong Phak Nam, (4) Saint Paul Ban 
Pong, (5) The Father Church Rak Mai Nuea, (6) Saint Joseph Rak Mai Tai, (7) Saint Teresa Pa Pae, (8) Saint 
Teresa Kho Mai Loo, (9) Saint Peter Ban Phae Mae Han, (10) Saint Paul Mae Um Long Luang, (11) Saint 
Catherine Mae Ho, (12) Saint Benedict Huay Duea, (13) Saint Mary Magdalene Pa Mak, (14) Saint Anne 
Mae Lid Luang, (15) Saint Peter Mae La, (16) Saint Joseph Mae Lid Noi, (17) Saint Paul Mae Lai, (18) Saint 
Matthew Mae Ho Klang, (19) Saint John Mae Um Pok, (20) Saint Moses Ban Huay Yao, (21) Fatima Ban 
Rai, (22) Saint Anthony Mae Sariang (Pa Mak), (23) Saint Paul Mae Lid (Pang Chang), (24) Christ Ban Sali, 
(25) Saint Gabril Archangle Huay Ngoo, (26) Mother of Pertual Huay Nong Kwai, (27) Mother Mary Mae 
Um Long Noi, (28) Saint Peter Ban Kai Dam, (29) Saint Agnes Mae Sawan Noi, (30) Saint Monica Ban 




Figure 2.6 Sub-districts of Mae Sariang District 
(Photo source: http://www.amphoe.com/view.php?file=map1158136379&path=picture/43, 
retrieved on 21 June 2017) 
 
Pa Pae is the administrative village number 3 (moo 3) of Pa Pae Sub-district,
79
 Mae 
Sariang District, Mae Hong Son Province, Thailand. Pa Pae Sub-district comprises 12 
administrative villages, which are nine Karen villages and three Laveue villages. Except 
for Pa Pae village, each domain village has its satellite villages. Therefore, there are thirty 
villages in total. Among Laveue domain villages, Pa Pae village has less population than 
Chang Mo village (moo 4) and Om Phai (moo 11).      
As the villagers can recall, there have been six Pa Pae village headmen (khae ban, 
[the senior]). The first three were also the respective Big Səmaŋ (Khae Khud, Khae Tan, 
and Khae Ta Kham) prior to 1960. After that, since the first National Economic and Social 
Development Plan started in 1961, the local-level administration has been more formalized. 
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 Pa Pae Sub-district was separated from Mae Sariang Sub-district around 1989.  
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The following official village headmen are Khae Bunla (from 1962), Khae Bue (1981-
1990; then being kamnan),
80
 and the present Khae Sangla since 2013.  
 The present village headman said that the village households were divided into 8 
khum ban (a group of houses that guard [khum as a verb] each other, my translation)
81
  
regarding the government’s fencing policy as follows: (1) Phoo kao khao [white Mountain], 
(2) Sakaw duen [shining moon], (3) Yuen mhek [visit cloud], (4) Aek napha [great sky], (5) 
Fah pieng din [sky and ground], (6) Chakkarin prathan [mighty person], (7) Yaowamarn 
pok lha [a young lady protecting the earth], and (8) Phra mae ya khum klao [Queen 
(grand)mother protecting people]. These dignified rhythmic names of each group of houses 
(khum ban), with my translation in square brackets, were composed by the village school’s 
teacher in 1980s. 
Non-villager’s informants admire Pa Pae villagers for their efforts to preserve 
culture and become less urbanized compared to other highland villages. The Big Səmaŋ 
who is regarded as the guardian of Laveue culture expressed his profound opinion about 
“tradition” (hɨt in northern Thai and Laveue languages)82 that an already well embedded 
tradition should be preserved while a newly robust practice can also be adopted. Yet, if any 
practice is found unfit for our way of life then we can go back to the old tradition. In this 
sense, he views tradition as cultural resources that are flexible and manageable. Meanwhile, 
the official village headman tries to deal with a neighborly dispute by utilizing the 
customary fine based on hɨt rather than the strict legislation, as a principal self-
administration among the intimate villagers, even though they affiliate to different 
religions. Some villagers are worried about the dilution of tradition and the loss of their 
conventional practices since the young generation has less interest in traditional ways of 
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 A kamnan is elected from the village headmen in the sub-district (tambon) to be the head of all the village 
headmen.    
81
 Khum (n.) means “the residence of a Lao prince in the north of Thailand, that of the ruling prince being 
called khum luang” and ban (n.) diversely means “a home, a house, a dwelling, a habitation, a group of 
houses, a village, used as a place-name” (Based on S. Sethaputra Thai-English Dictionary, source: 
http://dictionary.sanook.com/search/).  
82
 According to Arunrat et al. (1996: 1027), /hi:t/ has high-falling sound nearly to (้้) tone in standard Thai 
language. This noun is variably used as reet, jareet, reetroi in Thai language, which reet fundamentally 
means convention, custom, and tradition (1996: 685, my translation).     
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2.2.2.1 Village Background 
Pa Pae villagers have passed on the oral narrative that their ancestors migrated from 
Chiang Mai to settle-in the village, which is similar to the settlement of Laveue in Mae 
Chaem District of Chiang Mai as I have already mentioned in the historical background 
part of Laveue people in northern Thailand. The little Səmaŋ (see below in Figure 2.8) 
explained that after the territorial division and allocation of seven Səmaŋ (Khun) to govern 
Laveue people, Khun Te governed Pa Pae village. Chanthaboon and Somkiet (1996: 184) 
explain that due to the approval to respect only the eldest Səmaŋ in Om Phai village, the 
younger Səmaŋ migrated to rule other Laveue villages.  
The recent history of Pa Pae village dated back to the 1810s was elucidated by 
Kunstadter (1965). Pa Pae village (ʔjuəŋ caɨ) is the united village of primary three 
constituent villages: Mo Hong (
ʔ
juəŋ chaə), Mo Pae (ʔjuəŋ pɛ) from Um Long Noi area, 
and Mo Pan (
ʔ
juəŋ pʰeñ) from Huay Phueng area, all of which are located apart in this 
mountain.
83
 Due to the mutual fear to the robber bands (probably Karenni or Red Karen 
from Burma), these villages with their own Səmaŋ aristocratic lineage forged an alliance of 
one village under the territorial authority of the Səmaŋ of Mo Hong (ʔjuəŋ chaə).  
Then in the 1840s, some Cɑ̂ŋ Mɔ (ʔjuəŋ ŋgoŋ) villagers were sent by their big 
Səmaŋ to Pa Pae village in compensation for the loss of the Mo Hong Səmaŋ’s wandered 
water buffalo, which was killed by a tiger in Cɑ̂ŋ Mɔ territory (presently Chang Mo 
village). The buffalo’s ear was cut off by a Cɑ̂ŋ Mɔ villager. Cɑ̂ŋ Mɔ (ʔjuəŋ ŋgoŋ) comers 
had continued their adherence to the Cɑ̂ŋ Mɔ Səmaŋ and had preserved some of Cɑ̂ŋ Mɔ 
origin ritual practices, obviously in a division of the village spirits’ propitiation. Not later 
than the 1880s, some La? Up (
ʔ
juəŋ la ʔ awk) villagers were invited by the Mo Hong Səmaŋ 
to live in Pa Pae village which is more habitable. They were the latest Laveue group that 
moved into Pa Pae village.  
Therefore, “ʔjuəŋ [Constituent village] is a clan-level group of relatives that is 
comparable to Hmong clan” (DSDW, 2012: 12, my translation). Each constituent village 
has its male ritual leader (or Pu Lam) who presides over the animistic rituals with the help 
of his two assistants. Pu Lam are different from Sgaw Karen shamans due to the fact that 
they do not exclusively deal with healing divination and magical spell casting. The 
previous account of Kauffmann (1972: 279) states that “[a]part from B. Pa Pae [Pa Pae 
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 Chanthaboon and Somkiet (1996: 183) list 24 names, among which they noted there might be some 
duplicate names, of Laveue constituent villages (
ʔ
juəŋ chaə) surveyed in La Up, Dong, Pa Pae, and Om Phai 
villages in Mae Hong Son Province. Except for 
ʔ




village] I think that probably in all villages there is a man we could call medicine-man or 
sorcerer or spirit-doctor (Thai: mo phi)”. Rather, these seniors are respected for their oldest 
ages so they are supposed to inherit the offices of the preceding Lams.    
 It was not until 1830 that Sgaw Karen came to beg permission for settling in 
Laveue territory. They were permitted to live in this hill with an obligation to pay ten 
percent of their rice yields to the big Səmaŋ (Kunstadter, 1966a: 66). Sgaw Karen had 
rapidly expanded their population and cultivated lands, especially in the original village 
areas of Mo Pae and Mo Pan as well as the northward area known as Hak Mai of Mo 
Hong’s Pa Pae village.   
 Since the consolidation period of Pa Pae village and possibly after the joining of 
Cɑ̂ŋ Mɔ villagers in 1840, Laveue villages including Pa Pae village were obliged to pay 
tributes such as cultivated rice, pliable materials for weaving, and available forest products, 
to Tai princes in Chiang Mai by elephant caravan. In recognition of Laveue tributaries, Tai 
princes gave them the privilege to collect and earn some of total rents from Sgaw Karen. 
This tribute relationship to Tai king had improved the living conditions of Pa Pae villagers 
until the expansion of central Siam government around the early 20th century. Unlike 
Lanna Kingdom, Siam did not pay special attention to the occupancy of Laveue people. As 
a result, Pa Pae villagers lost their priority and wealth at the same time.          
Kunstadter (1966: 66) provides the numbers of the constituent villages’ household 
and lineage. Based on his previous paper (1965), he assumes that there possibly were 
matrilocal marriages of other constituent villages’ husband into ʔjuəŋ chaə’s wives, in 
order to obtain a land access of 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə privilege, which increased the members of ʔjuəŋ 
chaə and ʔjuəŋ ŋgoŋ while decreased others during the early twentieth century. Currently, 
more than half of the village households belong to 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə as shown by Table 2.1 below. 
Compared to Kunstadter’s figure, I found that the household numbers have increased four 
times in 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə’s and double in ʔjuəŋ pheñ and ʔjuəŋ pɛ, whereas less than double in 
ʔ















House Lineage House Lineage 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə (mo hoŋ) 13 6 53 20 
ʔ
juəŋ pɛ (mo pɛ) 5 3 10 5 
ʔ
juəŋ pheñ (mo pǎn) 3 1 8 4 
ʔ
juəŋ ŋgoŋ (cɑ̂ŋ mɔ) 14 3 20 4 
ʔ
juəŋ la ʔawk (laʔ up) 1 1 - - 
Səmaŋ 3 1 4 1 
Total 39 15 95 30 
 
                Figure 2.7 Households in constituent villages 
Cholthira (1991) conducted her field research in the four main Laveue villages in 
Mae Chaem District of Chiang Mai Province in 1988 and claimed that the social structure 
of Laveue of Mae Chaem was the same as Laveue of Mae Sariang (1991: 189). She altered 
the term lineage (mo ʔeʔ, or literally means our group) translated by Kunstadter (1966a) to 
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the term clan in her discussion on the Laveue hierarchical system which is symbolically 
evident through a drum house.
85
 I found no drum remained in Pa Pae village; however, 
each Laveue village used to have the large drums for calling Laveue neighbor villagers on 
an assembly according to Kunstadter (1965: 3). In my study, therefore, I prefer using the 
term lineage.  
 
Figure 2.8 Səmaŋ lineages in Pa Pae village  
Traditionally speaking, the youngest brother inherits the stem house from his 
parents, except for Səmaŋ cases. The eldest brother inherits the stem house and Səmaŋ 
power. As Figure 2.8 shows, the big Səmaŋ is the little Səmaŋ’s older parallel cousin’s 
oldest son. Although the big Səmaŋ is in one generation descending to the little Səmaŋ, he 
inherits the house and the high rank from the previous big Səmaŋ, who is his maternal 
grandfather. Nevertheless, when animistic rituals take place, the little Səmaŋ plays 
remarkable role because he knows more precisely how to prepare and perform the rituals. 
A little Səmaŋ said that females, regardless of their ethnic group and religion, who married 
members of Səmaŋ lineage (big and little Səmaŋ) will be regarded as having the Səmaŋ 
status because they become under the control of Səmaŋ.  
As Table 2.2 shows, more than half of the total households, especially Catholic 
households, are nuclear families that consist of only parent(s) and child(ren). These nuclear 
families are branch households of the extended families’ stem households. Patrilocal 
residence is followed; meanwhile, matrilocal residence is practiced by Catholics whose 
husbands are Sgaw Karen. Protestant families are more likely to live outside the village. To 
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 While Kunstadter (1966a: 62) terms Səmaŋ as “a royal or princely lineage”, Cholthira (1990: 84) proposes 
to categorize Səmaŋ as “ruling clan” (chüa khun, the line of the ruler in Thai language) rather than lineage.  
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discuss in more detail, I am going to illustrate the residence patterns of intra-ethnic and 
inter-ethnic married couples in Chapter 4. 












H’s P + HW + C  13 4 7 24 
W’s P + HW + C 1 5  6 
HW + C 25 17 8 50 
HW + C + H’s sister  1  1 
HW 1 1  2 
Widow   3 3 
Widower 1   1 
Empty 3  5 8 
Total 44 28 23 95 
Note: H and W used in the column headings stand for Husband and Wife. P and C stand for Parent(s) and 
Child(ren), respectively. 
          The blanks on the table are zero, but I do not put the number (0) to make the table easier to read.    
 
 
2.2.2.2 Village Population 
I list the available statistic numbers of Pa Pae villagers and households from 
academic and official sources sequentially in Table 2.3. There are discrepancies among 
different authors which might occur due to their survey methods and respondents. 
Regarding my own survey and resurvey during 2015-2016, there are 95 households which 
I counted in the unit of residential houses. Among the whole houses, there are eight empty 
houses and two recently built houses. Because the official census registration cannot be 
relied upon to prove the presence or absence of the household members, I preferred 




Table 2.3 Population of Pa Pae village 
Author 
(referred year/ published year) 
Person Household 
Average of person per 
household 
Kunstadter (1945/1978: 76) 80 persons died in the 
epidemic 
A number of households moved 
to the valley after the village 
fire 
The village population reduced 
about half caused by both 
disasters  
Kunstadter (1966a: 67) - 49 - 
Kunstadter (1967/ 1978: 110) 224 50 4.48 
Kauffmann (1967/ 1972: 256) 227 -  - 
Kunstadter (1968/ 1978: 110)
86
 233 51 4.56 
Kunstadter (1969/ 1978: 110) 247 51 4.84 
Suriya (1985/ 2005b: 64, footnote) 284 54 5.25 
Suriya (1994/ 2005b: 64)
87
 415 74 5.60 
Department of Social Development and Welfare (2002: 
184) 
465 87  
Mae Sariang Royal Project Development Center (2004)
88
 519 
(246 males and 273 females) 
89 5.83 
Niramon (2007: 6) 522 
(1 Karen and 2 Hmong) 
88 
(43 animist-Buddhist, 20 
Protestants, and 25 Catholic) 
5.93 
Highland Research and Development Institute (2008)
89
 458 102  
(possibly counted in  
family  unit)   
 
4.49 
(persons per family) 
                                                          
86
 He observes that, in comparison to other Laveue villages in the area, the average ages of Pa Pae villagers were slightly older, the population grew in a slower rate, and they 
were poorer. Moreover, the 15-20 percent of Lua [Laveue] population in this mountain had migrated to lowland areas (1978: 77-78).  
87
 The author got hold of the figure from the population statistics in the Royal Project of Mae Sariang, the Center for Development and Aid to the Hill Tribes, Mae Hong Son 
Province B.E.2537 (1994). 
88
 Source: http://www.mhsdc.org/interest59.htm (accessed on 10 June 2017) 
89
 The 102 households consist of 88 Lua, 7 Mon, 6 Karen, and 1 lowland Thai households (HRDI, 2008). The database of HRDI extensively shows the category of “minority 
groups” such as Mon, Tai Lue, and also the category of “lowland Thai” people, besides the category of “hill tribes”. However, I have never found any Mon person in Pa Pae 




(referred year/ published year) 
Person Household 
Average of person per 
household 
Bue et al. (2009) 464 
(231 males and 233 females) 
87 5.33 
Pa Pae village committees (2013) 452  
(216 males and 236 females) 
117 
(possibly counted  
in family unit ) 
3.86 
(persons per family) 
Account of the eligible voters in the election for a member 
of the House of Representatives (2014)  
323 
(152 males and 171 females; 
only persons who were born 
by 1996 or officially moved 
into village by 2013) 
93 - 
Pa Pae Sub-district Administrative Organization (2016) 449 107 
(possibly counted  
in family unit ) 
4.20 
Kanokwan (2017) 508  






The village population of 508 villagers looks relatively high (Kanokwan, 2017); 
however, it is actually the sum of 269 present villagers and 239 absent villagers (see Figure 
2.9, 2.10, and 2.11). I also count persons who married out as the households’ descendants 
but do not count their spouses and children in these cases. Then, the averages of the present 
persons and the absent persons per household are 2.83 and 2.52. I define the state of 
absence as staying temporarily or permanently outside the village during the survey period 
for studying, working, and marrying out. Thus, the villagers who commute daily or mainly 
live in the village are regarded as presence. There are more absent female villagers (131) 












Figure 2.9 Population pyramid of Pa Pae village 
 
Figure 2.10 The villagers living inside Pa Pae village (left)   
Figure 2.11 The villagers living outside Pa Pae village (right) 
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 Based on the population pyramids above, most living villagers of both sexes are 
below 15 years old (children who are studying at the village school named Chao Pho 
Luang Uppatham 10) and above 36 years old (their parents and grandparents). Still, there 
are many 36-40-year-old female villagers and 41-45-year-old male villagers living and 
working outside the village. Some villagers in ages of 46-65 years old are also living 
outside the village, especially in their husband’s villages. Meanwhile, many of female 
villagers aged 16-30 years old and male villagers aged 16-35 years old are studying and/or 
working in towns. Most of them are unmarried or married at older ages than their parents. 
Based on this finding, I am going to discuss belongingness in the respect of kinship 
practices in Chapter 5. 
 
2.2.2.3 Village Development 
Figure 2.12 Key locations
90
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 I draw this map based on the map surveyed in 2003 (as published in Pa Pae village committees, 2013) with 
my updated version. I intend to illustrate the sequence of the key locations establishment in Pa Pae village in 
alphabetical order (a-q). These alphabets are as follows: (a.) Juəŋ chaə’s spirit house; (b.) Juəŋ ŋgoŋ’s spirit 
house and tutelary pillars; (c1.) Protestant Church; (c2.) Protestant Rawee Building; (d.) Catholic Church; 
(e1.) Chao Pho Luang School (elementary classrooms); (e2.) Chao Pho Luang School (junior-high 
classrooms); (f.) Rice Bank; (g.) Rice Bank Museum; (h.) Pa Pae Monastery Residence; (i.) Pre-school child 
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 The first state agency that reached Pa Pae village after the Second World War is the 
Border Patrol Police (BPP) School. The patrol police provided basic education for children 
as well as developing other aspects of the villagers’ living standard such as health and 
agriculture. Additionally, the patrol police had developed a positive informal relationship 
with the villagers and the villagers felt safer from the invaders (perhaps Karens or 
Communists based on the rumor) to have the patrol police in the village (Kunstadter, 
1967a: 662-664). The father of my host mother who is 64 years old was one of the first 
students of the BPP School, which at that time offered elementary (prathom) 1-4 students. 
In the early period, not all children came to school because they had to help their working 
parents take care of younger siblings. A middle-age male villager said it was not until 
nearly 1975 that almost all of children came to school. Therefore, the villagers under the 
age of 60 can read and write basic Thai language despite the fact that the village school has 
been open for a few generations.  
After the first visit of the King Rama IX (Bhumibol Adulyadej, reigned 1946-2016) 
to Pa Pae village in 1970, in 1975 the name of the BPP school was bestowed as “Chao Pho 
Luang Uppatham 10”91 by the Princess Srinagarindra (1900-1995), the mother of the King 
Rama VIII and the King Rama IX and well known to Thai people as Somdej Ya or the 
Royal Grandmother, during her visit to Pa Pae village. The classrooms for prathom 5 and 6 
were just open in the early 1980s when my host mother was a student there. Some children 
who completed prathom 4 returned to school to pursue prathom 5 and 6. However, most 
children did not have an opportunity to pursue secondary education and so they started 
working in the fields.  
According to Pichaya (2016: 229), in the 1980s there was the village’s rice mill and 
the villagers started buying tractors and motorcycles. Some moneyed villagers even bought 
pick up cars. In the meantime, swidden cultivation started to decline. The villagers have 
been growing paddy rice as their major subsistence. Besides, drinking water is naturally 
available in the ponds on the north of the village. There are pipes that convey water from 
                                                                                                                                                                                
care center; (j) Ñɨəʔ ləvɨəʔ, Laveue Folklore Museum; (k.) Royal Project (Pa Pae Sub-center); (l.) Health 
Promotion Hospital (of Pa Pae Sub-district); (m.) Non-formal Education or Community Learning Center        
(of Pa Pae Sub-district); (n.) Weaving group’s storehouse; (o.) Village market; (p.) Laveue prototype house; 
and (q.) Telephone signal post. Besides, (x.) is the village cemetery where all the deceased are buried 
regardless of religions.           
91
 As the school name expresses literally the Royal patronage, Chao Pho Luang Uppatham School is one of 
projects initiated by the King Rama IX. There are totally ten Chao Pho Luang Uppatham Schools in the areas 
of the following provinces: Chiang Mai (Muang, Phrao, Mae Ai, Mae Rim), Chiang Rai (Mae Fah Luang, 
Mae Sai, Mae Chan), and Mae Hong Son (Mae Sariang). 
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the ponds to each household.
92
 My host parents prepare bottles of water from home when 
they go to work in the fields in order to avoid the sources of contaminated water, which 
possibly flow through the pesticide-spraying lands. In 2017, my host parents and other 
villagers whose rice fields are far from the main stream delayed their rice planting due to 
lack of water.    
Furthermore, the increase of the non-biodegradable household wastes urges the 
management at sub-district level. Nowadays, the villagers use the gas cylinder in addition 
to firewood as fuel in cooking. My host father usually takes the gas cylinder to refill at the 
filling station as well as taking refill gallons to buy gasoline from the gas station when he 
goes to Mae Sariang town. There is also a vending gas station in the village, from which 
the villagers add fuel for their vehicles.  
Turning to the 1990s, the preservation of Laveue culture became a significant 
concern in the support of Thai scholars. Laveue Folk Museum construction was completed 
as a prototype house in conventional ratios and scales and a house warming ceremony was 
held by Pa Pae villagers in December 1996 (Kittiphong, 1996: 25, 32). The idea of Laveue 
folk museum was initiated by the Protestant villager who was then the head of the village 
headmen in Pa Pae Sub-district, with the support of Nathawee and her research team, who 
were the host of this house, from Mahidol University (Gaid, 1996). Because the museum is 
regarded as a house as its name Ñɨəʔ ləvɨəʔ, therefore, the animistic rituals were performed 
by Pu Lam at the two hearths among other villager participants in order to propitiate the 
hearth spirit (pʰi caʔ). Some household utensils are displayed at the museum; however, the 
(now retired) head of the village headmen said that it is still difficult to manage this public 
collection so he wanted to build his own manageable museum if possible.     
Nowadays, there is no traditional house like ñɨəʔ ləvɨəʔ because the houses have 
been reconstructed similarly to lowland houses with contemporary materials afforded from 
Mae Sariang market.
93
 Few houses preserve gables on the roofs, which is a symbol of the 
traditional Laveue house as similar to northern Thai houses. Only two Catholic male 
villagers can make gable in a Laveue spiral pattern and one of them is Hmong man who 
married Pa Pae villager. There is one Catholic villager who mainly makes a living from 
woodworking. He has learned through observations from other carpenters and has worked 
on his own on a commission for six years. However, there are many male villagers, both 
                                                          
92
 In 2009, the AVSI foundation supported water purifiers for Pa Pae villagers, but it is inconvenient because 
the villagers have to carry water to their houses. 
93
 About Lawa (Laveue) residential architectures, see Chayaphol (2012)’s study in Dong village, located 
approximately 16 kilometers to the north of Pa Pae village.    
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married and unmarried men, who work in construction during the off-season months from 
agriculture. Most villagers do not specialize in craft work like in other Laveue villages 
such as silversmiths in La Up village and blacksmiths in Bo Luang villages, yet some 
villagers can make iron tools.        
The transformation of the village houses also signifies the simplification of the 
household rituals, especially a marriage ceremony. When I asked why a bride abduction is 
no longer performed in a Laveue marriage, the villagers often responded that it is because 
their houses have door latches and ceiling lamps since the electricity reached the village in 
1996, so it prevents the access of an abductor who is supposed to break into his prospective 
bride’s house when it gets dark.      
In the early 1990s, the Non-Formal Education of Pa Pae Sub-district (Community 
Learning Center) was operated in Pa Pae village. Middle-age villagers who completed 
prathom 6 had an opportunity to continue junior-high and high school levels in this adult 
education. Some adults further took distant education to get a bachelor’s degree and they 
now work as local government officials. These days the building is occasionally used for 
community learning because young villagers tend to go to vocational schools outside the 
village.  
In 1999, Chao Pho Luang Uppatham School became an extended educational 
opportunities school that provided education for junior-high school students (mathayom 1-
3), for not only for Laveue children but also for Sgaw Karen children from the adjacent 
villages. Many female villagers who completed secondary education in the early 2000s 
went to Marina tailoring school in Chiang Mai city.
94
 Officially in 2007, the school was 
approved to be a principal school providing three main education levels in kindergarten 
(anuban 1-2), elementary (prathom 1-6), and secondary (mathayom 1-3). The school could 
grant formal education certificates to students.   
Entering to the 2000s, the telecommunication was introduced. There were two 
payphones set by CAT Telecom Public Company Limited under the Ministry of 
Information and Communication Technology (MICT).
95
 The payphones are now out of 
service and most villagers have their own mobile phones. By using mobile phones, the 
villagers are now able to directly contact their families who are away from the village for 
daily work in agriculture fields as well as those who live in other provinces. It is useful to 
                                                          
94
 Marina tailoring school is supported by Catholic Chiang Mai Diocese. The school does not only provide 
training courses but also accommodation for young females, from highland ethnic villages in particular.   
95
 MICT had been operating since 2002 and it was reorganized into the Ministry of Digital Economy and 
Society (MDES) in 2016; therefore, CAT Telecom was transferred to MDES.  
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keep in touch with others; however, it also demands them to pay for regular mobile phone 
top-ups. The village grocers sell top-up cards but cannot keep up with the demand of the 
villagers. Therefore, a young villager offers to provide an online top-up service. Mobile 
phones are very popular among young people. My host father’s sisters are worried about 
their nephew’s mobile phone overuse.    
The only available telephone network was AIS (Advanced Info Service Public 
Company Limited). The network signal post was set up in La Up village about 20 km 
northwestward far from Pa Pae village. 2G (generation) mobile signal strength dropped 
below the mobile networks standard to receive and send out a call or a message. My 2G 
mobile phone often had weak or no signal unless I placed it at near the window faced to the 
direction of La Up village or hung on the house’s posts like my host family and other 
villagers did. 
However, 3G and 4G mobile phones and smartphones received better cellular 
signals including the internet. In 2016, the newly signal post of TRUE (True Corporation 
Public Company Limited) was set up in the monastery residence area behind the main hall. 
I was told that some villagers whose houses are located near the monastery residence were 
concerned about the effects of mobile phone radiation to their health.  
Currently, there are about 12 school staffs
96
 and nearly 70 students at Chao Pho 
Luang School including Pa Pae Laveue and about ten Sgaw Karen mathayom students.
97
 
Some teachers are Pa Pae villagers, but most teachers are northern Thais from other 
provinces including the present school director.
98
 The Sgaw Karen students, studying in 
mathayom 1-3, are from Huay Deua, Rak Mai Neua, and Mae Poon villages of Pa Pae Sub-
district. All of them stay at the school’s free dormitory near the non-villager teachers’ 
dwelling house. Moreover, there have been Western volunteers who come to teach English 
at the school. While nowadays children learn English as one of principal subjects in school, 
                                                          
96
 According to the special scoop on the royal duties of the King Rama IX (reigned 1946-2016) broadcasted 
on Bright TV channel 20 in November 2016, Chao Pho Luang School had 6 official teachers, 1 civil servant, 
2 teachers on a fixed-term contract, 1 kindergarten teacher of Pa Pae Sub-district, 1 disabled students’ 
assistant, and 1 administrator.   
97
 Regarding the number of the students in 2017 academic year received from a teacher, there are 69 students 
in total, including 7 kindergartens, 27 elementary school students, and 35 junior-high school students. The 
number is consistent with the population pyramids that I presented earlier in this chapter. Another teacher, 
who is also a villager, said that the annual birth rate in the past was 7-10 babies but nowadays it has 
decreased to 2-3 babies. More and more villagers live outside the village and therefore their offspring 
become urban children.     
98
 A teacher who is Pa Pae villager was promoted to be the director of a nearby school in Sgaw Karen village. 
Teachers and Pa Pae villagers hosted a farewell party for him at the school in October 2016. Lam and elderly 
villagers were invited to perform a wrist-tying ritual to bless his career journey. In the next day, he hosted a 
feast at his house to thank all villagers.          
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some elderly villagers in their ages over 60 years old learned Romanized Laveue language 
taught by Western missionaries in the 1960s. In September 2016, a group of Westerners in 
accompany with a Pa Pae villager who works for a charity fundraising organization based 
in Chiang Mai came to join the opening ceremony of the school’s ASEAN library that they 
provided financial support in construction.  
   
2.2.2.4 Production and subsistence  
Rice farming 
Essentially, Pa Pae villagers were swiddeners. Until the 1930s, they hired Tai Yuan 
(Northern Thai) from Chiang Mai’s San Pa Tong District to teach them how to do 
irrigation and at the same time they adopted some related rituals for dam and ditch spirits. 
Kunstadter (1978: 92) compares a subsistence agricultural economy of Pa Pae village and a 
nearby Karen village and found the changes in the economic position of Pa Pae villagers 
due to the increasing population and indebtedness. He finds that “Karen irrigated fields are 
on the average smaller than Lua’s fields and more scattered; also Karen farmers at 
Laykawkey [Um Long Noi Village] almost always cultivate both irrigated and swidden 
fields, whereas Lua’ farmers at Pa Pae tend to specialize in one or the other form of 
agriculture” (1978: 110).  
 I am inclined to agree with the description of Laveue’s psychological characteristic 
that “[t]he Lawa are a very industrious people” (Shrock, 1970: 948) and I would like to add 
that they work hard and play harder. I notice that most villagers wear a wrist watch and a 
beaded necklace with a room key hangs from the chain because they are always away from 
home during the daytime. Parents go to the fields and children go to school. A wrist watch 
or a mobile phone tell them the time to go out and return home. My host parents work on 
Mondays to Saturdays and go to Church on their day off. My host mother brings small 
works to do such as sewing while she keeps an eye on the buffaloes grazing in the field. 
My host father routinely untethers his buffaloes to graze in the field in the morning before 
breakfast and tethers them in the evening before dinner. He can identify all his buffaloes 
although he does not mark any ownership signs on them. Meanwhile, he said that the 
buffaloes know and trust their owner. Between tending his buffaloes, he sometimes sneaks 
off for a drink and gets carried away with the drinking leaving his awaiting wife grumbling 
at home about him being late.  
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 I experienced harvesting and threshing rice for the first time during my fieldwork in 
October 2015 and November 2016, respectively. Fellow villagers came to help at my host 
family’s rice fields as reciprocal labors. They exchanged working in each other’s fields in a 
day unit. In other words, they say “to put/give day” (they go to help others) and “to take 
day” (others come to help). However, if one cannot return his day in time, he pays 
unhusked rice or money in the place of his labor force.  
In addition to the production of a household unit, there is the reciprocal 
arrangement of Protestant villagers in Protestant group’s swidden land. In present days, the 
swidden cultivation cycle is extended to 10-12 years in each year rotational fields, which 
are not very far from the village. There are fewer swiddeners than in the past and some two 
swiddeners now share one swidden field for two years farming. In doing so, the amount of 
produce must be limited. A middle-age male village explained that there are two reasons 
why the villagers do more irrigated agriculture than swiddening. Firstly, young labors are 
needed in clearing and burning the swidden fields. Since young villagers are away from the 
village to work as day laborers and for other purposes, the villagers preferred growing rice 
in their irrigated terrace despite the fact that it is relatively a capital and labor-intensive 
agriculture. However, at least, they have legal rights and permission to make uses of the 
lands. 
There were 20 households that did swidden in 2016 and only 8 households in 2017. 
Five out of eight households, all do swidden in the same hillside, are Laveue wife—Sgaw 
Karen husband Catholic households. The other three are Protestant, Catholic, and interfaith 
(Catholic wife—animist-Buddhist husband) Laveue households. It is noticeable that all 
swidden households are Christians rather than animist-Buddhists. As Kunstadter explains, 
“[t]he full mobilization of exchange labor and the drawing power of the net of kinship 
obligations is seen in planting the swiddens” (1978: 86). We can at least assume from this 
point that the reciprocal labors in current swiddening are mobilized not through only 
kinship obligation but Catholic network. I reaffirm Kunstadter’s observation that “[s]o far, 
at least, kinship-based exchanges of labor have been maintained among the Christians, 
minus the accompanying rituals and sacrifices to the ancestors” (1966a: 67). Furthermore, 
this reciprocal obligation at one’s origin village gradually turns down after several years of 
marrying out while building new reciprocal relatedness in in-marrying village.    
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In Pa Pae Sub-district, the Mae Sariang Royal Project Development Center is 
located in Omphai village (the administrative village number [moo] 11)
99
 while its sub 
center was established in Pa Pae village in the 1990s. There are 12 members in Pa Pae 
village according to a staff member of the Royal Project although every household has a 
house tag mentioned Royal Project Foundation in front of the house. To become a member 
of the Royal Project, the villagers are required to be cooperative savers of the project and 
follow some certain regulations of the farming contract to grow crops in the controlled 
environment such as a net house. The involved villagers also reciprocally exchange labors 
at planting among their group. They come to weed out substandard crops at Pa Pae sub-
center every morning before the daily produce is transported to the main center in Omphai 
village for packaging and then selling to lowland markets. The members use substandard 
crops for home cooking or feeding pigs.    
Mushroom, which is a marker of the village slogan, was also introduced by the 
Royal Project as a profitable plant in addition to seasonal yields in 2012. The official staff 
members came to educate the villagers how to grow mushrooms at home on firewood logs 
and supplies mushroom leaven. There were 4-5 households that grew mushroom in 2015. 
My host father’s younger sister, who has been planting mushrooms for some years, said 
that she sells her produce mainly to the Royal Project and the sub-district office. If there 
are still some unsold mushrooms, she combines different grades of those mushrooms and 
sells them to the villagers and sometimes to Mae Sariang Market. However, only few 
households grow mushrooms because a lot of firewood and properly nurturing are needed. 
Besides, some households recently invest in growing other biennial cash crops such as 
carrots in addition to annual rice growing.  
The Royal Project has been collaborating with other government agencies, 
especially the Highland Research and Development Institute (HRDI), to conduct research 
studies in order to develop the local agricultural potential. In 2014, Pathum et al. [Pa Pae 
villagers] in support of Thai Health Promotion Foundation and Mahidol University 
surveyed and drew the map and the seasonal calendar of food resources (edible vegetables) 
in Pa Pae village. The descriptions are provided both in Thai and Laveue languages written 
in Thai alphabets. The book publication was supported by Mae Sariang Royal Project 
Development Center (Pa Pae Sub-center), Royal Project Foundation, and the HRDI. 
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 Omphai is a Laveue village that located almost 20 kilometers northeastward from Pa Pae village. Omphai 
village is near Chang Mo village, which is another big Laveue village in the sub-district. Due to its large 
population, the village was divided into following satellite villages: Omphai Neua (north), Omphai Tai 
(south), and Thammachai.     
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Besides agricultural activities, the Royal Project also provides financial supports for 
communal activities and homestay tourism
100
 during the year. In terms of religio-culture, 
they allocate some budgets for the animist-Buddhists’ village propitiation ritual (nok taʔ 
k
həi) as well as Christians’ Christmas festival.    
 It is absolutely essential to describe the rice circumstances of Pa Pae village. I 
briefly narrated my fieldwork experience on the significance of rice as life and the 
cultivation of Laveue daily culture (Kanokwan, 2017a). Almost all households cultivate 
rice for consumption. There are more irrigated wet-rice and less swidden dry-rice. Pa Pae 
villagers, correspondingly, live their lives based on the agriculture cycle (see Appendix A). 
Rice, to be more specific Thailand’s first rice bank (1970) in the name of the King Rama 
IX, makes Pa Pae village known to the outsiders. The king initiated the rice bank to help 
the needy households who could not produce enough rice for consumption. The self-run 
rice bank stopped the operation when the rice became sufficient.
101
 It has been revitalized 
again during the office of the present village headman with the encouragement of the 
Royal Project. The village headman appreciates the rice bank in a perspective of drawing 
more attention and development assistance into the village. Parallel to the research on rice, 
since 2015 the local non-glutinous rice variety (hŋɔʔ ləiñ) has been promoted to be an 
OTOP product (one tambon [Sub-district] one product from Pa Pae village of Pa Pae Sub-
district) due to its highest nutrition value.  
 The memorial festival of Thailand’s first rice bank in Pa Pae village has been 
celebrated annually since 2014 on its anniversary date, 1 March. The festival is held at 
provincial level while several high rankings officials get involved in the celebration. 
Pichaya (2016) points out that the rice barn ritual is performed in this memorial festival as 
a usurpation of ethnic identification and a meaning of rice by Laveue people themselves 
and by non-villagers. I had an opportunity to observe the memorial festival in March 2016 
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 The Thai government has promoted community-based tourism to invigorate local economy since the 
1980s. Although the English term homestay is utilized directly, in the Thai context it rather means a staying 
in local residence to experience the local life. In Thailand, homestay and eco-tourism have been popular 
among domestic and international tourists. Moreover, this should not be confused with a guest house, which 
is a relatively new hotel business that provides an inexpensive lodging for backpackers. Saowalak (2014) 
proposed the effective management on cultural tourism including homestay in Dong village, a Lawa 
(Laveue) village in the promotional area of Royal Project Mae La Noi Development, Mae Hong Son 
Province.   
101
 Kunstadter (1978: 126) finds in his study of Pa Pae village and Laykawkey [Sgaw Karen] village that 
“[t]he agricultural systems can produce enough for the subsistence needs of these villages, but two conditions 
have threatened the success of these systems. There are population increase and problems of credit and 
indebtedness”. In comparison, “[t]he rice bank at Laykawkey is maintaining its capital, but at Pa Pae the rice 




at the school football field near the Royal Project sub-center. There were exhibitions, 
market stalls from the rice bank networks in Mae Hong Son Province, and pounding rice 
competition. At night, there were performances on the stage, food stalls, carnival games, 
and even a boxing stadium.      
Extraordinarily in December 2016, the rice barn ritual of the Thailand’s first rice 
bank was hosted in Pa Pae village as a part of the project “Follow in the King’s Footsteps” 
(my translation). The opening ceremony at the monastery residence yard consisted of a 
requiem chant and an offering to Buddhist monks, the opening speech by the vice-governor 
of Mae Hong Son Province acted in the place of the provincial governor, rice soul callings 
performed in Laveue and Sgaw Karen manners, and candle lighting in remembrance the 
death of the King Rama IX. Then continuously, the rice barn ritual was performed by the 
elderly men, using the offering set of chicken and rice liquor, inside the new-built rice 
barn
102
 which was marked with talaew
103
 signs to prevent malevolent spirits from entering. 
The participated high raking officials were also invited to enter the rice barn and eat 
sacrificial chicken at the ritual. The event was broadcasted live via the Radio Thailand 
(Mae Sariang) and also recorded by the national television channels, i.e. Channel 3, MCOT 
9, and NBT 11.  
 
Cloth weaving 
In the past, housework was divided in respect of gender. Women had 
responsibilities in cooking, fetching water, collecting and cutting firewood, pounding 
husked rice, and weaving, whereas men had responsibilities in repairing house and 
equipment, and hunting animals. Nowadays, not only girls but boys sometimes weave, 
either as required by a school assignment or as a way to earn money during semester 
breaks. My host brother, who is 14 years old, is good at making cotton hair rubbers. He can 
sell his homespun products to his father’s younger sister who has a shop in Chiang Mai. 
Meanwhile, his older sister, who is studying in a high school in Chiang Mai, can weave 
and sew clothes.          
 Most elderly women are wearing the traditional Laveue costume in daily life while 
adults and children of both sexes wear full Laveue costume on special and formal 
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 The present rice barn is the third rice barn that was built near the Laveue Folk Museum in 2013 by Pa Pae 
Sub-district budget. The old building of the village health station under “The Princess Mother [Somdej Ya or 
the Royal Grandmother]’s Volunteer Foundation” (PMMV) was currently utilized as the museum of 
Thailand’s first rice bank, which the description boards are displayed. The first and second rice barn is 
located near the school and the non-formal education building, respectively.  
103
 Tidawan (2006: 114) notes that talaew is “taboo indicator” that literally means “the eye of an eagle”.   
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occasions such as propitiation rituals and celebration ceremonies.
104
 My host mother lets 
me wear her eldest daughter Laveue clothes on the memorial ceremony of Thailand’s First 
Rice Bank in December 2016 when all villagers wear their most beautiful Laveue costume 
to join the parade and the rituals. For Laveue, white clothes do not confine only to 
unmarried girls as Sgaw Karen and people from all ages can wear white. However, an 
animist-Buddhist elderly man said that wearing white clothes was an influence of 
Christians because in the past people strictly wore dark colors. These days, animist-
Buddhists wear both black and white shirts in the marriage ceremony. Meanwhile, a 
Protestant elderly woman told me that in the past if the group of female “hosts” wore black, 
then the group of female “guests” wore white, and vice versa. Basically, hosts and guests 
were residentially divided into juaŋ chaə and juaŋ ŋgoŋ who live at the two opposite sides 
of the stream. Therefore, in Laveue context, colors do not indicate a person’s marriage 
status and religious belief, but the host and guest symbolizes relation.
105
        
 As for elderly and middle-aged women who live in the village, they spin and dye 
cotton thread as well as weaving and sewing clothes at home. They do not only make 
clothes for themselves, but also for selling to the village’s weaving group from which they 
earn supplemental income. The weaving group, which also implied the women group, was 
initiated by the District Community Development Office of Mae Sariang in the 2000s.  
The first leader of the group was my host father’s older sister and subsequently 
followed by two middle-aged Protestants, two middle-aged animist-Buddhists, and the 
young Catholic who has been to several provinces and as far as Japan for observing clothes 
making. The present leader of the weaving group said that there are nominally 110 
members, both females, and males, or in average two persons (usually wife and husband) 
per household. Some households do not join the group because none household member 
weaves.  
 I often heard the announcement about weaving product orders via the village 
amplifier by the village headman. There are monthly orders from the handicraft section of 
the Royal Project. Upper-body clothes and shoulder bags are in demand because the 
customers can wear them with their everyday modern attire. In addition, there are products 
made with woven fabric such as key chains made by colorful tassels which is an accessory 
of traditional Laveue attire.              
                                                          
104
 There are three woven patterns of Laveue skirts in Pa Pae village, i.e. fish fin, short, and long.    
105
 This is different from Sgaw Karen where unmarried women both young and old apparently wear white as 
they are also known as White Karen. A Catholic Sgaw Karen researcher told me that Sgaw Karen life is 
centered on the family unit and so unmarried or childless are considered to be a loss of connection.       
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Tools and Techniques are more from external sources. The villagers are less 
involved in the long process of making cotton
106
 and rather prefer buying already-dyed 
cotton threads from lowland markets, Mae Sariang and Chiang Mai’s Kad Luang (Waroros 
Market) in particular. Compared to natural threads, instant threads are more colorful. My 
host father’s older sister, who married Sgaw Karen into the village, has learned a technique 
to align threads before weaving from Sgaw Karen. Moreover, the weaving group’s 
members are regularly supported to experience excursions in other provinces by the Royal 
Project or to sell their products at local and provincial fairs. For example, Pa Pae villagers 
have learned from the excursion in Phrae Province about the proper process and duration 
of dyeing.
107
   
 Weaving is still a home-based activity of Pa Pae female villagers in all ages, yet it 
has also been developed to a broader extent. A 50-year-old female villager who runs a 
clothes shop at Kad Luang is well known for being the first woman working outside the 
village. She was also the representative of the village attending a training held by the 
Sericulture Research Institute (under the Queen Sirikit’s patronage).108 She runs her own 
shop and sometimes orders weaving products from the village’s weaving group, however, 
there are various ethnic clothes other than Laveue available at her shop.        
Another supplied market is the shop of my host father’s sisters who are living in 
Chiang Mai. In addition to buy weaving clothes from the villagers, they also design sewing 
patterns to increase the value of the products according to the market fashions and 
demands. They rent a shop in Chiang Mai’s JJ market109 for showcasing and selling their 
products. They also sell the products at organized handicraft fairs and night walking street 
markets. They put their efforts to create new functions and designs to Laveue weaving 
clothes that fascinate both domestic and international customers. In this way, they help 
promote weaving as a Laveue cultural resource to lowlanders.                  
 
                                                          
106
 My host sister, who has been studying in secondary school in Chiang Mai, took her homework assignment 
about the process of making cotton to ask more information from her mother during a vacation. In September 
2016, I observed a whole dyeing process at my host house. It was done as a part of my host father’s sister’s 
research about organic intellectual (OI), which aims to empower local actors spiritually in self-sustainability, 
of the Research and Training Center for Religio-Cultural Community (RTRC). 
107
 Phrae is a province in the upper part of northern region. The province is well known for an indigo fabric 
called Mo Hom in northern Thai language. 
108
 Queen Sirikit (1932-present) is the queen of King Bhumibol or King Rama IX (reign 1946-2016). 
109
 Chiang Mai’s JJ or Jing Jai market is the different market from Bangkok’s JJ market (Chatuchak). This 
market complex has opened in recent years under the theme of contemporary Lanna with an aim to promote a 
new tourist shopping, drinking, and dining area in Chiang Mai. The market also hosts morning markets that 
sell organic vegetables and local products every week.            
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2.2.2.5 Village-city connection  
In the past, young Laveue men traveled on foot to a market town like Mae Sariang 
and Bo Luang to sell some agricultural surplus and seeking off-season employment, 
mainly as a supplement to family income and bride price savings. In the aftermath of the 
village fire in 1953, many Pa Pae villagers moved to live with their families to Mae 
Sariang town. Kunstadter (1967a) observes the marriage pattern of these migrated Laveue 
to lowland as follows: 
The pattern of marriage, which in the mountains is village endogamous, becomes ‘tribal’ 
endogamous in these settlements, virtually all marriages being between two Lua but with no 
apparent restriction to the village of origin. The residents of these settlements feel a sense of 
kinship with all Lua and may state that ‘all Lua are relatives’, .…..Traditional customs are 
maintained in a less elaborate fashion—in marriage, for example, bride-price may be reduced, 
the ceremony is shortened from a week or more to one day, and the prolonged feasting is 
reduced to a single feast. (p. 648-649) 
While we were driving through a shortcut to the town, my host father recalled a 
walking journey all day long from the village to Mae Sariang town and pointed out the 
narrow climbing route that he used to walk barefoot (or sometimes borrow a pair of 
sandals from a neighbor) carrying a rice sack in accompany with his parents to sell rice at 
Mae Sariang Market. They had to stay overnight at their relative’s house in Mae Sariang in 
order to buy some goods such as salt and matches from the morning market before 
returning to the village. My host father’s older sister said that most Pa Pae families who 
relocated to Mae Sariang in the past were those could not produce enough rice for 
consumption and had to sell their labors. Conversely, in the present, those families have 
become richer than “khon doi” (hill people) [Pa Pae villagers] who remain in the village 
and do farming.        
Since Mae Sariang-Hot Highway number 108 was completed in 1964 and the 
connecting concrete and asphalt curved roads almost 30 kilometers to Pa Pae village was 
constructed, Pa Pae and nearby villagers, can commute more easily from the village to 
other areas.
110
 Almost all households have at least one motorcycle and some households 
                                                          
110
 Some narrow and slippery routes such as Pa Pae-La Up are still under constructions, so only motorcycles 
and four-wheel cars can easily cross. I accompanied the mae chee (see explanation in Chapter 3) and some 
animist-Buddhist villagers to La Up village by driving from the village to Mae Sariang town and then used 
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have pick up cars for carrying people and objects. For instance, a Catholic villager drives 
his pick up car to buy rice from the surrounding Sgaw Karen villages to sell at Mae 
Sariang. Two Pa Pae families have their own shops to sell building materials in Mae 
Sariang. My host mother usually asks my host father when he goes to Mae Sariang to buy 
big packets of household products such as toiletry and laundry detergent from the market 
while he secretly buys himself a bottle of northern Thai liquor. In addition, my host 
father’s sisters always buy fresh and dry food from Chiang Mai and deliver them to the 
family in the village. They take rice, chilies, and vegetables in exchange for those products. 
There are three main groceries in the village, one of which has just opened last year. 
These retail groceries mainly sell snacks, drinks, and small daily products. In 2016, the 
village market building was built under the budget of the Pa Pae Sub-district 
Administrative Organization. Some villagers come to sell their food surpluses especially 
vegetables and cooked food or even utensils bought from lowland. Because the villagers 
can produce similar agricultural products, there are low demands for people to come to the 
village market.  
The village has also been easier to access by non-villagers. A “Lua” vendor from 
Bo Luang weekly drives his mobile food vending truck to Pa Pae and other villages on 
Wednesday and Sunday to sell meats, fishes, vegetables, and snacks from lowland areas. 
Laveue main dishes mainly consist of vegetables rather than meats. As Schrock (1970: 
964) mentions that “[b]y necessity the Lawa [Laveue] are primarily vegetarians since they 
do not have an abundance of animals available”, Laveue people in Pa Pae village still 
prefer eating vegetables although they can afford to buy meats from lowland markets, a 
mobile food vending truck, and their neighbors’ slaughter. My host father always told me 
during the meals to eat as much as vegetables than rice and meats to ease our digestion, 




 (Chinese cabbage) could give strength to work. 
During my fieldwork, there were northern Thais from Chom Thong who came to buy 
buffaloes from the village to sell in lowland in September 2016. My host family sold one 
of their buffaloes (for 38,000 Thai Baht or about 120,000 Japanese yen) and the big Səmaŋ 
family sold three buffaloes. Also, another roaming outsider in a pick up car came to barter 
eggs and plastic bowls for disused mobile phones from the villagers in December 2016.       
                                                                                                                                                                                
the main road to Mae La Noi to go to La Up village, which took almost three hours for about 100 kilometers, 
instead of using a 20-kilometer direct but risky route. 
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The completion of the highway in the 1960s and the urbanization of Chiang Mai in 
1990s also triggered the village-city migration.
111
 Chiang Mai becomes the center for 
education and economics. Young city-studied villagers tend to find jobs in the city after 
having graduated and in many instances, they find their life partners and settle outside the 
village. Kwanchewan (2005: 44-45) also mentions a similar phenomenon explaining the 
four following push and pull factors of the tribal youth’s ethnic village-Chiang Mai 
connection: (1) a working opportunity in the rise of tourism business since the 1990s, (2) a 
studying opportunity in higher education, (3) the limitations of production and livelihoods 
in the highlands, and (4) the socio-religious pressure in the village. Therefore, education is 
a fundamental determinant of a migration tendency and the consequent changes of ethnic 
marriage patterns. A village teacher recalled that since the late 1990s young villagers like 
to travel to Chiang Mai to have fun, which made the traditional courtship like group 
visiting and singing as in the past become less popular in practice.
112
  
 After the village children complete their compulsory education (grade 9 or 
Mathayom 3) from Chao Pho Luang Uppatham School in the village, many of them go to 
senior high school (Mathayom 4-6) and some to vocational education (3-5 years) in Mae 
Sariang town. Some male villagers used to ordain as novice students in Chiang Mai, which 
cost much lower than normal schools. My host father’s 35-year-old younger sister told me 
that her generation was the first group of students who continued to study in a senior high 
school in Mae Sariang. Based on my household survey, many young villagers were away 
from the village to pursue higher education in universities especially in Chiang Mai and 
Lampang province. The most popular course among these undergraduate students is BA in 
Education to become a teacher. In January 2017, five young villagers received diplomas at 
Rajabhat University Graduation Ceremony conferred by the King Maha Vajiralongkorn 
(King Rama X, reigned 2016-present).     
In the past, bachelors (or kuən mbliə) and maidens (or pʰi kjəih) have their own 
gender roles in social activities. The head of each group is usually the oldest person among 
the group members. They leave the position when they get married. As I interviewed the 
                                                          
111
 Pharkhrupraphakornphisit (2002) argues that Lua (in his term) culture has still been preserved in many 
ways even though the lives of La Up highland villagers in Mae Hong Son Province have been influenced by 
urbanization and communication development. In the urban context, Lalita (2011) discusses Lua (Lawa in 
her term) shifting identity (Lawa, hilltribe, urban, and double identities) based on the five Lawa individual 
cases, aged between 18-37 years old, who were originally from a highland Lawa village in Mae Chaem 
District and had been working in Chiang Mai city.  
112
 Kwanchewan (2012: 324) observes that “[t]he courtship reflects the modern practices of the youth in the 
city. But when it came to the wedding ceremony, the elders and others in the hill communities were deeply 
involved in making sure that ‘traditional’ procedures were followed as closely as possible”. 
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present head of the youth group who was selected in 2014, bachelors and maidens now 
work together. However, there are only 10 members at present and they are mainly 
bachelors because most of the maidens are away from the village to study or work and only 
come back during a school break. The youth head said that the young villagers are busy 
with their lives and not always in the village, so it is difficult to find opportunities to meet 
and work together. Besides joining local activities, the youth group does activities during 




 On the contrary, there have been more non-villager visitors and tourists to Pa Pae 
village. The village slogan was created in 2002 by a local research team led by a Laveue 
teacher to promote tourism as follows: “The teak monastery hall, Virgin forest of Makok 
stream, Sweet mushroom, Thailand’s first rice bank, Environmental care, Applying [the 
King Rama IX’s] sufficiency economy philosophy” (my translation).114 The last two phrases 
were added lately. In 2013, Pa Pae village was awarded a sufficiency economy prototype 
village of Mae Hong Son Province. Recently in 2017, the village’s scenic point was built 
near the village entrance to receive visitors. 
The officials from the Royal Project and Community Development have visited the 
village to assess the readiness of Pa Pae Homestay during recent years. The village 
headman’s assistant said that it was not until this year (2016) that Pa Pae village has 
formally become a pioneer homestay village of the sub-district, for which the village 
headman and the sub-district administrative organization work as agents. Eight households 
have become home stays including five animist-Buddhists, two Catholics, and one 
Protestants. Among these households, there are also the houses of the village headman, the 
headman assistant, and the head of the village headmen (kamnan) in Pa Pae Sub-district. 
They charge 200 Thai Baht per person (around 600 Japanese yen) per night. Breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner are provided with an additional charge. An additional charge is also 
applied for a performance or a village tour.  
The objectives of the village homestay are to accommodate the non-villager visitors 
and promote the village’s attractions such as the teak monastery hall and Thailand’s first 
rice bank according to the village slogan. The main activity for the visitors is the village 
tour to visit the monastery residence, the rice bank, the Makok waterfall, the Pa Pae Royal 
                                                          
113
 The group sometimes proposes to get financial support for their activities from Pa Pae Sub-district 
Administrative Office and the Highland Research and Development Institute (HRDI). 
114
 “โบสถไ์มส้ัก ป่าอนุรักษห์้วยมะกอก ดอกเห็ดหอมหวาน ธนาคารขา้วแห่งแรกของไทย ใส่ใจส่ิงแวดลอ้ม นอ้มน าเศรษฐกิจพอเพียง”  
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Project Sub-center, and a trek through the rice terrace and the forest. So far, the visitors are 
mainly Thais and a few Western tourists who come with a Thai guide. According to the 
data received from the official of Mae Sariang Royal Project Development Center, 124 
domestic tourists have visited Pa Pae village while 101 of them stayed at Pa Pae homestays 
during January to July 2017. In that period, they earned 67,530 Thai Baht (around 220,000 
Japanese Yen) from tourism. Local tourism supplemented the villagers’ income although 
not all villagers involved.    
 
In summary, this chapter described the positions of Laveue people in the scope of 
northern Thailand, Mae Sariang District, and the study village: Pa Pae village. Laveue 
people are regarded as the region’s indigenous people and the local peoples’ ancestors. 
Laveue is a highland ethnic group whose patrilineal society features outstandingly by 
social organization, Mon-Khmer language, and animistic beliefs and practices. However, 
the concentration and dilution of Laveue traditions are relatively different among Laveue 
villages’ settlement areas. In Mae Hong Son Province’s Mae Sariang District, Pa Pae 
village is one of most traditional Laveue villages. Although the village has been developed 
and the villagers have changed their way of life throughout several decades, they have 
preserved their ethnic customs such as the customary laws and traditional actors. I already 
provided the general characteristics of Laveue people and their culture in this chapter. In 
the next chapter, I will emphasize more on the past and present religious context of Pa Pae 






 Human’s belief system always determines their practice system. Laveue people are 
no exception. Before going to the discussion on marriage and kinship practices in the next 
chapters, in this chpter I provide the religious context with an account of Laveue’s 
animism and the spread of the world religions, i.e. Protestantism in the 1960s, Catholicism 
in the 1970s, and Buddhism in the 1980s, respectively. The description is comprised of 
both the history from the secondary sources and the current situation based on my 
observation. Concerning the influence of religions, I will explain how animistic and life-
cycle rituals have been functionally adjusted in the contemporary context.  
 
3.1 Animism 
 Animism was the fundamental religion (folk religion) among Laveue people in Pa 
Pae village, as well as in other ethnic groups in northern Thailand. In the regional context, 
animism is used as a comparative representation of ethnic characteristic and interethnic 
relation. The most famous folk story is a story of villagers who carry spirits back to the 
village in various household items. Laveue (Lua) people are said to carry all spirits from 
the forest when they return to the village because they use the tightly woven basket with a 
cover while Tai Yuan people and Karen people use the relatively loosely woven baskets 
and so they carry fewer spirits than Lua people when they return to their villages.
115
 As 
Kunstadter (1983: 151) concludes this folk story that “[t]he Lua (Laveue) people have 
traditionally considered themselves to be a spirit-burdened people”, and consequently 
“some have occasionally become Karen or become northern Thai to reduce their 
obligations to the spirits”.    
 The story above is comparable to the myth of carrying “customs” (concerning the 
Akha’s term, zahv) back home among Akha people according to Kammerer (1990: 280). 
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 The phrase in the Laveue language is “Yang phuih pɛm, Sɛm klɔm kɔk, Ləvɨəʔ ŋgɔk tʰɔŋ” (my translation, 
Nathawee, 1996b: 51). In addition to the household items, the following ways of toting objects are also 
different considering Laveue verbs. Sgaw Karen carry objects on the back, Tai Yuan carry them with both 
hands, and Laveue carry them on one shoulder. All of these objects nonetheless have a forehead strap for 
carrying. In addition to the fact that Karen are called Yang, as already mentioned in a Chapter 2’s footnote, 
Pharkhrupraphakornphisit (2002: 38-39) supposes that the term “sam” [sɛm] to call lowland Thais [Northern 
Thais] by Lua people is derived from the resembling term “Siam” [Central Thais]. Due to the belief that their 
Lua ancestors were oppressed and driven away by sam, Lua people put curses on sam, for example, in a 
funeral ceremony. Likewise, Niramon (2007: 54) suggests that “in ancient times the Karens and the Ləvɨəʔ 
were enemies (as declared by the informants and taken from the contents of Ləsɔm ʔlɛ)”. 
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Akha was the only one, among other ethnic groups, who carry loosely woven baskets, i.e. 
Shan, Thai, Chinese, Lahu, who carry all “customs” (zahv) given by the creator back home 
in a tightly woven sack. As a result, Akha people regard their “customs” (zahv) to be more 
numerous and more difficult than those of other peoples. It is obvious that the comparative 
representation of an ethnic group is functioned in terms of inter-ethnic relation with 
different recognized peoples. Importantly, a thing that is put inside the container back to 
the village implies distinct matters of folk religion.     
 Whereas Akha people carry on “customs” (zahv) which are inherited from one 
generation to the next as their ethnic identity in action, Laveue people continue propitiating 
spirits as the essence of their cultural practice that intertwines with other aspects of Laveue 
life. In this sense, animism or the propitiation of spiritual beings is not exclusive, but it is 
rather a common element among different ethnic groups, as the northern Thai phrase 
shows, the spirit propitiation among Lua, Tai Yuan, and Karen that “Lua paeng phii, Tai 
liang phii, Karen kin phii”.116  
In the Thai-based website of Doi Tao District of Chiang Mai Province, the 
assumption that people of Doi Tao are Lua descendants is argued and the trading of spirits 
among Lua, Tai Yuan, and Karen are explained as the reason why some of Doi Tao people 
make offerings to Lua spirits and conduct some ritual similar to Lua people.
117
 The story is 
about Lua traders who travelled around to sell “flower cones” (suay dok in northern Thai 
language)
118
 which are the symbolic embodiment of the lineage spirits (phii puu yaa),
119
 
the evil spirits (phii ka),
 120
 and the matrilineal kin-groups spirits (phii mod phii meng)
121
 at 
Tai Yuan villages and Karen villages. The prices of each kind of the spirits can be 
negotiated and paid in the Indian Rupee. The Lua traders instructed the buyers where to 
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 In northern Thai language, the terms paeng (v. to make), liang (v. to feed), and kin (v. to eat) are used in 
the context of spirit propitiation.  
117
 Source: https://sites.google.com/site/amphoedoitao/home (accessed on 1 May 2017) 
118
 Tidawan (2006: 111) notes “suay”, as a basic offering set in northern Thai rituals, which is “[a] cone-
shape container made of banana leaf contains flowers, joss-sticks, betel leaves, and slices of areca nut”.  
119
 Turton (1972: 236) elaborately explains that the northern Thai usage of the term phii puu yaa is different 
from its literal meaning of paternal grandparents’ spirits in central Thai language. For Northern Thais, phii 
puu yaa are referred to the spirits of the parents’ and grandparents’ elder siblings and they are used 
interchangeably with the spirits of the locality (or caotii). Therefore, phii puu yaa are both patrilineal and 
matrilineal spirits.  
120
 In northern Thai belief, phii ka is a spirit who possesses a person and weakens a person soul, female in 
particular. Phii ka is similar to phii pob in northeastern Thai belief. A spirit doctor (mo phii) is asked to 
perform a ritual to drive phii ka out of a person’s body.  
121
 Phii mod (n.) is “the ancestor spirits of Tai people, who can possess a spirit medium” and Phii meng (n.) is 
“the ancestor spirits of Mon people, who can possess a spirit medium” (Mala et al., 2008: 82, my translation). 
The spirit medium is called tii nang or ma khii which literally mean seats and horse riding. In Lampang 
Province, “there are ‘mixed’ spirits like phii mot son[overlap] meng, created when a group of people wants to 
keep spirits from both mother and father’s sides” (Rhum, 1994: 41 cited in Tidawan, 2006: 17).   
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keep and when to propitiate to those flower cones (spirits). In this sense, Lua people were 
manipulators who provided the protecting spirits for Tai and Karen people who migrated 
from other areas to Doi Tao area during the period of Lanna revitalization in the 18th 
century (Kep phak sai saa kep phaa sai muang) and did not bring along their own spirits. 
The village’s tutelary pillars (Sagang) and two constituent villages’ spirit houses 
(ñɨəʔ ʔñu) still remain in Pa Pae village even though the sacrifice was done ten years earlier 
in the case of the spirit pillar. The spirit houses of 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə and ʔjuəŋ ŋgoŋ are annually 
utilized for the year-end agricultural ritual. Pa Pae villagers believe in the existence of 
spirits (pʰi) and so they carry on making offerings to the spirits, especially for the village 
spirits and the house (ancestral) spirits.     
  
3.2 The Spread of World Religions  
Protestantism was the first world religion that was introduced to Laveue people as 
the most primary mission among ethnic groups, in northern Thailand by Western 
missionaries. Although Protestantism had spread in northern Thailand before the Second 
World War, its proselytizing has persistently influenced Laveue people after the 1950s. 
The most outstanding mission of Protestant missionaries was the invention of the Laveue 
Bible in the Thai alphabet based on La Up village’s dialect. The Laveue Bible has been 
used in every Protestant religious service in Pa Pae village, which I could read but it was 
far more different from Laveue people’s tongue.   
Catholicism had spread the gospel among Sgaw Karen people in the area 
simultaneously. “Catholic missionaries have converted Lua villagers [Laveue of Pa Pae 
village] only incidentally to their work in Karen villages” (Kunstadter, 1983: 151). Since 
there have been merely Sgaw Karen and Northern Thai Catholic missionaries, the Catholic 
Bible used in Pa Pae village is written in the Roman alphabet (Sgaw Karen language) and 
the Thai alphabet (Thai language). Most of the adult villagers in Pa Pae village are 
intelligible to speak Sgaw Karen, so they have no obstacle to follow the religious 
instruction in Sgaw Karen language.    
The reason for the household conversion to Christianity,
122
 both Protestantism and 
Catholicism, in the early period was to save a family member’s life from her (as only the 
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 By household conversion, I mean the religious conversion decided by the head of the household which 
influence the spouse and children in the household to convert accordingly. Furthermore, it is obvious that the 
relative families living in branch households are inclined to hold a common religious belief as the stem 
household. These facts are supported by Walker (1992: 40) that in case of Laveue, “……it is does appear that 
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stories of sick females were told) serious illness as faith healing. Kunstadter (1983: 150) 
explains about the following conversions that “[c]hoice of sect, which seems initially to 
have depended on which missionary was present during a medical crisis, has for recent 
converts been based on the previous conversion of close relatives, or on willingness to give 
up liquor (required of New Tribes [Protestant] converts, but not Catholics)”. In this sense, 
the extents of Christian conversions are different in respect of denomination as well as 
social relatedness.   
Buddhism is relatively the latest religion that has spread into Pa Pae village in the 
1980s, however, some villagers had experienced Buddhist activities in lowland areas. 
During the thirty years of having the monastery residence and Buddhist monks in the 
village, the non-Christian villagers who were exclusively animists in their practices have 
gradually absorbed the way of Buddhist practices as the supplement of local animism. 
Interestingly, the Buddhist actors (monks and mae chee)
123
 who have played significant 
roles in introducing Buddhism to Pa Pae village are rather self-initiated persons and less 
institutionalized than the state-sponsored Buddhist missionary.      
Nowadays, the coexistence of non-Christian or animist-Buddhists (ʔaɨt kan pjaim, 
literally “to stay at old work”) and Christians (theu kan pha cao, literally “to carry on the 
work of Jesus Christ”) is one of the major varieties of Pa Pae village. These two self-
ascription terms connote the shift from the old set to the new set of practical faiths among 
the villagers. The Christian conversions have been continuing in either a form of spouse-
followed conversion or interfaith marriage. A choice of residence patterns seemingly 
becomes a strategy to avoid conflict within the family. In the early period, “[w]hen family 
elders survive and don’t convert, this has made for strife, as giving up animism means no 
sacrifices will be made to the ancestral spirits, and the elders fear that after death their 
spirits will be doomed to wander about hungry, with no one to feed them” (Kunstadter, 
1983: 150). By localizing and locating world religions in the community sphere, however, 
the villagers give the alternative meaning of religious practices as a way to commemorate 
their ancestors. Animist-Buddhists give alms to the monks while Catholics dedicate some 
money on Mass occasions.    
                                                                                                                                                                                
households, rather than whole village communities (as among the Tibeto-Burman-speaking Lahu, for 
example), convert to Christianity and continue living in otherwise traditionalist village communities”. 
123
 According to the Thai law, women are not allowed to be ordained as a Buddhist nun or Bhikkhuni. 
Therefore, Buddhist laywomen who have strong faith in Buddhism become mae chee. Apparently, mae chee 
shave all their hair off and wear white robes. They undertake the eight precepts of Buddhist ethics.   
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According to Kunstadter (1983: 150), there were seven Catholic households and 
eight Protestant households out of the total 51 households. Thus, I assume that 36 non-
Christian households were rather animists than animist-Buddhist in a practical sense. I 
conducted the household survey in October 2015 and updated the survey data in August 
2016. I found that the current number of households nearly doubles Kunstadter’s account. 
There are now 95 households (see Table 3.1), including eight empty houses in which all of 
the household members are away from the village. In addition, almost all of the empty 
houses’ members are Protestants from ʔjuəŋ chaə. Based on my survey of married couples, 
I suppose that Kunstadter’s 15 Christian households by 1980 are those who converted to 
Christianity in a household unit while Christian conversions after that period have been in 
the unit of a married couple at the time of marriage.   
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Figure 3.1 Households in religions 
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As Table 1.1 and Figure 3.1 show, more than half of the village’s households are 
members of 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə, which is the original owner of the village land. The existing Səmaŋ 
lineage of Pa Pae village also belongs to 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə. Importantly, Səmaŋ and Pu Lam of 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə are traditional and religious actors for the entire village, except for some rituals 
that only 
ʔ
juəŋ ŋgoŋ members perform separately. Because Pu Lam of ʔjuəŋ pɛ already 
converted to Catholicism while Pu Lam of 
ʔ
juəŋ pheñ converted to Protestantism, so they 
have no longer been eligible for animistic rituals. Although ʔjuəŋ chaə’s households 
including Səmaŋ’s households continued upholding their animism with the extension of 
Buddhism, there are not many 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə’s Christian households. In this sense, Christian 
conversions significantly affect the ritualistic privilege of 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə. By adding the 
relatively high number of animist-Buddhist households of 
ʔ
juəŋ ŋgoŋ to other constituent 
villages, however, animist-Buddhism still plays an essential role in terms of religious 
affiliation.  
 
3.2.1 Protestantism  
 The world religions were first introduced to Pa Pae villagers after the Second 
World War. At the beginning, Protestantism was propagated by Western missionaries who 
stayed in Chiang Mai Province at La Up Village, the nearest Laveue village to Pa Pae 
village, shortly before the period of the war. According to the Associated Churches in 
Thailand (or ACT)’s web page, there were two American missionaries from New Tribes 
Mission who primarily visited La Up village in the 1950s.
124
  
These Protestant missionaries were Eugene Nelson and Charles Wick, who were 
also given Thai names as Noi Kaew and Nan Peng, respectively. Noi is a prefix to the 
name of an already ordained as a novice person while Nan is a prefix to the name of an 
already ordained as a monk in Buddhist context. A Protestant village mentioned that Noi 
Kaew and Nan Peng came to evangelize in Pa Pae village before the arrival of another 
Protestant Pastor, Donald Schlatter, who is called as Ajarn (teacher) in Thai language and 
well known as taʔ pɔ khu (grandpa teacher) in Laveue language.       
 The problem of the propagation and the motivation of Protestant conversion among 
Lawa people in the pioneering of Lawa Church before becoming the ACT’s Lawa District 
are listed on ACT web page. Three problems comprise the Lawa village leaders’ 
disapproval, the lack of understanding among missionaries about Lawa language and Lawa 
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 Source: http://www.actthai.org/?p=136 (accessed on 22 February 2016) 
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culture, and the misunderstanding of Protestant teachings among Lawa believers. However, 
by inventing Lawa language and the Lawa Bible in the Thai alphabet, Christian Lawa have 
been able to utilize their own language in religious activities and so the proselytizing has 
expanded from La Up village to other Lawa villages including Pa Pae village.    
 In Pa Pae village, two households are acknowledged by the villagers to be the first 
conversion to Protestantism in the 1960s. The first temporary Protestant Church of Pa Pae 
village was built in the private area of one of the first conversion households (in front of 
the village school). Because of the increased number of Protestant households, the new 
public area was chosen to construct the permanent Protestant Church in the 1970s. This 
new cement-building church has been renovated recently, but it is seldom used because it 
is located on the steep slope. For the convenience, Protestant villagers often use the one-
story building named Rawee Building, which was built in 2015 for multi purposes.      
 The previous village headman of Pa Pae village 1981-1990 (from 1991 also being 
kamnan) was a Protestant, who has been influential in a Laveue linguistic research project 
supported by the Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia, Mahidol 
University. As holding the village headman office as well as the initiator of the museum 
project, the Protestant village headman stated in his interview in a newspaper column that 
“Lawa people take control of their history” (Gaid, 1996). In addition to the previous village 
headman and other Protestant practitioners in their 60s, there are middle-aged Protestant 
men who received higher education from Phayao Bible College in Phayao Province and 
then returned to become the local pastor in Mae Sariang areas.  
  The weekly activities of Protestant villagers are held on Sundays, Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays, and Fridays. They gather for prayers on the following three times on Sunday: 
morning at the village’s Protestant Church, afternoon and evening at Rawee Building. 
During the week, Protestants also come to Rawee Building for prayers and learning Bible 
verses on Wednesday’s evenings. In addition, females and males gather for a separate 
prayer group in the evening of Tuesdays and Fridays respectively, at a member’s house in 
turns. After the group prayer, they turn to a more relaxing part in praying for each other as 
a way to relinquish one’s anxiety. These regular meetings among the Protestant villagers 
are the functional local-supervised activities that support the consistency and unity of local 
Protestantism in daily life.     
 For Protestants, there are two celebration events at the end of the year. Prior to the 
annual general meeting of Protestant Laveue, Christmas festival is held in the alternating 
villages. In 2016, Protestant villagers had joined the big Christmas festival in Toon village, 
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which is located 13 km from Pa Pae village in Mae La Noi District, on 24 December and 
returned to hold Pa Pae village’s Christmas on 25 December at Rawee Building. The 
young Protestant villagers who were away for study and work outside the village returned 
to organize the event. The food were cooked and eaten together by the villagers. Because 
of non-religious aspects, non-Protestant villagers also came to join the Christmas event. At 
night, there were the performances from children and Christmas presents were provided by 
the non-villager guests to all participants. In this year the annual general meeting was held 
in La Up village where the first conversion was made to Laveue people to celebrate “the 
sixtieth year of God’s Grace” (Protestant mission) among Laveue people. The meeting was 
conducted over three days from 30 December 2016 to 1 January 2017.  
 
3.2.2 Catholicism 
 In 1969, Priest Mirko Trusnak came to evangelize in Pa Pae village and made the 
conversion to the first two families. The temporary Catholic Church was built in the village 
in 1980 which was replaced by the well-built Church in 1984. Pa Pae village’s Catholic 
Church was named Saint Teresa Church owing to the donator’s baptismal name. The 
villagers said that because there were few catechists and the route was still hard to travel 
by 1995, Catholic rituals such as a marriage ceremony were mainly led by elderly Catholic 
villagers or Western priests at that time.  
Three main Catholic organizations that have been working with Catholics in Pa Pae 
village are the Catholic Mission Center of Chiang Mai Diocese, the National Catechetical 
Center (NCC), and the Research and Training Center for Religio-Cultural Community 
(RTRC). A female Catholic in her 50s remembered that Catholics in her youth joined the 
Catholic Camp annually hosted in the alternating Catholic villages and where they made 
Catholic Sgaw Karen friends. Some male Catholics took a catechism course and they 
became the Catholic practitioners who led Church services and group prayers. They are 
now in their 40s to 50s, the same age as the Protestant practitioners. Moreover, they 
became local researchers who often join research projects and meetings supported by the 
RTRC.    
Not only males, but female Catholics are supported for higher education. They can 
go to conventional school while they are looked after by Catholic Sisters at Catholic 
dormitory. Although they sometimes feel constraint to follow strict rules, their parents who 
live in the village are relieved when their children are with Sisters. Many Catholics and 
some animist-Buddhist women who are 30-40 years old used to study tailoring at the 
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career training and boarding center (Marina) for young females in Chiang Mai city, which 
is an organization under the Roman Catholic Chiang Mai Diocese. Many of them have 
continued working in Chiang Mai after they finished the course.    
 Laveue Catholics who are living in Chiang Mai usually participate in Sunday Mass 
at the Seven Fountains Jesuit Retreat Centre, which is located near Chiang Mai University 
in Chiang Mai City. The other members of my host family, apart from my host father and 
his family, who live in the natal house in Pa Pae village, live with my host father’s younger 
sister and her husband who are both the supporting staff of the retreat center. This house is 
the second house for the family members who are working and studying in Chiang Mai to 
visit and count upon. My host parents and my host father’s older sister regularly make a 
visit to their siblings and children, and their mother when she was alive. My host family is 
an exceptional case where most of the family members are away from the village and yet 
they stay close to Catholicism outside the village.           
 Catholic villagers who are away from the village usually show up at the religious 
services to proclaim their return or visit to other Catholics. Catholics go to the church for 
prayers three times on Sunday. The time is not specific, but they usually go to the church 
after a meal. Sometimes a few villagers come to the church if there are no other events in 
the village. Moreover, 20-30 Catholic villagers gather at one Catholic household in 
alternating turns to pray every evening during the month of Mother Mary (Maria) in 
October. I always accompanied my host parents and their son for prayers after we finished 
our dinner. We arrived at the prayer house early before they started, but sometimes we 
were late and missed the prayers. Snacks and drinks were provided each time by the host 
after prayers where they stayed for a chat. Catholics have a sense of teamwork in social 
and religious practices. This kind of network does not only strengthen the relationship 
among Catholics but also among the relatives and fellow villagers. It suggests that “[t]he 
concept of ritual or ceremonial kinship therefore relates to the indigenous recognition that 
the kinship involved is different from that which the society recognizes as ‘real’ kinship 
and has to be created deliberately (through ritual, for example)” (Parkin, 1997: 124).   
Catholics in Pa Pae village use the Sgaw Karen Bible written in the Roman 
alphabet and the Gospel written in the Thai alphabet. Catholic Sgaw Karen from nearby 
villages sometimes come to join Sunday Mass in Pa Pae village, especially when the priest 
from Mae Sariang is invited. A Sgaw Karen wife who married a Laveue in Pa Pae village 
said that there is Catholic Church and almost all of households in her natal (north) village 
are Christian, Catholic in particular.  
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In 2016, the Catholic Christmas Festival was held on 24-25 December at Nong 
Phak Nam village in Mae Sariang. I accompanied my host father, his daughter and his son 
with about thirty Catholics of Pa Pae village to join the festival. On our arrival in the 
afternoon of the Christmas Eve, we went to the Nong Phak Nam St. John Bosco Catholic 
Church to speak privately the dialogue of love expression to the priest. In the church, some 
Sgaw Karen Catholics had already queued up silently. The young Catholics tried to 
memorize the dialogue from their smartphone and they were getting nervous about the 
recitation, and one of them eventually gave up. Free foods were prepared for all 
participants along with some food selling stalls.  
The Mass was held in the evening at the outdoor public area where the stage was 
temporarily set to provide enough seats for almost three hundred Catholics. The head priest 
of Mae Sariang Saint Paolo Catholic Church and his assistant priest performed the Mass. 
The stage performances of young Catholics, which they had rehearsed some months long 
before the festival, were about the Birth of Jesus Christ and the moral lesson of loving and 
giving in the story about an inter-ethnic marriage between a Laveue man and a Sgaw 
Karen woman. The shows called for laughs and applause from the audiences.  
Some of the Pa Pae villagers went to visit and stay at their relatives’ houses in Mae 
Sariang town while we (most villagers and I) stayed overnight at a marrying-out Laveue 
wife’s house in Nong Phak Nam village. She was born and raised in Pa Pae village before 
she married a Catholic Sgaw Karen husband and moved to his village more than thirty 
years ago. She dressed in Sgaw Karen and has become a Sgaw Karen villager of this 
village. Her children can understand Laveue language, but they cannot speak the language. 
There was a Mass again in the late morning of Christmas Day and then the upcoming 
Catholic events’ schedule in February 2017 was announced to the fellow Catholics. After 
the Mass, my host father had stopped by a Pa Pae villager’s shop and Mae Sariang Market 
to buy things on the list asked by the host mother and the relatives before we returned to Pa 
Pae village in the afternoon.           
Christmas was held again at the Pa Pae village’s Catholic Church on 27 December 
2016. Kanom chin nam ngiao125 was cooked and eaten together by the Catholic villagers. 
In the evening, some non-Christian children came to see if there were games like every 
Christmas. A Catholic said there were no such booth games this year. I assumed that 
                                                          
125
 Khanom chin is rice noodles which are usually served with a variety of sauce or curry. It is a Thai dish 
that is originated from Mon people in central Thailand. Nam ngiao is originally a Tai Yai (Shan) noodle soup 
that has been popularized as a northern Thai dish.     
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because there were many celebrations, including three marriage ceremonies, in the village 
as well as the Christmas festival in Mae Sariang in the same month and the whole country 
still mourned over the king’s death. Nevertheless, the head priest of Mae Sariang Church 
was invited to perform a Mass and in this auspicious occasion, a mother demanded baptism 
to her one-year-old daughter.  
 
3.2.3 Buddhism  
It would follow the old fashion if we understand Buddhism in Pa Pae village in the 
perspective that “[m]ost minorities have traditional ‘animist’ beliefs which separate them 
from the Buddhist Thai” (Bradley, 1983: 51) without the alternative explanation of 
animist-Buddhism. In Pa Pae village, the villagers have been animist-Buddhist even 
though they merely identify themselves as “holding Buddhism” (theu phut) when I asked 
what religion they hold. Only a few informants particularly identified themselves as 
“animist-Buddhist”. This is because in the sense of the word “religion” (or sassana in the 
Thai language) that I directed may suggest them not to say “sassana phii” (or spirit 
religion), which is uncommonly used. In fact, no one in the village separates animism from 
Buddhism and vice versa and in doing so they have continued practicing animistic rituals 
while also joining the Buddhist activities at the village’s monastery residence and temples 
outside the village.    
“Lua people”, or the ancestors of nowadays Laveue, were Buddhists or temple 
servants. They are said to build several temples (or wat in the Thai language) in Chiang 
Mai before the coming of Mon and Tai people. The most well-known temple is Wat Chedi 
Luang in the present Chiang Mai city. In Mae Chaem District of Chiang Mai Province, the 
abandoned and ruined temples are also assumed to be constructed by Lua people over the 
areas they used to occupy. Schrock (1970: 966) concludes from Obayashi (1964: 214) and 
Kunstader (1965: 26) that “[o]riginally it seems that all the Lawa followed an adulterated 
version of Buddhism, combining the faith practiced by the Thai with the cult of animism, 
but the ones who migrated to the mountains soon gravitated away from Buddhism to 
embrace animism exclusively”. This history of Laveue religion allows us to comprehend 
why Laveue people do not resist the spread of Buddhism in present context; on the other 
hand, they put Buddhism as being compatible with animism.  
The spread of Buddhism is different in each Laveue villages. For example, in La 
Up village, which is the nearest Laveue village and the village of most inter-village 
spouses to Pa Pae village, Thammacharik program (Buddhist missionary sponsored by 
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Thai government) has a big influence on the village since 1990 and Buddhism are 
separated from animism by cutting-off spirit ritual. 126  I had a chance to interview a 
Buddhist monk, who has been visiting La Up village regularly since he was a graduate 
student monk of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (Chiang Mai Campus) until 
now being a Thammacharik missionary, on the occasion that I accompanied the mae chee 
(Buddhist female practitioners) and the monk with the fellow villagers from Pa Pae village 
to La Up village in December 2016, for the clothing donation which the monk received 
from his Chinese network in Singapore. Among non-Christian La Up villagers who are 
about 50% of the total villagers, he estimated that 25% are Buddhists, 15% are animist-
Buddhists, and 10% are animists.
127
 Whom he meant by animists are the villagers who do 
not come to the temple to join Buddhist activities, meanwhile, Buddhists ceased to 
propitiate spirits except for the village spirit and professed to be a phuthotmamka.
128
  
 According to Kunstadter (1983: 147), some of Pa Pae villagers respectfully 
engaged in the missions of Khru Ba Sri Wichai and Khru Ba Kao (the most popular 
charismatic monks in northern Thailand and his principal disciple) in the 1970s and the 
1980s, the occasions in which they also received the charms and brought back some 
knowledge about religion to practice in the village. An animist-Buddhist elderly man said 
the villagers went to help build a temple in Bo Luang Sub-district of Hot District. “Most Pa 
Pae villagers considered themselves to be Buddhists” ……, yet he adds “they knew they 
were not really Buddhists (and in elsewhere ‘were truly affiliated’)” (Kunstadter, 1983: 
147) due to the fact that neither a Buddhist temple nor Buddhist practices were seen in the 
village. Pa Pae villagers have been necessarily upholding the animal sacrifices for the 
spirits in their family and communal rituals in order to live a Laveue life in the entity of the 
village; however, as Kunstadter observes, the villagers were inclined to become Buddhists 
as northern Thais in their migration to lowlands. Thus, Kunstadter suggests from the case 
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 Lua was absent from the table of Thammacharik missionary stations in tribal villages during 1965-1970 
adapted by Keyes (1971: 563). He further explains that “[t]he [Thammacharik] program is uniform despite 
the fact that such groups as the T‘in (and other Mon-Khmer groups such as the Lua’ and Khamu which have 
not yet been missionized) have had long contacts with Tai-speaking lowlanders (i.e., the Yuan) while other 
groups such as the Meo and Yao have been amongst Tai-speaking Buddhists for only a short time” (1971: 
565). 
127
 Chavivun (2012: 82) refers to the survey report of “Lua” ethnic in Chiang Rai, Chiang Mai, Mae Hong 
Son, and Nan provinces (Chavivun et al., 2007 and 2008) that the 55% of La Up villagers were animist and 
Buddhists while other 45% were Christian. The division of religions in the household unit was accounted by 
Pharkhrupraphakornphisit (2002, cited in Chavivun, 2012: 82-83) that there were 88 animist-Buddhist 
households [53%], 15 Buddhist households [9%], and 61 Christian households [more precisely Protestant, 
37%]. 
128
 The state of being phuthotmamaka is obtained through the profession ceremony to accept the Lord 
Buddha, who is the founder of Buddhism and Buddhism to one’s own life. In Thailand, the Buddhist 
profession ceremony is officially held for junior-high students in public schools.    
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of Pa Pae villagers that “ethnicity (and thus religion) should be appropriate to social and 
geographical location” (Kunstadter, 1983: 147). 
 The spread of Buddhism into Pa Pae village are informed by the villagers that a 
Buddha statue distributed by the chief district officer of Mae Sariang in the 1980s, which 
was an official promotion of Buddhism by the Thai government, used to be placed under 
the pavilion roof at the present non-formal education building area. The practical monk 
from central Thailand is said to be the first Buddhist monk who had stayed in the village 
and had encouraged the villagers to follow the Buddhist precepts. He also gained support 
for Buddhist activities from non-villager officials who worked at the village school and the 
village health center. He had stayed at Pa Pae village for two rain retreats.  
Until the beginning of the 1990s, a monk from Chiang Rai Province who initiated 
the construction of the monastery residence in the village introduced the livableness of Pa 
Pae village to a mae chee (Buddhist female practitioners) who then worked as a nurse in 
Bangkok. They managed to raise donations from the adherents as far as Bangkok through 
the annual Buddhist festival occasions such as the annual lent-end-robe presenting 
ceremony (Kathina) and the forest-robe presenting ceremony (Phapa) to build the multi-
purpose hall building and monk’s dwelling huts. The mae chee said that there was no 
Buddha statue and only a few households were “Buddhists” at her early visit. I assume 
from her words that these Buddhist households probably are the previous monk’s followers 
and moreover the villagers who used to join the activities of the charismatic monks outside 
the village.   
According to the mae chee, she did not act against animistic beliefs and practices 
which have been the moral support of the villagers and she has never heard or required of 
any spirit cutting-off ritual in the village. In her opinion, the moral support is similar to that 
of Buddhism. With the aim to increase the villager’s faith, she made an effort to prove the 
non-existence of spirits to the eyewitness villagers by performing her prayers while sitting 
under a tree in the forest near the entrance of the monastery residence which the villagers 
were scared to approach. Prior to this mae chee, my host mother told me that there was 
another mae chee who had stayed in the village. The previous mae chee always joined the 
villagers, helped cooking in the ceremonies, and also taught the village housewives to cook 
northern Thai food. In a different manner, the present mae chee who has experience in 
working at the hospital supports and improves the villagers’ hygienic conditions and 
practices, especially after she got breast cancer. Furthermore, she introduced other lowland 
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Thai traditions to the villagers. For example, “Loy Krathong”129, which is a festival to float 
(loy) a small decorated container basically made of banana trunk and leaves (krathong) as 
an offering to the river goddess and ask for forgiveness in exploiting water. The animist-
Buddhist villagers have been annually performing Loy Krathong to the village stream.                      
Apart from the construction of the monastery residence, the monk and mae chee 
also initiated the summer novice mass ordination project which had continued for fifteen 
years before the break during the absence of the mae chee and the monk from the village. 
The mae chee had been away to a temple in northeastern Thailand and Bangkok for her 
cancer treatments while the monk moved to a temple in Sop Moei district after more than 
ten rain retreats in Pa Pae village. 
After she recovered from her cancer with the cancer surgery along with her 
meditation, she regained her self-esteem and has returned to Pa Pae village in these recent 
years. The mae chee told me that Pa Pae village is a familiar place which she can call the 
place of Sappaya (สปัปายะ). At that moment I had no idea about this Buddhist Pali word until 
I found the word on the online Buddhist dictionary which provides both the Thai meaning 
and English translation of the word as follows.
130
 Sappaya 7 is “[seven] suitable things; 
things favorable to mental development”. The seven elements of Sappaya are a suitable 
abode, suitable resort, suitable speech, suitable person, suitable food, suitable climate, and 
suitable posture. She said to me that this time she comes back with a strong inspiration and 
wants to regain the villagers’ faith based on her own near-death experience. She printed 
several photos of her big breast cancer to show and teach the villagers about mindfulness 
meditation and self-awareness.    
Another important monk is a Central Thai who raised fund for the main monastery 
hall construction.
131
 This grand hall is made of teakwood with a combined architecture of 
Thai, Myanmar, and Chinese. It has become part of the village slogan as well as the sub-
district slogan to promote tourism. Therefore, the space of the monastery residence which 
people generally call “wat” (temple) has been utilized not only for Buddhist and official 
events but also as one of the sightseeings on the village tour program supported by the 
homestay group.   
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 It is ambiguous whether Loy Krathong is intrinsically Buddhist practice. However, regarding Swearer 
(2010: 50), “Loi Krathong represents a festival that defies identification as ‘Buddhist’”.   
130
 Source: http://84000.org/tipitaka/dic/ (accessed on 25 April 2017) 
131
 According to his biography on the website of Phasornkaew temple (http://www.phasornkaew.org/), where 
he is the present abbot, he has already led the twenty-five constructions of the meditation places, monastery 
halls, multi-purpose halls, and stupas in different provinces including Mae Hong Son, Chanthaburi, 
Kanchanaburi, Ubon Ratchathani, and Phetchabun.  
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The current situation of merit making that I observed has changed from 
Kunstadter’s observation that “[t]hey [Pa Pae villagers] considered the continuous alms-
giving of Buddhism to be too expensive for them, and living in Pa Pae, they knew they 
were not Northern Thais” (1983: 147). The animist-Buddhist villagers daily gave alms to 
the monks who came to stay in the monastery residence during the Buddhist Lent. In 2016, 
there were about six monks who were all from other provinces. The monks walked, 
sometimes led by a village boy who hit a gong to tell the villagers that the monks were 
coming, in a line around the village to receive alms from the villagers every morning at 
seven o’clock, except for the Buddhist Sabbath days (wan phra) when the villagers went to 
give alms at the monastery’s multi-purpose hall. On the important Buddhist day, such as 
the End of Buddhist Lent, Laveue of Pa Pae village, as well as Sgaw Karen of nearby 
villages who were animist-Buddhists, came to give alms at the monastery residence. 
Christians also made some sweets and distributed to their relatives on this occasion. A 
Catholic friend of my host sister came to provide sweets that her Sgaw Karen mother made 
to my host family and she recalled that in her childhood when she gave the adults the 
sweets, she was rewarded with some small “merit money” which she then spent it on 
snacks.  
An animist-Buddhist elder made an interesting point about religious practices in the 
contemporary context of Pa Pae village that making offerings to the spirits are cheaper 
because they can find things in their own community, whereas they spend more money if 
they organize Buddhist rituals such as a “life-extension or life enhancement” ritual (applied 
Swearer’s term (2010: 62), sueb chata in Thai language)132 from Buddhist monks in Mae 
Sariang. Therefore, in my opinion, the villagers can afford to pay for a ritual and they will 
give food to the monks in the village as a supplementary way to fulfill their obligation 
towards the ancestor spirits.        
Monastery residence, unlike the temple, is not given the land by the royal command 
(or visungkasima in Pali), for constructing the monastery hall. Without this bestowal, the 
monastery residence is out of power for monk meetings such as ordination (or Vinaya 
pitaka in Pali). Thus, none of the villagers have ever stayed in the monastery residence 
although some of them ordained at lowland temples.  
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 Sueb chata is a Buddhist ritual performed by Buddhist monks. It is held in different occasions, including 
town anniversary, house warming ceremony, individual’s life crisis and bad fortune, to strengthen the souls 
(khwan) of the dwelling place and the inhabitants. The monks chant to bless to the laymen who are connected 




3.3 Animistic Rituals: Internal and External Spirits 
Pa Pae villagers divide the spiritual spheres into internal and external. The ancestral 
spirits and the household spirits are internal spirits, whereas other common guardian spirits 
and forest spirits are external spirits. Some external spirits are discarded; however, the 
villagers still give importance to internal spirits. In each animist-Buddhist household, there 
are four main following spirits: pʰi kaɨñ mboŋ, pʰi taʔ ləmaŋ, pʰi səma, and pʰi cho. All of 
them are placed inside the head of the household’s bedroom, except for pʰi səma that is 
attached to the wall in the living space. Each spirit possesses in a different holy place and 
they need to be separately propitiated.  
Pʰi taʔ ləmaŋ is literally the grandfather ancestor spirit, but also involved 
grandmother ancestor spirit, who passed away during a lifetime of living family members. 
Pʰi taʔ ləmaŋ’s altar is a bamboo loosely woven basket hung on the main post (ʔɣoŋ kon tu) 
behind the bed which is propitiated during the beginnings of the growing season around 
June. When there is a change of family members including birth, moving in after marriage, 
going out for a long journey, and death, it is absolutely necessary to notify these ancestor 
spirits.  Pʰi kaɨñ mboŋ is the spirit of the stair head. ʔjuəŋ ŋgoŋ’s animist-Buddhist 
households altogether offer their chickens sacrifice to pʰi kaɨñ mboŋ at ʔjuəŋ ŋgoŋ’s spirit 
house, meanwhile, each of 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə’s animist-Buddhist household offers a pig sacrifice 
to their own houses’ pʰi kaɨñ mboŋ. 
Pʰi taʔ ləmaŋ, pʰi səma, and pʰi cho are not propitiated on a yearly basis (see Figure 
3.2, 3.3, and 3.4). Pʰi ləmaŋ in general are patrilineal ancestral spirits, both males and 
females, who remain at home as well as at the village cemetery.
133
 Pʰi səma is the door 
pillar spirit located on the wall opposing the stairs. Pʰi ləmaŋ and pʰi səma are occasionally 
propitiated if an event happens in the family such as a marriage ceremony. While pʰi səma 
is the female spirit, pʰi cho is the male spirit who protects the family members from 
illnesses. Pʰi cho’s altar is, hung from the beam next to the pʰi kaɨñ mboŋ’s altar, usually 
propitiated every other year or on the occasion of pʰi səma.  
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 Kunstadter (1965: 17) states that there are three types of dead person spirits as follows: (1) the dead 
children and unmarried people (no particular name); (2) Pʰi saʔaŋ who died unnaturally outside the village 
sphere; and (3) Pʰi ləmaŋ  who died in the village, at their houses to be more specific, are “‘real’ ancestor 
spirits”. Pʰi saʔaŋ and Pʰi ləmaŋ are also sacrificed regularly in the village level.   
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Figure 3.2 The altar of pʰi taʔ ləmaŋ and pʰi cho (left)  
Figure 3.3 The altar of pʰi səma (middle)  
Figure 3.4 The altar of pʰi kaɨñ mboŋ (right) 
 
There are many external spirits in Laveue belief, especially in the past when the 
villagers mainly relied their living on local resources. They avoid provoking the spirits in 
their surrounding nature and make special offerings concerning natural phenomena. In 
more recent years, however, the villagers take an oath of offerings to the lord spirit rather 
than to pʰi pabon in the forest. The lord spirits (or phii chaonai),134 which is comprised of 
the capital spirit (phii chao muang luang), the town spirit (phii chao muang noi), and the 
unknown origin spirit called phii lam phra ngam, are exceptionally propitiated in Pa Pae 
village.
135
 Kauffmann (1977: 187) validates Kunstadter (1965: 22)’s statement about these 
Northern Thai spirits to only Pa Pae village because there were no Thai names of the spirits 
in other hill Lawa villages. In this occasion, the three handfuls of pork and rice liquor are 
offered to these lord spirits collectively called pʰi ʔaɨt nɨŋ kloŋ (the spirits staying at the 
stream) at the house of the lord spirit (ñɨəʔ hɔ).  
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 Phii chaonai (n.) is “a category of guardians whose names are often referred to legendary persons, who 
were considered deities. They have power in forecasting or curing people, and destining fortune by 
possessing a spirit medium” (Mala et al., 2008: 81, my translation). 
135
 Tidawan (2006: 27) mentions the similar names of Lord Spirits in her study of a Tai Yuan village. She 
compared the governance of Lord Spirits in Chiang Mai Province’s Mae Chaem District, which is adjacent to 
Mae Hong Son Province on the west, with the Thai political structure that Poh Chao Luang (the eldest 
brother) to be equal to the head of Mae Chaem District (nai amphur in Thai language) and another Poh Chao 
Luang (the younger brother) to be equal to the head of a sub-district (kamnan in Thai language). She applies 
Ishii (1995)’s terms to explain Poh Chao Luang as “maximal lineage” and Phii Puu Nyaa (the ancestral 
spirits) as “minimal lineage”.     
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This practice is possibly relevant to the historical relation between Pa Pae village 
and Chiang Mai; however, it is applicable to the current village-city connection. In October 
2015, an animist-Buddhist family took an oath to the lord spirit by two khan sets that if 
their son, who had just graduated from the faculty of education, could pass the teacher 
recruitment, they would offer a big pig as a sacrifice. Their son finally passed the exam and 
started working in 2016, so they made the offering regarding their promise.  
 The most outstanding communal ritual in Pa Pae village towards the external spirit 
is the propitiation of the village spirits (or nok taʔ khəi). The ritual is annually done after all 
village households finished harvesting and storing rice in their household’s barn around 
November and December. In the past, the ritual was similar to the closing ceremony of a 
year’s swiddens. However, the ritual is also postponed until all the village’s irrigators 
(paddy farmers) regardless of their religion completed the harvest, despite the fact that 
none of the Christian households joined the ritual. There were only 20 households that 
cultivated dry-rice swiddens in 2016, while 60 households cultivated wet-rice in paddy 
fields including the five household members of the Royal Project who have been joining in 
the one-seed-per-hole plant experiment.    
The village-level propitiation to “prevent (the spirits) entry” or nok taʔ khəi does not 
only mark the ending of an agricultural year but also signals the beginning of New Year 
and celebrations for animist-Buddhist villagers. In particular, marriage ceremonies can be 
held then until when the next growing season starts around March. After nok taʔ khəi and 
during the agricultural off-season, the swidden areas have become a gardening plot. In 
2016, the ritual was held in the early weekend in December which was later than the year 
before because rice ripened late and the tentative date for the last week of November was a 
Buddhist Sabbath Day.
136
 The village headman needed to consult with the elderly men 
including the little Səmaŋ before fixing the ritual date. Then, he announced the schedule 
via the village amplifier. The sequent processes of nok taʔ khəi that I observed are as 
follows: chasing the malevolent spirits away from the village,
137
 calling all villagers’ souls 
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 Concerning the lunar calendar, between the days of the new moon to full moon, there is Buddhist Sabbath 
Day once a week and four times a month. The Buddhist Sabbath Day is the observance day that the monks 
stay to do monastic practices at the temple where the laymen go to give alms and make merit. This day is a 
holy day, similar to Christian Sunday, but it is sometimes on weekdays and so not the day of rest.    
137
 A reporter team from a television program along with a research team from the national research fund 
came to shoot a short documentary about nok taʔ khəi on the night of chasing spirits in Pa Pae village under 
the theme of Laveue community and respect for nature. The documentary was broadcasted on a public 




to return to the village and propitiating the village spirits for protection, and closing the 
village for two nights.  
 In the evening, the offering set was prepared at the house of 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə’s Pu Lam. 
Animal bones, cotton, and rice grains were placed on small banana leaves and placed on 
the loosely woven bamboo strips in a nearly square frame called ŋgjaŋ (ʔjuəŋ chaə style’s 
offering container).
138
 The elderly men, including the little Səmaŋ and ʔjuəŋ chaə’s Pu Lam, 
pour rice liquor on the offering container (or satuang)
139
 while reciting a verse in order to 
sanctify the offerings before another recitation was performed and the offerings were left at 
the northward road leading to the village’s swidden fields as practice to “send bad luck”. 
Then, the male villagers paraded to every end of the walkways around the village. While 
the elders called out the malevolent spirits’ names to exorcise them from the village, the 
boys enjoyed playing bang snaps and other types of small fireworks that make noise along 
with the procession. An elder said that the procession was done three rounds in the past; 
however, it has done only one round in the recent years because young villagers who were 
supposed to join the procession were absent from the village to study and work in towns. 
During that night the villagers would not cross to the other side of the stream in order to 
prevent the bad spirits from crossing to the other side.  
 In the following morning,
140
 the male villagers gathered at the 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə’s spirit 
house (ñɨəʔ ʔñu) to prepare the big ʔɣoŋ and the small ʔɣoŋ, which symbolize the spirit 
doors. Each 
ʔɣoŋ was made of limbs of the local tree named lajoʔ which was tied with 
bamboo strips and cotton yarns and decorated with cotton and banana leaves. In the 
meantime, some bamboo sticks decorated with banana leaves were put in two earthen jars 
that were filled with rice liquor. These are the bigger rase which are similar to the rase 
used in the traditional Laveue marriage ceremony. Some small toy weapons such as guns 
and pocket knives were also made. Besides, many bamboo strips were woven as talaew 
used as a sign of the village closing. The male villagers are very cooperative and skillful in 




juəŋ ŋgoŋ style’s offering container (or satuang) is a square tray made of banana bark and banana leaves 
plate.    
139
 Satuang is a (usually square) tray made of banana stems contained with offerings for the spirits. 
Kauffmann (1977: 199) mentions that satuang is a northern Thai custom which among other highland ethnic 
groups is practiced only by Lawa.   
140
 In the past when most villagers were swiddeners, they brought the offerings of hand-pounded rice; animal 
bones (nowadays bones of black chicken is used instead of black dog); turmeric; and safflowers and cowries 
as the symbols of gold and silver, to call the spirits that had been chased away before clearing the fields back 
to swidden fields. The villager’s souls which might have dropped during the planting and harvesting season 
were also called back to the village on the way to return to the village (see also Kunstadter, 1983: 138-142). 




making these ritual implements and they could finish them in short time. Then, the 
bachelors stick 
ʔɣoŋ up on the hillside just near the place they prepared the implements. 
The permanent cement steps up to this ritual place was built two years ago to stabilize the 
area.  
After that, all of them returned to their houses to dress in Laveue costume and 
prepared their household’s offerings that comprised of a cup of cooked non-glutinous rice, 
a boiled egg, and a boiled chicken seasoned with some spices. Bachelors and maidens were 
expected to carry the offering trays to the ritual place; however, some parents or 
grandparents came instead of their absent young family members. When all animist-
Buddhist households brought their offerings to the ritual place, the ritual then began. 
Səmaŋ, ʔjuəŋ chaə’s Lam, and other elderly men recited a verse to invite the benevolent 
spirits to eat their offerings and ask for their blessing. This was regarded as the big 
propitiation in which all animist-Buddhist villagers of every constitute village took part. 
After the recitation, the villagers brought their offerings back home and they ate the 
offerings with their household members.      
 After joining the meal with the village headman’s family, I accompanied his wife to 
“send bad luck” at the area on the way to the village cemetery. There were women who 
brought an offering set of food and fruits on a banana leave from their households to offer 
to the ancestral spirits whose bodies were buried in the cemetery nearby. Then, the elderly 
women recited a verse while pouring some rice liquor on the offerings to invite the spirits 
to come and eat.       
 Continuously, the best sow (adult female pig that has farrowed) was chosen and 
bought from one household for the collective sacrificial offering. All animist-Buddhist 
households were obliged to pay a share. The eligible sows are limited only to those 
animist-Buddhist households nowadays. After the selected sow was slaughtered by male 
villagers, its cuts were offered to the village spirits by 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə’s Lam and his assistants. 
Then, the sacrificial meats were cooked and distributed to the contributors who paid for the 
cost of the sow. Meanwhile, the sacrificial blood was spread on the talaew which were 
prepared in the morning and then carried to stick at every entrance and exit of the village 
as a protective sign against the malevolent spirits and a warning sign that the village was 
closing and prohibiting anyone to enter or go out during these two days.  
Beside the big propitiation led by 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə as a whole, ʔjuəŋ ŋgoŋ’s members 
performed another small propitiation in the evening near the monastery residence. This 
custom has been upheld by 
ʔ
juəŋ ŋgoŋ’s descendants since their ancestors moved to Pa Pae 
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village. They used different offerings and sacrifice from the big propitiation, that is, 
steamed glutinous rice; boiled eggs or fishes; and gilt (young sow).     
In the past, either villagers or non-villagers who broke “the village closing” rule 
must pay two rupees with a bottle of rice liquor to apologize to the big 
ʔɣoŋ and another 
one Rupee with a half bottle of rice liquor to apologize to the small 
ʔɣoŋ. In the present, 
because there are more villagers and other non-villagers who may need to commute or pass 
through the village. The fine is combined to 30-40 Thai Baht with one and a half bottle of 
rice liquor per a travel either single or in a group.  
In addition, Laveue people have another communal propitiation of the guardian 
spirit (or pʰi sapaigñ). According to Nathawee (1996b: 51-52), nok pʰi sapaigñ are a 
village-level propitiation of Chang Mo village (the origin village of 
ʔ
juəŋ ŋgoŋ) like nok taʔ 
k
həi of Pa Pae village (ʔjuəŋ chaə), yet towards different “spirit pillar”, i.e. Sagang carved 
wooden post and bundles of lajo
ʔ




revitalized in 1998 due to the drought and consequently low swidden rice yields (Kamol et 
al., 2009: 66).
141
 I observed that due to the decline of swidden agriculture, the associated 
rituals to select the fields for swidden farming are absent. In Pa Pae village, the village’s 
tutelary pillar (or Sagang) belongs to 
ʔ
juəŋ ŋgoŋ and located next to the ʔjuəŋ ŋgoŋ’s spirit 
house (ñɨəʔ ʔñu). The propitiation was carried out when the pillar was first set and in every 
five to ten years. The latest propitiation was in the 2000s in Pa Pae village.
142
       
 
3.4 Life-Cycle Rituals: Marriage, Birth, Healing, and Death  
Marriage, birth, healing, and death are the major ritual occasions in a Laveue 
person’s life, which are accomplished by one’s immediate families and community. I 
precede these life-cycle rituals with marriage because I would like to emphasize these 
rituals in respect of actors and collective actions which begin and ground on the formation 
of the family at the time of marriage. In Laveue society, marriage is featured as the 
relationship establishment of two families where the newly married couple’ statuses are 
significantly changed towards their natal and in-law’s families. Because marriage is 
discussed as the main theme of the study, I will elucidate the marriage ritual and kinship 
practices separately in the next chapter. In this section, I will describe Laveue rituals of 
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 Kittiphong (1996: 32) accounts likewise, based on his interview with the Pa Pae villager who was then the 
headman of the villages in Pa Pae Sub-district, that the annual propitiation of Pa Pae village had been 
arranged in the past five years because the villagers converted to Christianity and Buddhism.   
142
 A full nok pʰi sapaigñ of a Laveue village in Mae Chaem District, Chiang Mai Province, in January 2007 
was documented in DVD version by the Tribal Museum Chiang Mai. 
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birth, healing, and death, which I also had chances to observe during my fieldwork in 2015 
and 2016.      
 
Birth 
In the past, on the day that a baby was born in the village, the fellow villagers who 
were at home would be warned not to go to swiddens; however, they could go to the 
garden plots and paddy fields. In doing so, Laveue people were fully aware of paying 
respect to rice and not causing any mischief to the village’s collective swidden yields. At 
the house into which a baby was born, there would be a ritual to bury the umbilical cord 
cut after a childbirth. A midwife who was called on to assist a mother in nearly birth 
delivery would cut the baby’s umbilical cord and passed to the baby’s father who was 
waiting under the raised-floor house through a small hole in the floorboards. The black 
cotton yarns that were tied around the baby’s mother’s wrist by the midwife would be also 
used for tying the baby’s umbilical cord which was wrapped in banana leaves.  
Then, the baby’s father had a role in burying his baby’s umbilical cord in the 
ground underneath the house and covered the surface with stones. They protected the hole 
by sticking small sticks around, and moreover, they believed that by placing small sticks 
around the hole, a baby would not have gaps in his or her teeth. Talaew, or a bamboo strips 
sign woven in polygon shapes, was made and placed at every entrance of the house, to 
protect the mother and her baby, who were considered to be in a weak state of souls and 
could be harmed by the evil spirits. This ritual has declined since the 1990s because more 
villagers incline to give birth and use other medical services from Mae Sariang Hospital. 
The mother and her newly born baby would temporarily “stay (lie) nearby the 
hearth (fire)” (or ʔaɨt ʔmai ŋɔ [literally stay at fire] in Laveue language) within a closed 
room for few days. It usually lasts five nights for the firstborn baby and three nights for the 
next babies. I had a chance to visit a newly born baby in December 2016. The baby’s 
mother is a Laveue from an animist-Buddhist family in La Up village who married an 
animist-Buddhist Laveue man in Pa Pae village in 2015. Both of them worked in Mae 
Sariang Hospital where their baby also was born. The couple took their newly born son to 
stay in Pa Pae village during the period of staying by the fire. The baby’s maternal 
grandmother also came from La Up village to take care of her daughter and her grandson. 
Only females and the baby’s father were allowed to enter the room, which is located on the 
ground floor of this two-story house. Female visitors sat and chatted in the room which 
was filled with warm smoke from the burning firewood. With the assistance of these 
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females, the baby’s mother stood with her legs straddling over a heated small stone 
covered with leaves and covered her whole body with a blanket to exude sweat.       
After the period of lying by the fire, a birth ritual would be performed by the 
child’s father families for calling and welcoming the souls of the mother and the newborn 
baby.
143
 The elder relatives and the midwife (in the past) were invited to bless the mother 
and her baby in the wrist-tying ritual and in turn, the mother paid respect to those who 
came to bless by the head-washing ritual (ⁿdaʔ in Laveue language). Then, the baby’s 
father’s family hosted a feast to thank all the guests.      
Khantharot (2011) surveys the given names and the nicknames of Pa Pae villagers 
by using questionnaires and conducting interviews in March 2010. She collects the total 96 
samples in three following age intervals: 1-20, 21-40, and 41-60. Due to the Personal 
Name Act B.E.2505 (A.D.1962), Laveue people as Thai citizens were obliged to register 
their first name officially. The villagers who were born by 1989 (aged 21-40 and 41-60 
years old) were mainly given Thai names by the government officials such as a border 
patrol police, a doctor, and a registrar, except for the official village leader who was not 
counted as an outsider. However, some adult villagers’ first names were similar to their 
northern Thai and Laveue nicknames. More recently, parents and Buddhist monks have 
played an important role in giving the first name to a person who was born after 1989 
(aged 1-20 years old). In addition, I found an interesting case where a Buddhist northern 
Thai mother who married into Pa Pae village asked a favor from a Northern Thai monk in 
Chiang Rai Province to change her sickly daughter’s nickname in order to make better the 
daughter’s poor health. 
For the nicknames, most villagers whose ages were between 41-60 years old had 
the only Laveue nicknames which were mainly derived from their paternal ancestors’ 
names. Likewise, along with Laveue nickname, some 21-40-year-old Christian male 
villagers also had their English nickname, e.g. Joseph and Luke, which were derived from 
the Christian saints’ names given on the occasion of Christian baptism by a Christian priest. 
Interestingly, the nicknames of the young generation (aged 1-20 years old) varied from 
Laveue, English, to Thai, and conversely derived from maternal ancestors’ names. 
Whereas maternal grandparents and parents were the main persons who gave nicknames to 
1-20 and 41-60 years-old villagers respectively, parental grandparents and traditional 
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 Similar to Tai Yuan’s khwan, animist-Buddhist Laveue believe that a person possess 32 souls (ləphoʔ in 
Laveue language). Basically, these souls are called to return to a person’s body during healing ritual and 
marriage ceremony.   
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leaders notably gave nicknames to 21-40 years-old villagers. The author did not give more 
detail on Sgaw Karen nicknames of Laveue—Sgaw Karen offspring. Based on my survey, 
Sgaw Karen spouses are called by Laveue villagers in their Sgaw Karen names or Sgaw 
Karen’s classificatory term such as Pa ti (uncle).  
Besides, based on my household survey, some Sgaw Karen and Tai Yuan orphans 
were adopted by Laveue childless families and Laveue villagers who pitied those orphans 
who were in some cases children of opium addicted parents. It is apparent that the orphan 
is the leading character in most Laveue folk tales. However, Laveue’s orphan stories are 
quite different from the Sgaw Karen version which projects the return of the Ywa Creator 
with the lost book in Hayami’s study (1996).144  Along with traditional Laveue verses 
(Ləsɔm ʔlɛ), Laveue folk tales which connoted Laveue history, world vision, morals, 
beliefs, and customs have been transmitted verbally from generation to generation without 
a tale book.  
Due to a concern for the extinction of Laveue narratives, Nathawee (1996a) 
compiles eleven stories including (1) an orphan on the moon, (2) an orphan and the banyan 
tree, (3) an orphan and the governor, (4) three siblings, (5) Ping River and Salween River, 
(6) an orphan and his lover, (7) a roaming trader sells feces, (8) an orphan who was born 
from an elephant’s footprint, (9) a Lord and a Yaksa (demon in Sanskrit), (10) the youngest 
son’s fermented tea leaves (miang in Thai language), (11) and an orphan who pounds 
mushrooms (all the titles are my translation). These folk tales significantly express two sets 
of relation: familial relation and external power relation. Firstly, the familial relations are 
narrated in terms of remarriage (story 1, 2) and siblinghood (story 4, 10). In addition, the 
story 8 hints that a Karen is the father of the fatherless Laveue girl. Secondly, the stories 3, 
5, 6, and 9 imply how Laveue people posit themselves and twist a critical situation. It is 
interesting that while the Laveue characters intellectually overcome the governor (pʰi ña 
cao mɨəŋ); they were defeated by the curse of the Lord (pha cao). Moreover, other stories 
(7, 11) suggested that Laveue people have roamed for foraging and trading since the past.      
 
Healing 
The parents remain at the stem house even after one of them passed away, while 
their children other than the youngest son gradually marry out or live in new households. 
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 Hayami (1996: 339) expresses that “the absence of a patron and the orphan image may have been a 
reflection of their [Karen] perceptions of the difference in socio-political organization between Karen and 
surrounding lowland peoples such as the Burman, Shan or Thai, who had more centralized political 
organizations with rulers”. 
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However, by “marrying” someone ritually and residentially into the family, a descendant 
with his or her new family unit is automatically approved as the stem family members. 
Despite their absence from the natal house or from the village, it is customary for all 
descendants to gather at their stem house and arrange a healing ritual for a sick parent and 
more importantly a funeral ritual when a parent passes away. In thess occasions, they 
slaughter one pig and four piglets to feast all the villager participants. Nowadays, both 
animist-Buddhists and Christians give meaning to dam hua (head washing) practice not 
only as the last hope for healing but for wishing life longevity to the parents when their 
children visit home.          
 I had an unexpected chance to observe a healing ritual during the few days I first 
visited Pa Pae village in September 2015. The sick person was a Catholic in his 71 years 
old. His disease was diagnosed with a third stage cancer. His wife and their seven children 
hosted a dam hua ritual for him at their house. Each household prepared a tray of boiled 
pork with rice or snacks with new clothes, along with some money to give to the sick old 
man. The sick old man and his wife rubbed kamin sompoi
145
 (or som puə in Laveue 
language) water on their heads and bless the givers in return. Then, foods that were 
prepared by the fellow villagers were served to all guests. In the afternoon, four children of 
the sick old man returned to Chiang Mai by the youngest son’s pick up car, which I also 
joined for a ride, because they all worked and lived in Chiang Mai. One of his daughters 
who returned to take care of him since he got sick decided to extend her stay in the village 
after her father passed away in January 2016. Together with her Tai Yai (Shan) new 
husband, they resigned from their jobs in Chiang Mai where they first met and decided to 
make a living by growing cash crops in the village as the members of Royal Project.          
 Unlike their neighbor villages such as La Up and Karen villages that had spirit 
doctors, “[t]here is no one at Pa Pae who is considered to be a medical specialist (mɔ phǐ, 
N. Thai)……” (Kunstadter, 1965: 47). However, Pa Pae villagers relied on a divination 
(sepok) when they seek for the cause of the sick person’s illness and the proper way to 
pledge the causative spirit. Kunstadter (1966b, 151-152) describes the scenes of a 
divination that the villagers did for a middle-aged man since he still had not recovered after 
taking some medicines. In sepok, the ritual performers guessed several names of the 
causative spirits by specifying the answer of yes or no to an even number or an odd 
number of the taken grains. A different sacrificial offering set was prepared for the 
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 Kamin (n.) is turmeric and sompoi (n.) is soap pod. 
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assumed spirit. In addition to Kunstadter, an older villager told me that they would add a 
“picking short or long sticks” game in a case of having different guesses among the 
performers and following the longest-stick holder’s idea. Other alternative sacrifices would 
be made until the sick person has recovered as a result of finding out the right causative 
spirit. As Kunstadter illustrated, Karen specialists were invited to help to instruct a 
sacrifice and to call souls of the sick person.        
 I had a chance to observe a mat mü ritual (literally tying hand [wrist])
146
 done by Pu 
Lam for his younger brother-in-law to bless him with good health on a night in November 
2016. Beside Pu Lam who support the patients’ mentality, there are “wiping/blowing 
doctors” (Hmo pat) who learned and trained magic spells (katha) to cure the patients, 
especially the injurers. A learner must have his learning buddy who could counterbalance 
one another’s excessive or regressive magical efficacy. A dam hua ritual is performed by 
the buddy when one becomes weak. Kunstadter (1983: 146) states that “[t]he katha chants 
may be in any one of a number of languages (Lua, Karen, Burmese, Northern Thai, etc.), 
and may be associated with tattooing, or a variety of equipment or medicines”. The father 
of my host father, who passed away in 2011, also had tattoos and he is said to learn katha 
in his youth before his marriage and Catholic conversion. 
Apparently, male older villagers have tattoos on their body, around the thigh and 
the forearm in particular. The patterns are animal figures (e.g. monkey, tiger), numbers, 
shapes, and so on. Having a body tattoo was believed by the male villagers to be “a 
protection against a variety of injuries” and “a sign of manhood” (Kunstadter, 1965: 48). 
However, tattooing may be reinterpreted in personal view, for example, a Catholic older 
villager did not interpret monkey and tiger tattoos on his body as mystic symbols, but 
rather a fashion in young age. He and his friends invited famous Karen tattooists from a 
nearby village. A tattoo cost 50 Thai Baht, which was a relatively high price compared to 
the cost of living in the past.      
 For common illnesses and emergencies, Pa Pae villagers and Karen people from the 
nearby villages come to ask for medicines and services from the Heath Promotion Hospital 
of Pa Pae Sub-district which has been operating since the 1980s in Pa Pae village. 
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 Mat mü is a common practice in northern Thailand and other parts of Thailand. It is a ritual to call the 
souls (khwan) back to the inhabited body. Two essential elements for mat mü are holy white cotton yarns (sai 
sin) and chants (katha). A person who ties the yarns and chants is usually a relatively superior to a person 
who is tied, for example, Buddhist monk-laymen, Patron-client, and parent-children. Although the 
explanations about khwan are varied in each cultural group, mat mü ritual represents the similar purpose to 
assemble and strengthen the living entity. Therefore, it is utilized for healing, encouraging, and blessing a 
person, a couple, a family, and other forms of social groups.     
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Currently, there are non-villager public health officials who stay overnight. The officials 
commute daily to this local hospital. There are also Pa Pae public health volunteers, such 
as my host father, who regularly visits the households and helps with health promotion 
activities.    
 Mae Sariang is no more far from Pa Pae village since the villagers could afford a 
motorcycle and pick up car. It takes around one hour for a 40 km trip between Mae Sariang 
town and Pa Pae village, including the 28 km sloping driveway from the village to Mae 
Sariang District – Hot District highway which passes Karen villages and the 12 km from 
this main junction to Mae Sariang town. For the common villagers, they make a visit to 
Mae Sariang for two main destinations: market and hospital. If they cannot go by their own 
car or other villagers’ cars, they sometimes ask to accompany Karen villagers’ cars who 
live in the north neighbor villages and always drive through Pa Pae village to go down 
from the hill.              
 I often took a public van from Chiang Mai Bus Station to Mae Sariang town and 
then waited for some villager’s car to go to Pa Pae village, in case that I did not accompany 
a villager’s car from Chiang Mai directly to the village. At Pa Phai’s building materials 
shop near Mae Sariang Museum and Mae Sariang Hospital, I met Pa Pae villagers and 
Sgaw Karen neighbor villagers who came to wait for a ride back to the hill. Pa Phai is the 
current village headman’s sister who married an animist-Buddhist Tai Yuan from Phayao 
Province and she is one of Pa Pae villagers who make a living in Mae Sariang town. She 
has a permanent house in Pa Pae village where she and her husband used to live for over 
ten years after the marriage. They have moved to Mae Sariang town to open a shop for five 
years. The villagers rely upon Pa Phai and her husband for transport instead of them having 
to queue at the hospital on the night before an appointment date or reserve a public van or 
bus ticket before traveling. Due to the development of road transport and the relocation of 
Pa Pae villagers in Mae Sariang town, the town hospital has become more easily accessible.      
 
Death      
 My host grandmother had been staying with her children in Chiang Mai city since 
she had to see the oncologist (cancer doctor) for regular check ups. I met her for the first 
time at their house in Chiang Mai on my return from the first fieldwork in September 2015 
and visited her again when I went back from Japan to do a fieldwork in February 2016. 
This time she accompanied her children to return to the village and participated in a 
relative’s marriage ceremony. I made a visit to see the grandmother again in August 2016, 
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before I was going to conduct a long field work until January 2017, but she was not home. 
I was shocked by the sad news of the host grandmother’s death at the hospital in the 
following week. Her funeral ceremony was held at her house right after her dead body was 
brought home. Some elderly women (female Lam) who are knowledgeable about ritual 
preparation took a role in dressing the dead person.  
I arrived at the funeral house on the second day before the corpse was put into the 
wooden coffin made by male villagers in that afternoon. Photos of the grandmother with 
the family were glued on the corrugated plastic sheets hung on the house door. The living 
space was decorated with fresh flowers to create a heavenly atmosphere. The 
grandmother’s corpse was laid on the mat heading to the east, where the big wooden Cross 
engraved with her Catholic name and dates of birth and death was lean against the wall. 
She was covered by a woven vertical cloth (or ləlaɨt).147 The grandmother’s daughters tried 
to find the cloth everywhere in the house, but they still could not find out where the 
grandmother kept it so they had to buy a new covering cloth for their mother. They said 
that people of 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə are prevented from weaving a covering cloth for a funeral 




juəŋ pheñ, or ʔjuəŋ ŋgoŋ) to weave for them.  
The mourners were crowded in the living room where the grandmother’s coffin was 
placed. There were not only Pa Pae villagers but also Laveue relatives from La Up and 
Phae village and Sgaw Karen Catholics from nearby villages. They prayed for the 
grandmother by lighting a white candle on the tray near the coffin. Some elderly female 
villagers, who are normally friends of the dead person, came to sit near the coffin and cried 
for the grandmother’s death. They expressed their grief through words about their 
friendship while crying. It is a customary practice in Laveue funeral ceremony.  
I had another chance to accompany some Pa Pae villagers to attend the funeral of a 
Laveue in Mae Sariang in October 2016, where the elderly women from Pa Pae village 
also cried in front of the coffin. The dead person is a relative of my host family. Her family 
was among several Pa Pae families that migrated to Mae Sariang town after the village fire 
in the 1950s. They have become Northern Thai, at least from the fact that they speak 
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 According to 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə’s Lam, pje (male siblings to a female ego) will give a woven vertical cloth (or 
ləlaɨt) to his lənan’s funeral and lənan (female siblings to a male ego) will give a pig to her pje’s funeral. 
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northern Thai to Laveue from Pa Pae village.
148
 The setting of the funeral looked very 
similar to a northern Thai funeral to me, besides the elements for Catholic prayers.      
In the past and in an animist-Buddhists death, the 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə’s Pu Lam said that the 
funeral is far more complicated than a Christian’s death. Lam has to preside over the whole 
funeral in the place of Səmaŋ who should not lead the ceremony due to the risk of losing 
his ritual power. Lam plays a medium role to impart a person’s death to the spirits at the 
constituent village’s spirit house (ñɨəʔ ʔñu) by offering sacrificial meats and rice liquor 
taken from the funeral house. I have never witnessed any animist-Buddhist funeral in the 
village. However, in the present, the Lam’s office is still essential for a burial rite as I 
observed in the grandmother’s Catholic funeral.  
The funeral house had been filled with people who did not only come to mourn the 
grandmother but also to express their condolences to the grandmother’s family. Those who 
are patrilineal descendants and in-laws of the dead person are especially obliged to help the 
funeral as much as possible. In this case, the money paid for the funeral of ñɨəʔ som kiang 
is a practice of “kin kha” (literally “to eat value/price/fee”).149 Essentially, ñɨəʔ som kiang 
gives kha (mainly money) to a married couple’s marriage and in return, the married couple 
paid back kha to ñɨəʔ som kiang’s funeral. The meals during the funeral were prepared and 
served at the eldest daughter’s house and the nearby relative house. Furthermore, the 
persons who receive pieces of meat from the funeral house have to pay back for those 
reciprocal meats by crying for the dead person in front of the coffin.  
The grandmother’s bedroom was emptied of all bedding and both her bedroom and 
my host parents’ bedroom were used as a space for senior guests. At night, elderly men and 
elderly women sat separately in the bedrooms to sing traditional Laveue verses that were 
used only in the funeral. Then, Catholic villagers gathered at the funeral house’s living 
space to pray. Some mourners stayed overnight at the funeral house and other relatives’ 
houses in the village while some males gambled on cards and dices near the house.  
In the past, each social group such as married men, married women, bachelors, and 
maidens were obliged to send some representatives to wake a dead person at the funeral 
house. Moreover, bachelors and maidens were assigned to help in finding firewood and 
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 The migration of the present Phae villagers from Pa Pae village in the earlier period is a different story 
from Kunstadter’s statement that “[i]f they [Pa Pae Christian villagers] move to the lowlands, they are 
encouraged to retain their separate identity, not to merge themselves with the Thais and become Buddhists as 
Lua migrants in the past have done” (1983:151-152). Most of these Pa Pae migrants are Christians, Catholic 
in particular, who have had religious network constantly with lowland and highland Christians.  
149
 This kha is comparable to “[t]he Kachin word hka which is normally translated as ‘debt’, contains aspects 
of meaning which correspond closely to this abstract notion of sociological relation” (Leach, 1964: 141). 
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cooking. In this occasion, young people from different villages also had a chance to see 
each other and collectively sang traditional verses as a courtship practice. Especially in the 
big funeral where buffaloes were slaughtered, there would be a folk dance of bamboo 
clapping (c
h
uəŋ ləmaŋ) by bachelors.150 The close relatives of the dead person, ʔjiək pʰuʔ in 
particular, are not supposed to eat the specific buffalo in the belief that it represents the 
deceased’s flesh.   
The Catholic priests were invited to perform prayers during the three-day funeral 
ceremony at the house and to supplement the office of 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə’s Lam in the next 
morning’s mortuary ceremony at the village cemetery. All dead persons who are regarded 
as “people of here”, which means a person who was born or married into the village, will 
be buried in this cemetery regardless of their ethnicity and religion, other than that they are 
required to pay some money to “buy land” for burying.151 The grandmother’s coffin was 
conveyed from the funeral house’s second floor, through the removed wooden wall next to 
the stair landing because they [Laveue people] believe that a dead person must not pass 
through the same door as living persons, to the cemetery behind the village school. Lam 
and other elders have to precede the dead sending procession and return lastly after the 
mortuary ceremony was done. In the past, sending a dead person to the cemetery was the 
service of elderly men (ta
ʔ
 kʰuət) whereas female and young villagers were not supposed to 
join the procession because they could be attacked by the spirits in the cemetery. However, 
many villagers including me went to send the grandmother’s coffin to the cemetery.       
 Persons who accompanied the procession were not allowed to return to the house or 
stopped at any house on the going and coming back way in order to avoid bringing any bad 
lucks to the village. Therefore, all carrying things have to be prepared thoroughly before 
going and before returning from the cemetery. For an animist-Buddhist villager’s grave, 
the dead person’s clothes and daily utensils will be buried and put above the grave under 
the thatched roof like a house as for his/her next life after death. When we arrived at the 
cemetery in the evergreen forest behind the village school across the small stream, we first 
visited the grave of the host grandfather who passed away five years ago. My host family’s 
members lighted white candles on the Cross at the head of the grandfather’s grave and 
placed some flowers on the grave to commemorate his death. Then, the grave of the 
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 I found a video of c
h
uəŋ ləmaŋ in the funeral of an animist-Buddhist Pa Pae villager that uploaded in 
August 2013 on YouTube (link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0D0WOTAQqc). 
151
 A villager remembered the case when a non-villager Sgaw Karen passed away on the way he was sent to 
Mae Sariang Hospital. His dead body was not brought back to his original village concerning to his unnatural 
death but buried in Pa Pae village’s cemetery. His Sgaw Karen companion paid the fine to Pa Pae village’s 
Səmaŋ in order to ask for a burial ground for him.       
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grandmother which was chosen by Lam southwardly to her husband’s grave was dug by 
male villagers. After burying her coffin and sticking the Cross at the south head, we placed 
flowers taken from the funeral house on the grandmother’s grave. After that Catholics 
prayed for the grandmother.           
 On the way back from the cemetery across the stream, all participants washed their 
hands and heads with nam kamin sompoi (water soaked with turmeric and soap pod) like 
the head-washing ritual (dam hua) prepared by the funeral host in order to wash away bad 
things that might accompany them from the cemetery and harm their souls. Although it is 
not a common practice among Christians, Laveue Christians utilize the practice in the 
aspect of culture rather than religion. At the funeral house, all family members including 
me were asked to wash our hands and heads again with nam kamin sompoi to assure that 
everyone who used to stay with the grandmother would not be harmed.  
All the grandmother’s children stayed a week longer to clean up everything at the 
funeral house. The daughter dreamed of the grandmother wearing beautiful Laveue clothes 
on the night before she found the covering cloth (ləlaɨt) that the grandmother kept in the 
box. Although the funeral was done, the funeral house (ñɨə jum) had still been a “cold 
house”152 or the house of the dead person. Some villagers asked me if I were afraid of the 
grandmother’s spirit and if I dreamed of her because I had stayed at the funeral house. I 
usually replied that the grandmother was so kind to me when she was alive, so I felt the 
house was always warm. The villagers came to visit the house every day and the house was 
never left empty. There were some teenage villagers, especially males, who came to stay 
over at the house during one month after the funeral. In this way, the family who has just 
lost a loved one will not be too sad and the house will not be too “cold”. It seemed to also 
happen with the family’s house in Chiang Mai where the grandmother had stayed before 
she passed away. All members tried to visit the house in order to give emotional support to 
each other.     
In November 2016, the 100 days memorial of the grandmother’s death was 
arranged. The 100 days memorial is not a Laveue custom, but northern Thai. Animist-
Buddhist villagers sacrifice to their ancestor spirits periodically, but Christian villagers 
have no longer done the same way so they apply the 100 days memorial to their religious 
context. All of the children returned to the village to prepare for feasting and prayers. The 
family invited the head priest of Mae Sariang Church to lead the Sunday Mass at the 
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 “Both Lua and Lanna have a ‘cold house’ custom, which neighbors come to stay with the owner of the 
funeral house after burial or cremation for three nights” (Arunrat, 1988: 45, my translation). 
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village’s church and at their house. This special occasion was not only dedicated to the 
soul of the grandmother whose photo was presented in front of all participants, but it was 
also an opportunity for other Pa Pae Catholics and Sgaw Karen Catholics from the adjacent 
villages to donate some money to the church as a way to offer for their ancestors.  
In this chapter, I tried to suggest that it is no longer sufficient to explain Laveue’s 
animistic belief and practices without understanding the world religions’ roles in local 
context. Thus, I have described the historical and the contemporary context of the religious 
beliefs and practice systems of Laveue people in Pa Pae village, which have been 
influenced by Protestantism, Catholicism, and Buddhism, respectively. In Pa Pae village, 
the leadership has no longer been monopolized by the animistic (traditional) leaders but by 
Christian leaders as well. As Pipad (n.d.) gave an account of his interview with the senior 
traditional leader and the Protestant leader that Laveue identity are prioritized as follows: 
(1) the intelligibility in Laveue language, (2) the physical appearances like Khmer people, 
and (3) the attiring in Laveue costumes. Pipad commented on the case of the Protestant 
leader that animism or spirit is counted as merely “history” and so it should not be used to 
exclude Christians when speaking of Laveue identity. More importantly, as I have 
explained in this chapter, Laveue’s animistic and life-cycle rituals have been omitted and 
adjusted by each household according to their religion. The present grandparents are the 
generation that chose whether to convert their household to Christianity or remain animists 
while their offspring are the present adult villagers whose religions may vary according to 
their marriage. From this point, I am going to explain the traditional Laveue marriage and 
the findings of intermarriage in the following chapter to discuss how religions render the 









This chapter first provides Laveue customs in traditional marriage which has been 
practiced by the Laveue people for at least four generations. Then, the chapter 
demonstrates the rise of intermarriage, both inter-religious and inter-ethnic marriages, in 
numerical data collected from fieldwork to investigate the relationship between religion 
and ethnicity in the context of marriage. Later, in the following chapter, I will describe the 
marriage ceremony changes to show modified and removed elements of traditional Laveue 
marriage. Ñɨəʔ, in the Laveue language, which means family as a noun and the numeral 
classifier of a house. The same term also means marriage in terms of the ceremony and 
marital status.
153
 This word almost sounds like jɨəʔ which means a paternal grandmother, 
but actually it is different. Interestingly, ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ is a pair term that signifies the coming or 
marrying into a groom’s house. Therefore, to discuss Laveue marriage, it is indispensable 
to also explain Laveue household and kinship systems, especially in the scope of stem and 
branch houses.  
 
4.1 Traditional Laveue Marriage: Ceremonial and Kinship Practices 
Traditionally, Laveue marriage or ñɨəʔ is a rite of passage ritually, based in animism, 
to bring a bride’s and a groom’s families together. It is a focal point on which in-laws’ 
relationships are formed. A bride changes her status and becomes a wife of her husband 
and a daughter-in-law of her parents-in-law through the processes of this marriage 
ceremony. Her membership is approved by moving into her husband’s natal house 
physically and mentally. In other words, patrilocal residence (patrilocality) is followed 
among the Laveue people.           
In the past, when the number of households was still small, intra-ethnic marriage 
was the primary choice among the villagers. Kunstadter (1966a: 68) notes that it is village 
exogamy in the case of Pa Pae village, where constituent villages united. Kunstadter 
(1966a: 78-79) shows quantitative data to discuss Laveue ideal matrilateral cross-cousin 
marriage. He suggests that this prescriptive alliance is rarely the case, but that the 
proscriptions of lineage endogamy and taboos are definitely followed.
154
 He further 
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 See example sentences in Thai-Lawa dictionary by Suriya and Lakana, 1987: 215-216 
154
 According to Kunstadter (1965: 24, 51 note 12), the bad spirit, whom he noted as phi ka (northern Thai 
term) or khɔʔ gajm (Laveue term), would enter the bodies of an incestuous couple. The couple would be 
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concludes that the Laveue marriage system in practice is an important function in terms of 
the exchange of labor between groups.      
Kunstadter (1966a: 75-76) gives the detailed account of cross-cousin marriage, 
stating that “[m]arriage with the matrilateral cross-cousin is preferred, and failure to 
conform to the preference (or prescription) is sanctioned by a fine of one Baht (U.S. five 
cents) and a bottle of liquor”. The prescription of matrilateral cross-cousin marriage is 
illustrated from the observed case that “[i]n other words, a son inherits his father’s 
obligation to marry into the lineage of his mother’s brother” (Kunstadter, 1966a: 77). It is a 
tacit obligation to the eldest son because there is a prescription among younger siblings to 
not get married before their elder brothers and sisters. A marriage is supposed to be 
sequential from the oldest to the youngest sibling in order of seniority. Based on my 
interviews with Pa Pae informants, one maɨ kiang is paid when a sister breaks this rule to 
her older sisters but ⁿdaʔ using nam kamin sompoi is needed in the case that a younger 
brother gets married before his elder brother. Yet, “[t]he son of a matrilocal marriage 
cannot marry his mother’s brother’s daughter, since these two ‘cross-cousins’ already 
belong to the same lineage” (Kunstadter, 1966a: 76).  
Although the traditional Laveue kinship system is based on patrilineal descent and 
patrilocal marriage, matrilocal marriage cases are also investigated by Kunstadter (1966a) 
as follows:  
When cases of matrilocal marriage are tabulated, the evidence supports the hypothesis that 
access to swidden land is a major reason for marrying matrilocally: there are more matrilocal 
marriages of men from landless constituent villages moving into households of landed 
constituent villages, and fewer in the opposite direction than would be predicted by chance. 
                                                                                                                                                                                
expelled from the village, and their families needed to sacrifice a pig and make offerings for the offense. 
Similarly, some of his informants admitted that this kind of ceremony was arranged within a marriage 
ceremony. Kauffmann (1977: 185) guesses that Lawa took the story of phi ka from Northern Thais.       
Arunrat (2002: 9) refers to Krisana (1987, could not reach) who surveyed Lua communities in five districts of 
Chiang Mai (Muang, Hang Dong, San Pa Tong, Chom Thong, and Hot) , and found that Lua people in Hang 
Dong sacrificed a black dog when two persons from the same spirits got married. Also, he adds that Lua 
people in Mae Hong Son’s Dong village sacrificed a dog when two persons had a sexual relationship before 
being properly married and that there were communal black dog sacrifices in La Up and Om Phai villages. 
However, Səmaŋ lineage descendants and lowland Lua in Hang Dong and San Pa Tong refrained from eating 
dog meat because they believe that their motherless ancestors drank milk from dogs. Based on my fieldwork, 
there is no more dog sacrifice in Pa Pae village. Nevertheless in the past, “Pa Pae villagers use [used] dogs as 
sacrifices to the forest and other spirits and sometimes have [had] to buy them for this purpose. Pa Pae 
villagers do [did] not eat dogs, but Lua’ of Chang Maw village, and several other villages farther to the north, 
eat [ate] dogs on ceremonial occasions” (Kunstadter, 1978: 101).  
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This tendency is reinforced by the existence of irrigated land, since this may be inherited by 
daughters (or widows) as well as by sons.  
Nonetheless, the ideal of patrilocal marriage is strongly held—so strongly that informants deny 
that matrilocal marriages ever take place. When inquiry is pushed farther, matrilocal marriages 
are admitted (in fact there are 15 out of a total of 74 recorded marriages in the village, or 20 
percent), but informants claim these have been contracted only by orphans, who had no other 
relatives to live with. (p. 73) 




), the power is passed on patrilineal line from a father to his 
eldest son or to matrilocal son-in-law. As Schrock et al. (1970: 950) indicates, the term 
“move up” describes a shifting power in matrilocal marriage based on Kunstadter’s 
argument that a matrilocal husband will be considered equally as “successor” as a son of 
the household because he is approved by making a set of offerings to the ancestral spirits in 
the marriage ceremony (Kunstadter, 1966a: 74).  
Practicing of matrilocal marriage in inter-constituent village (inter-
ʔ
juəŋ) marriage 
will disqualify a man of becoming a prospective Pu Lam, or the 
ʔ
juəŋ’s oldest male who 
leads religious-cultural rituals of the 
ʔ
juəŋ. However, Kunstadter (1966a: 70) notes that 
“men who have made a matrilocal marriage from one lineage to another within the same 
constituent village are eligible for this office”. According to the tabulation of the marriage 
frequencies, Kunstadter (1966a: 80) argues that “constituent villages (as contrasted with 
lineage segments) do not act as exogamous units”.    
Kauffmann (1972: 268-269) explains the maintenance and negligence of Səmaŋ 
status when the intermarriage between a Səmaŋ descendant and a Laveue commoner take 
place.
155
 First, a Səmaŋ groom patrilocally marries his commoner bride into his house. The 
bride obtains a Səmaŋ status while the Səmaŋ husband maintains his status. Second, a 
Səmaŋ bride matrilocally marries her commoner groom into her house. The groom is 
required to convert to the Səmaŋ’s lineage customs; however, he will not obtain a Səmaŋ 
status for the sake of being free from a bride price payment. In this case, “the wife buys 
him”, in Kauffmann’s terms. On the other hand, a Səmaŋ wife is going to lose her Səmaŋ 
status if she patrilocally marries out to her commoner groom’s house. The groom is 
obliged to pay an extra customary bride price to her Səmaŋ lineage.   
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 In Chom Thong District’s Pae village, Səmaŋ groups were split into the higher Səmaŋ roid and the low 
Səmaŋ thiam, and they were not allowed to intermarry.  
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There are three recent marriage cases in Pa Pae village that involved Səmaŋ lineage. 
In 1985, a big Səmaŋ’s younger sister married to a Catholic Laveue villager. The 
commoner husband performed bride abduction tradition and paid an extra customary bride 
price to the big Səmaŋ. He paid eight rupees (four times that of a commoner bride) as a 
fine in the apology ritual (səma). The marriage ceremony was led by a Western priest at 
the village’s Catholic Church. The Səmaŋ bride converted to Catholicism to follow her 
commoner husband. In 2003, the little Səmaŋ’s youngest son patrilocally married an 
animist-Buddhist Laveue bride from Chang Mo village. The marriage was held in the 
traditional Səmaŋ marriage style, but the bride abduction was not practiced. In 2016, the 
little Səmaŋ’s eldest son married a Protestant Karen bride. Səmaŋ marriage customs were 
practiced, even though the married couple did not stay in the village after the marriage 
ceremony due to their jobs, because the groom, who was the eldest son, was supposed to 
inherit the natal house, according to Səmaŋ custom. The Sgaw Karen bride received Səmaŋ 
status just like Laveue bride because she came under the Səmaŋ’s authority.    
From the ceremonial aspect, Pa Pae villagers basically describe a traditional or a 
“complete” Laveue marriage ceremony as an animist-Buddhist couple’s marriage in which 
animistic rituals are performed symbolically. An elaborate description of traditional 
Laveue marriage was published in National Geographic Magazine by Peter Kunstadter, an 
American anthropologist whose ethnographic fieldwork about Laveue people had been 
conducted in Pa Pae village. His expressive photographs were very striking in capturing 
the motions and emotions of people in activities, especially the Laveue pre-marriage 
customs whose scenes were enlarged in two pages (1966b: 142-143). The payment of the 
bride price with silver coins (not Indian Rupee) and the wrist-tying ritual (or mat mü in 
northern Thai) after the bride abduction were the principal procedures before the marriage 
ceremony itself started. The sequential events (bride abduction, bride price negotiation and 
payment, and wrist-tying ritual) took place at the Laveue village named La Oop (La Up) 
village, to which Pa Pae village is connected. These pre-marriage customs are common 
among Laveue in the Mae Hong Son area.     
Regarding my literature review and interviews with Pa Pae villagers, I can describe 
the full Laveue marriage as a four-step process comprised of bride abduction, apology 
ritual, marriage feast, and visitation. When a marriage is about to take place, the “bride 
abduction” (or hməɨt pʰi kjəih)156 and apology ritual (səma) are first conducted as a symbol 
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 After a young couple has been courting for at least a year or more, the 
intention of marrying is ensured by the bride abduction. Here the bride abduction is not a 
forcible action, but it is a performance that draws the assembled spectators in attendance to 
witness. The bride abduction involves a maiden’s and a bachelor’s families, fellow 
villagers, religious-cultural leaders (Pu Lam) and elders, and a traditional leader (Səmaŋ).   
The bride abduction is performed on date unforetold to the bride late at night when 
villagers are asleep and continued until the next dawn. An elderly male villager said that 
without electricity in the past, the waxing moon was a signal for the period of bride 
abduction.
158
 Even though the bride-to-be is not informed about the abduction, she knows 
that it will happen soon after she has willingly accepted gifts from her suitor three times.
159
 
The groom-to-be’s friends enter the bride-to-be’s house without asking permission. The 
family wakes up but one of the abductors grasps the future bride’s hand as if he is violating 
the premarital rule. Her parents perhaps intervene to ask the abductor to let go of their 
daughter’s hand, but even so, their role as a claimant is carried on.   
The bride-to-be is usually taken to the groom-to-be’s natal house even in a case of 
inter-village bride abduction. Two elderly men are appointed as “police” to investigate the 
incident of abduction and find the abducted bride. These police go to the groom-to-be’s 
natal house where the traditional leader (Səmaŋ) and the religious-cultural leaders (Pu 
Lam) are also requested to be present at the impeachment process. His house is now 
changed to be the host house to welcome and treat guests in a feast. To the police, boiled 
chicken and rice liquor are served. As the leading actor, the groom-to-be will be fined one 
rupee and one bottle of rice liquor for breaking rules such as in the case that he abducts his 
bride-to-be before dark or that he causes any damage in her house during the bride 
abduction.   
In La Up village (Kunstadter, 1966b), the negotiation of a bride price is continued 
the whole night before it is paid in the morning. The negotiators are usually elderly men 
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 For Balinese commoners, wife capture (or ngerorod) is always involved in kingroup exogamous 
marriages, but it is not involved in kingroup endogamous marriages. The latter marriage is “a very simple, 
subdued, almost wholly intramural affair in which the larger public community participates in only a routine, 
marginal, but half-interested manner at best. It is a concern of the kingroup, not the hamlet” (Geertz & Geertz, 
1975: 110). Furthermore, “[t]he wife-capture pattern, even when it is [a] sham, serves as an expression of the 
view that the marriage is, although acceptable on realistic grounds, strictly speaking ‘illegitimate’ or ‘wrong,’ 
because the husband’s group is not really superior in title terms” (Geertz & Geertz, 1975: 112). 
158
 In Laveue language, the word kʰəiʔ (n.) means month and also the moon. 
159
 Suriya (1985) analyzes ləsɔm ʔlɛ as a means of courtship. She explains that “[f]or the boy [at the age of 
14-15 years old] it is his [social] duty to pay a visit to every ‘visitable’ girl at least once” (1985: 191) and a 
visitable girl is a girl aged over 13 years old and able to recite ləsɔm ʔlɛ (2005: 69). Accompanying ləsɔm ʔlɛ, 
a bachelor gives small gifts such as tobacco and matches to a maiden he likes. At last, he gives her a big gift, 





 kʰuət) divided into two sides, one for the bride and one for the groom (DSDW, 2012: 
7). The elders take the role of enquiring into the couple’s relationship. They commonly ask 
the couple, “You have had kam ʔu [conversation] with him/her, haven’t you?” (my 
translation). Following the mutual consent of the couple, elders of the groom-to-be’s side 
make a marriage proposal to the elders of the bride-to-be’s side.  
The apology ritual (səma) addressed to the bride-to-be’s family follows in the next 
day evening. Səma is similar to the northern Thai word səma that means “asking for 
forgiveness”. A khan,160 which is a round wooden tray table used in rituals, is set with a 
flower cone, popped rice, and water soaked with turmeric and soap pods. At his future 
bride’s house, the groom-to-be offers two one-rupee coins (see Figure 4.1 below) on the 
khan set to Səmaŋ and another two coins to the future bride’s parents and ñɨəʔ som kiang 
(see below). Three or four Thai one-Baht coins are given to Pu Lam from four constituent 
villages. Each Pu Lam gets a quarter (maɨ səic). Then, the auspicious date for the marriage 
ceremony is decided by the couple’s families. It is usually a week after the bride abduction 
and apology ritual is accomplished. They avoid choosing a day on which his or her family 
members had passed away. A sow of the groom-to-be and a piglet of the bride-to-be cannot 
be slaughtered unless a certain marriage date has been fixed.        
      
Figure 4.1 Indian Rupee
161
 
                                                          
160
 Tok (n.) is “a utensil made of wood similar to a tray on a pedestal used for containing dishes and bowls 
(also khantok or satok)” (Mala et al., 2008: 53, my translation). 
161
 In Pa Pae village, Rupee is called maɨ tʰɛp used for payment of fines. One rupee is valued as five Baht.     
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Figure 4.2 Maɨ səic162 
Leading up to the marriage ceremony, rice liquor is brewed, boiled and prepared 
for the ceremony in several households, especially in the groom-to-be’s house. The groom 
side takes full responsibility for the feasting preparation. The groom side’s elderly men 
undertake going to invite the villagers, particularly close relatives, at their houses to the 
forthcoming marriage ceremony. It is a practice to ask for merit [blessings] (or puə mun in 
Laveue language) from the prospective participants. At the same time, the representatives 
from each household, often housewives come to the groom’s house as the ceremony host 
to give a gift for the new couple on the night before the marriage day. These gifts vary 
from new Laveue utensils to new bags and clothes.     
Before dawn,
163
 the feast is hosted at the groom’s house. Fellow male villagers 
gather there to help with the slaughter and preparing meat, while females prepare 
ingredients and cook the feast for all participants. In the meantime, the procession of the 
groom and his groomsmen move from his house to the bride’s house. This procession is 
called 
ʔəɨñ liək164 which means to get the bride to the marriage house.  
The groom’s mother greets the bride on arriving and holds her hand as they enter 
the house. At this stage, the special ritual is added in a Səmaŋ descendant’s marriage 
ceremony. Kued la pod (my spelling) literally means to “enter through” the arched bamboo 
posts (
ʔɣoŋ),165 which are temporarily tied to the newel posts on the top of the new but 
temporary bamboo stairs.
166
 A big gourd (let
hoŋ) is thrown on the ground, and a black 
                                                          
162
 Maɨ səic is valued as a quarter of a Baht or 25 satang (1 salueng).  
163
 Dawn is the time of “getting up before crows, coming before chickens”, as explained by the villagers.   
164
 
ʔəɨñ (v.) is to return home or to come. liək (v.) is to enter into somewhere.  
165
 Only the married couple is allowed to enter 
ʔyoŋ. After the enter, this “door” is collected and laid out 
horizontally like the ceiling joists.  
166
 A son other than the eldest one usually uses a new-made bamboo stairs leaning on the house stairs in his 
marriage ceremony.   
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chick is killed. The villagers believe that the malevolent spirits will be forced out as the 
chick’s blood. It is a purification ritual. If a bride is not virgin and enters la pod, she will 
have a squint, they say. In Pa Pae village, this ritual is exceptional for Səmaŋ descendants, 
whereas it is common for all marriage ceremonies at La Up village.  
 In the morning, eating rice ritual (som 
ʔ
aop ləʔ bueb) and head-washing ritual (ⁿdaʔ 
sat pat vi) are carried out. Som ʔaop ləʔ bueb literally means to “eat rice for/to 
contiguousness/dovetail”,167 which implies the ceaselessly harmonious relationship of a 
married couple. A round bamboo tray containing cooked rice and boiled chicken along 
with a bottle of rice liquor and three sharpened bamboo sticks (rase) decorated with banana 
leaves and beads put in a small earthen jar filled with rice liquor and cooked rice as 
yeast
168
 are made for the ritual. To wish the married couple many years of devotion, an old 
married man whose wife is alive and still lives with him is asked to be an officiant. He 
holds two sets of cooked rice and boiled chicken on banana leaves in his hands and crosses 
his arms. The groom takes one set from the old married man’s right hand and the bride 
takes another set from his left hand. Afterward, other married participants can eat the 
excess rice and chicken from the som 
ʔ
aop ləʔ bueb set. The only difference is that the som 
ʔ
aop ləʔ bueb ritual of a ʔjuəŋ chaə’s groom’s marriage ceremony usually starts in the early 
morning, where as for the ritual for a 
ʔ
juəŋ ŋgoŋ’s groom’s marriage ceremony, the ritual is 
late in the morning or around noon.  
ⁿDaʔ sat pat vi in Laveue, or Rod nam Dam hua in Thai, is a cultural activity to 
express one’s praise and apology, usually towards senior persons. Banana-leaf cones 
containing with popped rice and flowers and nam kamin sompoi are used in this ritual. The 
groom and the bride pour this auspicious water on their parents’ and senior relatives’ hands. 
In return, they give a good wish to the newly married couple. ⁿDaʔ in an auspicious 
ceremony like marriage should be finished by noon because they believe that ⁿdaʔ in the 
afternoon is for the deceased. Moreover, the newly married couple can go after the 
marriage day to complete ⁿdaʔ for their relatives.             
Eating and drinking in the marriage feast are continued from noon until night. In 
the afternoon, all of the bride’s possessions and the maɨ umpa money gathered from the 
bride’s families (especially from her male relatives while her female relatives give small 
                                                          
167
 I translated the phrase based on my interviews with the villagers and then consulted with both Thai-Lawa 
and Lawa-Thai dictionaries. Som 
ʔ
aop commonly means eating rice. However, ləʔ bueb, which I spelled due 
to its absent translation, means two joined things.         
168
 The set are made to chase malevolent spirits away. After the marriage ceremony, rase sticks are kept 
upper the couple’s headboard in their bedroom. In other contexts, a long stick is put in a jar as a straw for the 
spirits to drink alcohol.  
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money bags called tʰɔŋ pje) are brought to her post-marital residence for showing (or toy 
umpa).
169
 Maɨ umpa as the bride’s family’s dowry functions as “a smaller financial gift 
[of] a much [smaller] amount than the groom’s family’s bride price. The purpose of the 
dowry is to assist the newly wedded couple in starting their new married life together in the 
groom’s extended parental house” (cf. Moua, 2003: 16-17).  
The processions of jɨə nəom and pje move one after the other from the bride’s 
house to the groom’s house, respectively. Jɨə nəom and pje mean “maternal grandmother” 
and “kinsmen” respectively. First, the jɨə nəom procession of married women, particularly 
whose husbands are alive and who have had long marriages, carrying big bags (tʰɔŋ ɣaʔ) 
containing the bride’s possessions, such as clothes and weaving tools, from her natal house 
to the groom’s house. The groom’s side hosts take good care of jɨə nəom guests and invite 
them to the inner bedroom, which is utilized as a space for receiving senior guests. They 
interact by singing traditional Laveue verses (ləsɔm ʔlɛ) here. They playfully powder white 
on their faces and wear tobaccos behind their ears to be ready for the head-washing ritual 
(ⁿdaʔ). Tempting guests to drink (or plai buem)170 by the hosts is a kind of social activity in 
celebratory occasions like marriage ceremonies.             
 After the jɨə nəom finishes visiting the marriage house, the second procession of pje 
involving male villagers of all ages comes to hand over maɨ umpa to the newly married 
couple. Sending maɨ umpa is also explained as sending merit, which is different from 
payak
171
 money given by other guests. Maɨ umpa is supposed to be kept as reserve money; 
however, the married couple can use this money for necessary purposes such as a debt 
repayment, an investment, or a cost of treating an illness.  
It is a standard and common practice in Laveue marriage to pay a total of sixteen 
silver coins as a bride price (ŋuəh pʰi kjəih). In Laveue society, the bride price is 
meaningful among “[l]ineage members [who] also share in the distribution of the bride 
price, and in contributions to the funeral of a lineage member” (Kunstadter, 1965: 14). 
These sixteen silver coins, which the groom gives to the bride, are divided into thirteen maɨ 
noŋ, two maɨ ciang, and one maɨ kiang. Pa Pae villagers regard maɨ ciang as the most 
valuable coin in the traditional marriage ceremony. One maɨ ciang is valued at six rupee 
                                                          
169
 Umpa (my spelling) is a blessing or gift with love, which sometimes is added with the decorative suffix 
Sali (Umpa-sali), meaning “mattress” in the northern Thai language.  
170
 Buem is my spelling that in this context refers to an action to offer alcohol into another’s mouth in a 
playful way.     
171
 I cannot find this word in any dictionary. But from the interviews, I assume that payak is money given by 
persons who are considered by the marriage hosts as their guests, i.e., distant relatives and acquaintances. 
The money is usually enveloped, in the invitation envelopes if there is any, and returned to the married 
couple or their families acting as as the hosts on the marriage day.      
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(or thirty Baht), while maɨ kiang is a half of maɨ ciang both in shape and price. Maɨ noŋ is 
priced at one rupee or about five Baht. There are certain numbers of coins that a bride has 
to distribute to others as follows: two maɨ noŋ to paternal stem house towards which the 
bride has intimate obligation (ñɨəʔ som kiang, literally “house eats [received] kiang coin”), 
one maɨ noŋ to the traditional village leader (Səmaŋ),172 one maɨ ciang called maɨ kekai173 
to her parents, one maɨ kiang to her maternal grandmother (jɨə nəom), and other remaining 
coins to her male relatives (pje som səic, literally “pje [male siblings] eats [received] səic 
coin”) while she personally keeps only one maɨ noŋ called maɨ səic. Its full title is səic 




According to the table of variables in bridewealth and dowry payments (Goody, 
1973: 21),
175
 the traditional Laveue marriage payments are both bridewealth and dowry. 
The bridewealth (or bride price; ŋuəh pʰi kjəih), which is collected by the groom himself 
and supplemented by his families, is presented to the bride on the day of the marriage 
ceremony. The silver customary coin used in the traditional Laveue marriage ceremony is 
similar to “[h]paga (wealth objects), which are the medium through which debts are settled, 
are thus a kind of currency of social obligations, .…… The real hpaga have both ritual and 
economic significance at one and the same time” (Leach, 1964: 154). 
 
                                                          
172
 The married couple pays this maɨ noŋ, specially called lajua, to defray the cost of applying the Səmaŋ’s 
tradition. Along with boiled chicken, the two rupees are paid as a signified attorney’s fee. In turn, Səmaŋ 
treats the couple with boiled chicken and rice liquor.  
173
 The meaning of maɨ kekai is unknown. 
174
 The word-for-word translation of səic saom ŋaom ʔmoʔ are səic coin, night, to sit, and rope.     
175




Figure 4.3 Maɨ noŋ176 
      
Figure 4.4 Maɨ ciang177 
                                                          
176
 Maɨ noŋ is known as bullet coin, or phot duang, in Thai. This ancient Thai money was used in the 
Sukhothai Kingdom (1238-1583), the Ayutthaya Kingdom (1351-1767), and the Thonburi Kingdom (1768-




Figure 4.5 Maɨ kiang178 
A wife keeps this maɨ səic even if she separates from her husband. In the case that 
the separation is caused by the husband, he must recompense double the amount of maɨ 
umpa of his wife. Those who receive the distributed bride price, especially ñɨəʔ som kiang, 
in turn, add some money (maɨ umpa) and send it back to the newly married couple on the 
marriage day. After all, the receivers return these silver coins to the groom side; otherwise, 
they ask for redemption from the groom’s house by cash.  
Maɨ umpa are counted at the marriage house and witnessed by relatives and guests, 
who remain chatting, eating, drinking, and smoking through out the night. Elderly males, 
elderly females, bachelors, and maidens sit in separate circles to sing traditional Laveue 
verses (ləsɔm ʔlɛ). Cʰiə and ʔlɛ are two rhythms which are sung in the marriage ceremony. 
                                                                                                                                                                                
177
 Maɨ ciang (or Jiang money) was one of Lanna period coins. It is also known as kha-kheem money in Thai 
due to its shape similar to a plier’s legs. Each maɨ ciang was marked with the production town’s abbreviation, 
e.g. “ชม” for Chiang Mai, “แสน” for Chiang Saen, and so on.     
178
 Maɨ kiang is a half of maɨ ciang. 
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Importantly, elders play the main role in guiding and teaching the newly married couple 
about how to live a happy and proper married life.   
 There is no closing ceremony, but guests are sent off by the marriage hosts who 
prepared packs of meats in return for the guests’ participation. Non-villager guests might 
stay overnight to visit Pa Pae relatives. Upon their return, the host offers another drink to 
the guests at the entrance of the village as a farewell. The newly married couple takes a day 
off after the marriage feast ends; however, they are restricted from traveling far from the 
village or even to the forest for few days.        
 Finally, mɛ ləim or “to return to travel/visit” to the bride’s relatives is customarily 
performed a few days after the marriage ceremony. The couple, who are now husband and 
wife, brings six cuts of pork to give to a house they visit. Again, this is a feast among close 
relatives. People of the visited house treat the couple as guests and give them equal cuts of 
pork to be brought back home. Mɛ ləim is an indication of the official acceptance by the 
bride’s relatives to the groom who has become their in-law. Then, the wrist-tying ritual 
(mat mü) is continued for the couple to welcome their “souls” by the relatives. In the 
marriage ceremony, the tying wrist (pʰuk teʔ in the Laveue language), the couple’s wrists 
are tied together with cotton yarn to bind the couple’s souls together. The groom usually 
prepares pork and the bride prepares chicken for the ritual, however, it also depends on the 
financial status of each.
179
  
 In this section, I have described the traditional pattern of Laveue intra-ethnic 
marriage. Since the constituent villages have been co-living in Pa Pae village, inter-
constituent village marriage subsequently happens. I referred to Kunstadter’s discussion 
(1966a) about the prescription of matrilateral cross-cousin marriage and the prescription of 
Laveue marriage. Significantly, matrilocality has been adopted in all social classes: 
ordinary Laveue, Lam, and Səmaŋ, in contrast with the ideal patrilocal post-marital 
residence of Laveue people. Therefore, a matrilocal post-marital residence is an 
instrumental approach to own or disown resources and power. I then described the 
ceremonial processes of traditional Laveue marriage based on my own fieldwork and 
consultation with Laveue language dictionaries (Suriya and Lakana, 1986 and 1987) as 
well as previous ethnographic studies.     
                                                          
179
 The wrist-tying ritual is also practiced in healing occasions for humans as well as animals in order to 
return their bodies and their souls to a normal state. Kunstadter (1966b, 151) gives the conversation accounts 
between Pa Pae villagers and him on wrist-tying practices for buffaloes, elephants, and humans. The villagers 
claimed that these working animals have souls like humans, so they are tied on their horns or ears instead of 
their wrists like humans. Nowadays, because there are no elephants and the few families that own buffaloes 
are mostly Christian, the wrist-tying of domestic animals has become insignificant.         
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4.2 The Rise of Intermarriages 
At present there is relatively little intermarriage (only one Karen husband and no Karen wives 
can be found in Pa Pae, and no Pa Pae individuals have married into Karen villages). But in the 
past Lua men occasionally brought Karen wives into the village. (Kunstadter, 1967a: 661) 
Intermarriage has not only emerged, but has also increased. Inter-ethnic marriage 
among Laveue people in the Mae Sariang area is often with Karen people, in particular, 
Sgaw Karen. A rational cause is due to the in-between location of Mae Sariang to Thailand 
and Myanmar. Laveue people had moved from Chiang Mai (center of Lanna Kingdom) to 
Mae Sariang before Karen moved from Myanmar (Burma) to coexist in the Mae Sariang 
area. More recently, however, Laveue and other ethnic groups, including both highlanders 
and lowlanders have moved back and forth between their villages and Chiang Mai city 
rather than Mae Sariang town. The situation has changed specifically in intermarriage. 
Laveue people marrying northern Thai majority lowlanders have become expectable. In 
this section of the chapter, I would like to illustrate the rise of intermarriage in order to 
examine the underlying changes in Laveue kinship systems in the following chapter.           
Kunstadter (1967b: 80-81) depicts the numbers of intermarriages to discuss the 
movements of Pa Pae villagers. From his data, cases of moving in were the inter-Laveue 
village and inter-ethnic marriages, while cases of moving out were in the form of family 
migration to Mae Sariang town and to Karen villages. He claims that there were more 
Karen who married their Laveue partner and moved into Pa Pae village than in about three 
generations before. These Karen “became Lua”, and consequently their children are Lua as 
well. Schrock et al. (1970: 959) explain that “[i]ntermarriage is less prevalent today than it 
was in the past when young Karen and Lawa men would help each other in the fields at 
planting time, hoping to meet some eligible young women at the same time”.  
Kunstadter (1979: 121) mentions the situation of intermarriage again after a decade 
had passed that “there is no movement of non-Karen into Lua’ communities. A few upland 
Karen have married and move [moved] to upland Lua’ communities in recent years”. He 
further explains the purpose of the Lua that moved to Karen villages and transformed 
themselves to become Karen was “to escape the crushing expenses of animal scarifies to 
Lua’ spirits in the case of chronic illness”. On the contrary, Karen would not do the same 
way specifically, and “marriage with Lua’ may be accepted, but it definitely is not 
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preferred” (1979: 141-142). The passage below mentioned a condition of Laveue-Karen 
intermarriage in this area.    
In the past, it seems likely that Karen sought Lua’ wives because of the relative scarcity of 
Karen who could serve as marriage partners. Lua’ villagers report that their grandfathers or 
great-grandfathers journeyed to the west, perhaps to Burma, to get Karen wives—the reason 
for this is unclear, although Karen wives may have been less expensive than Lua’ wives, for 
whom a substantial bride price must be paid. Those Lua’ who have taken spouses in recent 
years have been relatively poor and apparently unable to arrange marriage in any other way. 
Bringing Karen women into Lua’ territory may have been the stimulus for Karen settlement in 
the region. (p.141) 
Based on my survey in 2015-2016, I tabulate and present the numbers of intra-
ethnic married couples (Table 4.1), inter-ethnic married couples living inside Pa Pae 
village (Table 4.2), and inter-ethnic married couples living outside Pa Pae village (Table 
4.3). As shown by Table 4.1 below, most of the intra-ethnic married couples (N=64), both 
husband and wife, were born in Pa Pae village. The numbers of in-marrying (N=13) and 
out-marrying (N=13**) Laveue women are coincidentally the same number. Among the 
couples living in Pa Pae village (N=77), 75 couples
180
 (or 97.4%) practice patrilocal 
residence after marriage.  
Table 4.1 Intra-Laveue ethnic married couples  
                  Wife 
Husband 


















Note: *1 of 64 is matrilocal case.  
                    **1 of 13 is matrilocal case. 
           (N) The numbers in parenthese include 6 Pa Pae—Pa Pae married couples  
who are living outside the village.   
                                                          
180
 Because there are two matrilocal cases (as noted below Table 4.1), the number of patrilocal cases is 75. 
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In addition to the above table, I found that among Pa Pae—Pa Pae couples, the 
decades of marriage vary from the 1950s to the 2000s. The latest intra-Pa Pae couple got 
married 2006, while the most recent inter-village Laveue couples got married in 2016. 
Most of wives who married in are from La Up village (10 cases) and a few from Dong 
village (2) and Chang Mo village (1). Pa Pae wives married out to Laveue husbands’ 
villages, mostly to La Up village (6) and some to other villages of relatively low altitude 
far from Pa Pae village, i.e., Ban Phae (3), Mae La Luang (2), and Om Phai (2). 
There are two cases of intra-ethnic matrilocal marriage (as noted below the Table 
4.1). Both are animist-Buddhist married couples. One case is a couple who got married in 
the 1960s and of which the bride was the only daughter of the family with an adopted 
younger brother, who later built his own house. Apparently because of non-existence of a 
proper male heir to the lineage, the groom got married and moved into her family. He 
became the head of the family since there was only his mother-in-law staying in the house. 
Another case is a couple who got married in the 1980s and of which the groom was from a 
Laveue village in Mae Sariang District. The bride is the oldest sister of four siblings. The 
groom moved to stay at the wife’s house because he had long left his natal highland village 
and did not own a house in Mae Sariang. In both cases in which the groom moved to stay 
at the wife’s house (matrilocality), both brides came to be reconsidered as “brothers” (ʔjiək 
pʰuʔ) by their siblings and cousins. Except for the above two cases, most Laveue—Laveue 
married couples practiced patrilocal residence after marriage and neolocal post-patrilocal 
residence (they built their own house a few years after they had lived with the husband’s 










Table 4.1.1 Residence patterns of intra-Laveue ethnic married couples 
Married couple       
 
Residence pattern 
Pa Pae H 
+  
Pa Pae W 
Pa Pae H 
+  
Other Laveue villages W 
Other Laveue villages H 
+  
Pa Pae W** 
 
Total 
Patrilocal (stem house) 33 7 8 48 
Neolocal (after patrilocal) 30 6 0 36 
Matrilocal (stem house) 1 0 1 2 
Neolocal (after matrilocal) 0 0 0 0 
Neolocal  
(outside both villages) 
6* 0 4 10 
Total 70 13 13 96 
Note: H and W used in the column headings stand for Husband and Wife. 
* Three of them are neo-patrilocal cases who built and live in their own houses outside the village after 
practicing patrilocal marriage in the village. The other three are neo neo-patrilocal case who built their own 
houses in the village after patrilocal residence in the village but also own and now live in another house 
outside the village.  
** I did not have an opportunity to interview with these Non-Pa Pae Laveue Husband + Pa Pae Laveue Wife 
married couples because they live in other different villages outside Pa Pae village, except for one matrilocal 
case who live in Pa Pae village. Therefore, I filled out the numbers according to my interviews with Pa Pae 
villagers who are relatives of these absent persons.  
 
Religion had never been a variable in marriage before the spread of Christianity 
began in Pa Pae village during 1950s. The first Protestant and Catholic conversion were 
made in the 1960s and 1970s, respectively. Nathawee (1997: 21, my translation) states that 
“[a]fter marriage, if a wife is Buddhist and animist and her husband is Christian, the wife 
has to convert to be a Christian like her husband. In most cases, however, an animist man 
does not have a chance to marry a Christian woman because her Christian family will not 
approve of a conversion [of their daughter to animist-Buddhism]”. In my study, the bride 
in most cases converts her religious belief to be the same as her groom, and it happens in 
every direction of conversion. In other words, an animist-Buddhist bride conforms to 
become a Christian wife as well as a Christian bride conforms to become an animist-







Table 4.1.2 Religions of intra-Laveue ethnic married couples  











Pa Pae H 
+  
Pa Pae W 
 
 



















 29*  8 6*  43 
AB  C 5 (4,1)  1 6 
AB  P 2   2 
AB = C 1    1 
Subtotal  37 8 7 52 
Catholicism  
(C) 
C << AB  6   6 
C + C  3   3 
C  P  1   1 
C  AB  5 1  6 
Subtotal  15 1 0 16 
Protestantism 
(P) 
P << AB 7 3  10 
P + P 4 (2,2)  4  8 
P  AB 3 (2,1) 1 1 5 
P  C 4 (2,2)   4 
AB  P   1 1 













Note: H and W used in the column headings stand for Husband and Wife.  
         (1) The signs (<<, +, =, , and ) show the religious conversion of a couple, which a groom is always   
on the left side and a wife is on the right side of the sign. These are as follows: household 
conversion from animism to Christianity (<<), no conversion due to intra-religious marriage (+), no 
conversion due to interfaith marriage (=), and religious conversion is made into the direction of the 
arrow ( and ). These signs are also used in Table 4.2.2 and 4.3.1 below. 
         (2) I mark a star (*) to indicate the two matrilocal cases described above in Table 4.1. 
         (3) Each (N1, N2) in the column (Pa Pae H + Pa Pae W) shows the numbers of the married couples who    
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 Among these AB + AB couples, I assume that there are also animist couples (A + A) most of whom got 
married by 1980s or before the spread of Buddhism into the village. In practice, however, these animist 
couples might have participated in some Buddhist activities in lowland areas (see Chapter 3), so it is difficult 
to distinguish between animist (A) and animist-Buddhist (AB).       
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P << AB and C << AB
182
 symbolize the Christian conversion of the animist 
married couples (A + A), who converted to Protestantism or Catholicism long after they 
got married in the form of household conversion.
183
 Among intra-ethnic marriages, 
animist-Buddhist (N=52) and Christian (Catholic N=16, Protestant N=28) couples are 
almost half and half. AB + AB couples (N=43) are dominant because animists are not 
ritually “converted” to become exclusively Buddhists, but rather they are animist-
Buddhists by upholding both animistic and Buddhist rituals.
184
  
Religious conversion at the time of marriage has not been a serious disagreement. 
Yet, a case of AB  C intra-village couple (a Catholic bride converted to animist-
Buddhism to be the same as the husband’s belief) was criticized for violating and inverting 
one’s own commitment. The bride got sick after she converted to animist-Buddhism. Some 
villagers thought that her becoming sick was because the invisible Christian Cross had 
been still on her forehead since she was baptized by a Catholic pastor. A Catholic wife 
who had converted from Protestantism at the time of marriage said to me that persuading a 
girl to be baptized before she reaches her marriageable age is to prevent her from “sin”, as 
happened in the above-mentioned case. I assume from her opinion that because when a girl 
formally becomes Chistain by baptism, she is likely to be aware of marrying to a person 
who is also a Christian rather than to a non-Christian in order to avoid sin. However, she 
insisted that Christian parents will not force their children to be baptized. In the case of her 
children, she had observed if they had a fondness for Christianity or not and willingly let 
them decide their own future. All of her children were finally baptized when they entered 
their appropriate age for baptism. I found that children who were born in Christian families, 
either Catholic or Protestant, are encouraged by their Christian parents to participate in 
every Christian activity both inside and outside the village. Therefore, children in all cases 
become Christians as their parents and relatives.  
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 AB in P << and C << categories are actually A (animism) without B (Buddhism) because Buddhism (B) 
was not yet spread into Pa Pae village at that time. However, I use AB instead of A because some villagers 
said they used to participate in Buddhist activities in lowland areas before the spread of Buddhism into the 
village. The reason why I point the arrow to left (<<, or to the groom side per se) not to the right side (>>, or 
to the bride side per se) is because I assume that the final decision of household conversion was made by 
husbands, not wives.       
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 Like other ethnic minority groups of northern Thailand, Laveue Christian conversion are not made by the 
individual but by such groups of people as households, lineages, and villages.  
184
 Animist-Buddhism (AB) seems to be the most appropriate indicator of religion in Pa Pae village, 
nevertheless, animism (A), Buddhism (B), and animist-Buddhism (AB) can be found in La Up village where 
the Thammacharik center is located.       
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There are two exceptional cases in Table 4.1.2. The first case is an interfaith Pa 
Pae—Pa Pae married couple (AB = C). Many villagers acknowledge this marriage which 
thereafter is clearly shown in their different religious practices. The wife is a younger sister 
of my host father whose pre-marital religion is Catholicism. She got married in 2000 with 
an animist-Buddhist villager. Their marriage ceremony was performed in traditional 
pattern without conducting the bride abduction. The husband and their three sons usually 
participate in animistic rituals and Buddhist rituals at the monastic residence, whereas the 
wife strongly upholds the Catholic Mass at the village Church. This is an atypical case 
owing to the wife’s personal life story. Her parents decided to convert their family to 
Catholicism (C << AB) in the 1970s after they received medical assistance for her who 
was severely ill via a Catholic missionary. Therefore, she devoutly believes that she was 
rescued by God, and that is why Catholicism brings her to life.  
The second case is a Protestant Pa Pae wife who married an animist-Buddhist La 
Up husband in 2003. The marriage ceremony was held at La Up village in animist-
Buddhist Laveue style. Afterward, the husband converted to Protestantism as his wife (AB 
 P) when both moved their family to live in Lamphun Province and joined Protestant 
activities. This case demonstrates that the husband has a relatively flexible choice to follow 
his wife’s religion in contrast to Laveue convention of patrilocality and patri-oriented 
religion, when the couple moved to stay outside both natal ethnic villages (neolocal 
residence after patrilocality).   
 
As Kunstadter (1979) already finds that Laveue—Sgaw Karen intermarriage was 
not uncommon in this area in the 1970s, I would like to restate his assertion and yet 
propose forwardly the correlation between inter-ethnic marriage and inter-religious 
marriage in my findings. Table 4.2 below shows a prominent number of Laveue—Sgaw 
Karen intermarriages (25 of 39, or 64.1%), comparing with Laveue—Tai Yuan (7 of 39, 
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 Among Laveue, in similar conception of Sgaw Karen, they call other recent migrant groups including 
Hmong, Mien, Lisu, Lahu, and Akha as Keh (people of the wild in Marlowe, 1979: 196) and similarly Khae 
(ethnic Chinese in Hayami, 2004: 79).    
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Table 4.2 Inter-ethnic married couples living inside Pa Pae village 












Laveue  10 2 0 12 
Sgaw Karen 15  0 0 15 
Tai Yuan 5 0  0 5 
Tai, non-Tai speaking groups, Westerner 7 0 0  7 
Total 27 10 2 0 39 
Note: H and W used in the column headings stand for Husband and Wife. 
I shall clarify the inter-ethnic marriage cases between Laveue—Tai Yuan and 
Laveue—other ethnic groups who are living in Pa Pae village. For the former cases, Tai 
Yuan wives (N=2) have recently moved to stay with their husbands’ parents and work in 
the village after the couples spent their lives in the cities. Tai Yuan husbands (N=5), but 
only one couple had the Tai Yuan husband present during my fieldwork. The other four 
wives, in the absence of their husbands, were living in the village.  
For the latter cases, there are no other ethnic wives (N=0) living in the village. The 
other ethnic husbands (N=7), including four Tai (one Central Thai, two Northeastern Thai, 
and one Tai Yai [Shan]), one Hmong, one Lahu, and one Westerner. Only two cases 
(Central Thai and Hmong) have stayed several years in the village, however, one of them 
has left their house empty and goes to work in Chiang Mai. Three cases are Laveue wives 
who had married two Northeastern Thai and one Westerner but later separated or divorced. 
Then, the Laveue wives and their child(ren) returned to stay in the village. The other two 
cases (Lahu and Tai Yai) have moved recently to the village, of which one case is a non-








Table 4.2.1 Residence patterns of inter-ethnic married couples living inside Pa Pae village 
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Total 10 15 2 5 0 7 39 
Note: H and W used in the column headings stand for Husband and Wife. 
          The blanks on the table are zero, but I do not put the number (0) to make the table easier to read.   
All the Laveue—Sgaw Karen inter-ethnic marriage cases (N=10, N=15), regardless 
of post-marital religious conversion, a Sgaw Karen move into live with his/her Laveue 
spouse village after marriage. In-marrying Sgaw Karen persons tend to live permanently in 
Pa Pae village in the form of matrilocal (N=7) and then neolocal after matrilocal residence 
(N=8) if a male family member gets married and takes his wife to live in the stem house. 
Meanwhile, Tai Yuan (N=2, N=5) and other ethnic-origin (N=0, N=7) persons who 
married Pa Pae [Laveue] villagers in several cases are absent as mentioned in the two 
previous paragraphs.  
In addition to Table 4.2 and Table 4.2.1, based on my survey, these Sgaw Karen 
husband—Laveue wife married prior to the 2000s. Since 2000, there is a decline of Laveue 
husband—Karen wife married couples while Laveue wives married other ethnic husbands. 
This suggests a change in gender composition of Laveue—Sgaw Karen intermarriages. 
There are fewer Laveue women who married Sgaw Karen men than in the past generation.  
Unlike in the past, there was no Laveue villagers who moved to live in a Sgaw 
Karen village in order to escape from costly sacrificial offerings, which is also because 
most Laveue—Sgaw Karen married couples are Christians who no longer make offerings 
to spirits. Today, the marriage ceremony of a Laveue—Sgaw Karen couple, regardless of 
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each side’s religion, still does not require a high-priced bride payment but to complete both 
side’s essential custom in marriage. Another possible reason is because these Sgaw Karen 
women are not the youngest daughter of their families, who is traditionally required to 
remain at the natal house. For Sgaw Karen men, moving into Pa Pae village is already 
acceptable because they are supposed to move to his wife’s matrilocal or neolocal house, 
regardless of locality. Also, a Sgaw Karen wife said that in her ethnic village fewer people 
carried out the matrilineal ancestral cult and therefore the villagers do not stay in their natal 
village but can move to stay elsewhere of their choice.  
 Concerning Table 4.2.2 below, most Laveue—Sgaw Karen couples are Catholic 
(N=5, N=9). In detail, most Sgaw Karen husbands had been Catholic before the time of 
marriage. If they were not Catholic, there was a tendency for them to convert to be 
Catholic as their Laveue spouses. A Sgaw Karen husband whom I interviewed and counted 
as C + C decided to convert to be Catholic during the period of courtship while his Sgaw 
Karen family was animist-Buddhist.  
Table 4.2.2 Religions of inter-ethnic married couples living inside Pa Pae village 



















































AB + AB 1 4 2 3  1  11 
AB  C 1      1 





C + C 1 6    2  9 
C  AB 4      4 
AB  C  2    1  3 
P  C  1     1 
AB = C       1  1 




P + P 2 1     3 
P  C 1      1 
AB = P    2   2 
P = AB      1  1 
AB  P      1 1 
Seventh-day 
Adventism (SDA)  
SDA = C  1     1 
Subtotal  3 2 0 2 0 2 9 
Total  10 15 2 5 0 7 39 
Note: H and W used in the column headings stand for Husband and Wife. 
          The blanks on the table are zero, but I do not put the number (0) to make the table easier to read.   
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Therefore, religious conversion is a necessary condition when a married couple is 
going to live in the village. A 1994 Laveue—Sgaw Karen married couple is a typical case 
known by villagers. Having different religious beliefs matters to this Catholic Laveue bride 
who by no means would marry to a Protestant or animist-Buddhist groom. At their 
marriage ceremony in the village’s Catholic Church, the Sgaw Karen groom converted to 
be a Catholic and the couple entered into matrimony. In fact, an in-marrying person who 
moves to stay in Pa Pae village, regardless of his/her ethnicity is expected to follow the 
household religion. Household is not only a religious unit, but also a social unit that 
validates the status and role of individuals in the village. I observed that a Sgaw Karen 
wife who converted from non-Christianity to Catholicism as her Laveue husband usually 
sits in a back row inside the church during Mass because she is not fluent in chanting.        
Table 4.3 Inter-ethnic married couples living outside Pa Pae village 















 13 15 5 33 













Tai, non-Tai speaking 
groups, Westerner 












Note: I will not count six intra-Pa Pae Laveue couples who who are staying outside Pa Pae village in Table    
          4.3 because I already counted and noted the number in Table 4.1 above.   
Outside Pa Pae village, there are more Laveue—Tai Yuan (N=15, N=25) and 
Laveue—other ethnic (N=5, N=17) married couples, and in many cases the wife is Laveue 
(N=25). To be more specific, other ethnic groups in Table 4.3 besides Tai Yuan are Tai 
(Central Thai [5 cases], Northeastern Thai [4], and Southern Thai [1]), Tai Yai [3] in Tai 
speaking group, non-Tai speaking groups (Akha [3], Hmong [2], Mien [1], Lisu [1]), and 
Westerner [2]. Inter-ethnic marriages are diverse in the urban context. These couples got 
married during the 1990s onward, in parallel with the increase of village out-migration for 
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study and work in Chiang Mai and other cities. I observed that most Laveue women tend to 
extend their period of staying in towns after graduation due to available occupations or 
marriage, while some Laveue men drop out of school or return to do agriculture or work 
for daily wages near Pa Pae village after vocational education.
186
   
Table 4.3.1 Religions of inter-ethnic married couples living outside Pa Pae village 































































AB + AB  2 3 5 15 2 4 31 
AB  C     1   1 
AB  P  1      1 






C + C  1 3 1   1 6 
C  AB  1 1 1    3 
AB  C   2  1   3 
C = AB    3    3** 
AB = C     6  2 8** 





P + P  5 1 2  1 3 12 
P  C  1     1 2 
C  P      1  1 
P  AB  2      2 
AB  P   1    3 4 
P = AB    3  1  4** 
AB = P     2  3 5** 






















Note: H and W used in the column headings stand for Husband and Wife. 
          The blanks on the table are zero, but I do not put the number (0) to make the table easier to read.    
          *The religious conversion of Laveue—Laveue couples are explained in table 4.1.2 above and therefore     
            the numbers are not shown again in this table.  
          **Interfaith marriages 
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 However, in this stage, I am unable to provide empirical data to discuss education levels and the residence 
patterns of the inter-ethnic married couples who are living outside the village. This needs a future research to 
comprehend a holistic view of migration caused by intermarriages.     
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By tabulating religions as variables, the frequency distribution of assorted 
frequency on conversions is presented in Table 4.3.1 above. Almost all Laveue—Tai Yuan 
married couples are AB + AB couples (N=5, N=15), while there are also remarkable 
numbers of animist-Buddhist Tai Yuan wives and husbands who do not insist their spouses 
to religious conversion. They persist in interfaith marriages (C = AB [3 cases], AB = C [6], 
P = AB [3], and AB = P [2]). 
Because I did not interview with the married couples who are staying outside Pa 
Pae village, I cannot analyze these cases in detail. However, I would only like to point out 
that religious conversion is not as essential as inside the village as we can see relatively 
high numbers of interfaith marriages outside the village (N=20 or the sum of N**, or 
23.26%). The couples do not need to follow any side’s religion probably because they stay 
outside both ethnic villages (neolocal residence). If they were in the village of either the 
husband or the wife, they would probably follow the religious customs of the natal 
household and would feel that it is necessary to make the religion of the husband and the 
wife the same. Besides, the gender composition is also different in Christian 
denominations: Catholicism and Protestantism. Most Protestant Laveue husbands marry 
Sgaw Karen wives; on the other hand, Catholic Laveue wives marry Sgaw Karen husbands.   
In this chapter, I have referred to Kunstadter’s previous studies about family 
migration and intermarriage circumstances in Pa Pae village (1967b and 1979). Then, I 
described the rise of intermarriage by providing sets of frequency data in the tables. I 
analyzed my survey in terms of ethnicity, religion, and post-marriage residence pattern of 
married couples, for both cases in which the couples living inside and outside the village. I 
argued that, in the context of increasing inter-ethnic marriage, ethnicity and religion are 
intertwined. Sometimes sharing common religion (religious identity) becomes even more 
important than ethnicity (ethnic identity).
187
 In the next chapter, I will provide the 
supporting ideas to claim that Pa Pae villagers have adapted their kinship practices in the 
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 In my presentation (Kanokwan, 2017b), I described the socio-religious changes in Pa Pae village due to 
the spread of world religions in 1960s and why these circumstances signify not only inter-ethnic but also 




MARRIAGE CEREMONY CHANGES AND LAVEUE RELATEDNESS 
 
 The vitality of traditional Laveue marriage ceremony, as I gave considerations in 
the previous chapter, persists behind kinship practices. Kinship-based house(hold)s have 
certain obligations to carry out when a marriage ceremony takes place. These houses are 
the paternal stem house, the maternal stem house, the (neo) natal house (if the bride’s 
father is not the youngest son), and the bride’s cross-sex siblings’ houses (pje). Concerning 
the kinship practices of both paternal and maternal lines in Laveue marriage ceremony, the 
rise of inter-ethnic and inter-religious marriages have indisputably challenged the 
convention of Laveue relatedness. In this chapter, I present what and how the recent (inter-
ethnic) marriage ceremonies have been transformed. Major and minor changes have been 
observed. In general, Laveue marriage has become an abbreviated and religious-oriented 
ceremony. However, Laveue relatedness does not lose ground today despite the simplified 
kinship-oriented practices. Pa Pae villagers do not limit their relations on the basis of 
household and siblingship inside the village but beyond the distant and the temporary 
absent members as well.       
   
5.1 Marriage Ceremony Changes 
Besides ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ, another term of a Laveue marriage ceremony is som ñoʔ, which 
directly conveys the meaning “to eat (som), to drink (ñoʔ)”. The term suggests the 




 might has been an 
interchangeable term paralleled to ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ (house, to come), but in the contemporary 
context, it denotes a less elaborate version of a Laveue marriage ceremony, which focuses 
on the marriage day guests reception. In a broad sense, “[t]he house itself symbolizes 
marriage, not only the marriage of the couple who own it, but that of any other couple that 
might reside in it” (Spiro, 1977: 104). 
For Laveue people, the feasting part is as important as the ritual part. On many 
ritual occasions in which I participated during the fieldwork, I was always asked by the 
hosts or the participating villagers if I had already eaten because making the guests feel 
“full” is considered to be the complete goal. Som ñoʔ may refer to a marriage feast in which 
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 In Southeast Asian societies, living and consuming together are the basic condition where kinship ties are 
constructed. This is “through sharing food and through feeding” (Janowski, 2007: 11). The basis of the 
mutual consumption is not only in daily meals, but also in special festivities.   
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food and drinks are prepared and served during the marriage ceremony. Regarding 
Kunstadter’s statement (1966a: 73) that “[m]atrilocal marriages are said not to be ‘fun’ for 
the community, since they are not accompanied by the large scale feasting typical of 
normal patrilocal marriages”.  
More comprehensively, “[t]he Lua’ ideal that property should be accumulated 
primarily for consumption is supported by their requirement that a man should pay a 
sizeable bride price when he marries and that weddings should include elaborate and 
expensive feasts” (Kunstadter, 1978: 124). The “elaborated” celebration of Laveue’s 
traditional marriage is described in Schrock (1970: 955) and Kunstadter (1978: 124). It is 
because the traditional series of Laveue marriage rituals take a continuous long time 
accompanied by the presiding of religious-cultural actors. However, today, these full sets 
of marriage rituals cannot be achieved exactly the same as before since some conditions 
have changed. In place of the lengthy ceremony, the ceremonial elements have been 
removed or modified accordingly. The gap between ideal and actual marriage ceremony 
manifests itself in the context of inter-ethnic and inter-religious marriages. This gap, 
however, is different from what Kunstadter (1966a: 80-82) concluded about Laveue 
marriage system in terms of proscription and matrilateral cross-cousin marriage 
prescription. Yet, the decline in hosting a full traditional Laveue marriage nowadays is 
similar to the decrease of prescriptive marriage in the way that it does not fit to the village 
conditions of livelihood and production. In my view, Pa Pae villagers do not oppose new 
practices unless those actions allow them to reinterpret their meanings of living community.        
The four main steps of Laveue marriage are comprised of a bride abduction, an 
apology ritual, a marriage feast, and visitation. However, the bride abduction is undertaken 
only in cases of intra-ethnic marriage, both village endogamy and village exogamy, except 
for the matrilocal marriages. The couples who got married in the 1970s and the 1980s had 
practiced bride abduction, surprisingly even in Christian marriage ceremonies. An animist-
Buddhist couple married in 1993 is said to be the last couple that performed the bride 
abduction. Many villager informants consider reasonable causes why the bride abduction 
has ceased as that it is a too time-consuming process and a burden for elderly villagers.   
A linguist researcher who has been working with Pa Pae villagers in a research 
project about Laveue language for several years shared her experience to me that the 
offices of the religious-cultural leaders or Pu Lam that have been retained individually and 
need a group of knowledgeable persons. An elderly villager told me that nowadays is not 
like the past. There are few elders, and most of whom are widowers. So, they are not 
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eligible to act as a marriage officiant. As I have also observed, Pu Lam is still the main 
ritual consultant who is asked to carry out some communal rituals at home. Other younger 
males preside over the minor rituals and ceremonies instead of old Pu Lam. 
 In order to make the process less cumbersome, the bride abduction is substituted by 
arranging a formal marriage proposal between the families of the bride-to-be and groom-
to-be, regardless of ethnicity and religion of either the bride or groom.
189
 This process is 
rather to confirm the couple’s intention and announce the upcoming ceremony than to ask 
for permission or agreement (k
hɨəh, literally to give). It is usually the day or just a few days 
before the marriage day. After both sides approve the marriage, the groom-to-be does a 
head-washing ritual (ⁿda)ʔ to ask for forgiveness from his bride-to-be’s parents and her 
parents’ stem house. The khan set is used in the apology ritual, but it is optional whether to 
include a flower cone in Christian marriages. The groom puts some money (Thai Baht 
coins or banknotes) as “fines” along with an offering set (khan). However, none of the 
payments need to be sent to the traditional village leader (Səmaŋ) and the constituent 
villages’ religious leaders (Pu Lam) in cases of Christian or inter-ethnic marriage 
ceremonies.   
A recent intra-ethnic Laveue marriage was held in April 2016; this was an inter-
village and inter-religious marriage. The Pa Pae Catholic bride converted to follow 
Buddhism as her Om Phai Buddhist groom. The maternal grandmother (jɨə nəom) and 
elderly married women wearing Laveue ethnic costume and carrying gifts came from Om 
Phai village in the morning by pick up cars,
190
 while senior Om Phai men gathered to talk 
with senior male Pa Pae villagers in a crowded living space on the second floor of the 
bride-to-be’s house. Two khan sets of two new blankets, two one-hundred Thai Baht 
banknotes, a bottle of soft drink, and a snack, were presented to the bride-to-be’s father and 
mother. When the marriage date had been fixed, a sow brought by the groom-to-be from 
Om Phai village and a hog of the bride’s house were slaughtered and arranged with each 
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 In general, a Laveue bride or groom brings along two chickens and two bottles of rice liquor when making 
a marriage proposal to a Sgaw Karen groom or bride. It is said to be more expensive when making a marriage 
proposal to a Tai Yuan bride because a groom should prepare a Khan offering set, which is a symbol to “buy 
entry”, in Turton’s terms (1984: 273 cited in Tidawan, 2006: 25), from the bride’s ancestral spirits to become 
a member of her house. Moreover, a groom has to pay a relatively high bride price (sin sod) in cash and 
jewelry to a Tai Yuan bride as well as to her parents. Parents receive this sum of money as kha namnom 
(literally breastfeeding fee) which is the compensation for giving their daughter. Although both Sgaw Karen 
and Tai Yuan follow matrilineality, the bride price is ethnically defined and, in this case, cannot be 
generalized that “matrilineal and bilateral (or alineal) societies will tend to have lower (even token) payments 
as compared with those where patrilineal descent groups play an important role” (Goody, 1973: 17). 
190
 In the past, people walked from their villages to join the events such as marriage ceremony in nearby 




pig’s whole organs in two trays along with a bottle of rice liquor. The ʔjuəŋ chaə’s 
religious leader (Pu Lam) had checked whether all parts of the pigs were offered before 
that flesh would be taken to be cooked and served to the participants, despite the fact that 
the bride is not from 
ʔ
juəŋ chaə but ʔjuəŋ pɛ.  
After the feast, the couple-to-be ⁿdaʔ (literally wash head) the bride-to-be’s parents 
and her father’s unmarried older sister who remained living in the stem house at the 
second-floor balcony. The parents and the bride-to-be aunt repay some money to the 
couple in return. Next, the couple-to-be with elderly observers went to the bride-to-be’s 
mother’s animist-Buddhist stem house to wash head (ⁿdaʔ) of her mother’s younger brother 
and his wife who occupy the house. The khan sets for ⁿdaʔ in both places were similar, 
which included banana-leaf flower cones, fermented tea leaves, snacks, bottles of soft 
drinks, and money. In the evening, male villagers gathered again at the bride-to-be’s house 
to observe counting monetary gifts. The only brother of the bride-to-be wrote names and 
amounts of money given on a notebook and calculated the sum.  
The marriage ceremony was held at the groom’s house in Om Phai village. The jɨə 
nəom from Pa Pae village who made a procession to send the bride’s possessions were 
greeted warmly and teased playfully by elderly Om Phai hosts. Traditional verses (ləsɔm 
ʔ
lɛ) were sung as questions and answers between the host and jɨə nəom guests inside the 
room. After finishing the meal, the groom with his parents merrily performed the head-
washing ritual (ⁿdaʔ) to all jɨə nəom. Then, the pje from Pa Pae village made a procession 
to the groom’s house. The groom with his father performed ⁿdaʔ to the older pje including 
the bride’s father, while food and drinks were served to young pje in the living space. After 
that, Om Phai’s Pu Lam performed a som ʔaop ritual for the married couple. Unlike Pa Pae, 
they use sticky rice for the som 
ʔ
aop ritual. Finally, the gifts of money counted at the 
bride’s house had been set on a big khan tok before being given to the couple. On this 
occasion, a new colorful loincloth (pha khao ma in the Thai language) bought from the 
market was presented as a gift from the bride’s pje to the groom, which he can wear on 
other occasions.     
In present day, a marriage ceremony is finished at most in three days, including the 
pre-ceremony preparation day, the marriage day, and the post-ceremony clean-up day. 
Feasting is held not only on the marriage day but also the days before and after the 
ceremony. Unlike the past, the marriage is not started too early in the morning so that the 
non-villager guests from far places can come in time. The marriage procedures are quite 
flexibly adjusted depending on the situation. For example, deciding to whether or not to 
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hold the procession to pick up the bride and take her to the marriage house or 
ʔəɨñ liək, 
depends on the married couple’s post-marital residence pattern. Also, it would to be 
different if the bride’s family was the marriage host.   
In the Laveue tradition, the Laveue groom’s house is conventionally the place of 
the marriage and the patrilocal residence for the newly married couple. Since there has 
been more and more inter-ethnic marriage to matrilocal groups (mainly Karen and Tai 
Yuan), the Laveue bride’s house has also become the place of the marriage and the 
matrilocal residence after the marriage. It is necessary to note that the Laveue—Tai Yuan 
married couples tend to live outside the village even though their marriage ceremonies are 
partly or fully held at the Laveue’s house.        
 Most of the inter-ethnic marriage ceremony took place in Pa Pae Village even if it 
is an abbreviated version. I observed the four following marriage ceremonies during my 
fieldwork in 2016: (1) animist-Buddhist Tai Yuan groom—Catholic Laveue bride in 
February and March, (2) Catholic Laveue groom—animist-Buddhist Tai Yuan bride and 
also (3) animist-Buddhist Tai Yuan groom—animist-Buddhist Laveue bride on the same 
day in December, and (4) animist-Buddhist Sgaw Karen groom—Protestant Laveue bride 
in December. These marriage ceremonies are not regarded as full ceremony because they 
are marrying non-animist-Buddhist Laveue.    
(1) Animist-Buddhist Tai Yuan Groom – Catholic Laveue Bride Case 
The first marriage ceremony that I observed was held twice; in the Laveue custom 
at the bride’s house in Pa Pae village and two weeks later in the northern Thai custom at 
the groom’s house in Chiang Mai Province. On the pre-ceremony day, the bride’s friends 
who were studying or working outside the village returned to help decorate and prepare the 
location with balloons, roses, and pre-wedding photos. The marriage proposal was made in 
the evening of this pre-ceremony day. The living space was crowded with males. Pa Pae 
village’s Səmaŋ and Pu Lam, and male elders of the bride and the groom sat and talked in 
the inner circle. The layers around the core were male villagers including the village 
headman. Many plastic cups of rice liquor were distributed by the middle-aged villager 
who is the chief of the Pa Pae Sub-district Administrative Organization.
191
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 In Thailand, Sub-district Administrative Organization (SAO) was enacted in 1995 as a new form of local 
government that controls over a number of villages. Therefore, in this case, the chief of the Pa Pae Sub-
district Administrative Organization played both roles of fellow villager and official at the marriage 
ceremony.    
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The groom with his father and male relatives brought two blankets and two 
hundred Baht, along with sweets, oranges, coffee sachets, and a bottle of alcohol to give to 
the bride’s parents. Then, the highlight of the night was arranged on a zinc tray. The 
bride’s parents, as acceptors, received the bride price, including one-thousand Thai Baht 
banknotes, a gold necklace, and two gold rings. After everything finished, adults remained 
chatting and drinking in the living space while other young people gathered in front of the 
house where a big projector screen was set up for karaoke under a temporary canvas 
pavilion unlil midnight.   
 On the next day, my host family’s house which is located just behind the bride’s 
house was transformed into the cooking space. In the meantime, the bride and the groom 
were getting dressed at the bride’s father’s elder brother’s house. The couple with 
bridesmaids, groomsmen (the bride’s male siblings), and two kids followed by some 
villagers, all wearing traditional Laveue costumes, made a procession that was not 
regarded as the traditional 
ʔəɨñ liək pick-up-the-bride procession to the marriage house. In 
the living room, the senior actors sat in the same position like the day before, surrounded 
by male villagers waiting for the bride and the groom, while female villagers gathered 
around the hearth in the cooking area.  
The couple first entered into the bride’s bedroom where a new woven bamboo strip 
(ⁿdəɨñ) was placed leaning against the wall as a symbol of traditional partition for the 
newly married couple’s cubicle (ka lənaiñ). The bride, the groom, the bridesmaid, the 
bridesman, and two kids sat on a plastic mat to take some photos. Then, the couple entered 
into the middle of the circle to ⁿdaʔ the bride’s maternal grandmother and the bride’s 
parents. Without other materials, a zinc plate contained a plastic cup of nam kamin sompoi 
was used to ⁿdaʔ one by one. After that, the groom wore the gold necklace which he 
presented on the previous day around the bride’s neck, and both wore a gold ring for each 
other. Exchanging rings is an additional process which is basically implemented in 
Christian marriage. The ritual part here was finished. The couple stood in front of the 
wedding backdrop, which mentions that it is the marriage ceremony between them (the 
bride’s and the groom’s nicknames) and the marriage date, to take photos with their 
families and guests.  
At last, the married couple came to stand at the terrace, and the bride turned her 
back and threw a bunch of roses down to a group of friends waiting on the ground. They 
were fun because no one could get the flowers. The couple, apparently with friends, 
continued taking photos at the decoratively arched entrance at the foot of the stairs and in 
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front of another wedding backdrop decorated with their pre-wedding photos. At the same 
time, food and drinks were served. The bride’s bedroom, the cooking space, and the living 
space temporarily became eating spaces for all participants. All the village school’s 
students were also invited to eat at the marriage feast for lunch. In contrast to giving small 
wraps of meat upon the guests’ return in the traditional marriage ceremony, the bride’s 
families as the marriage hosts prepared small packs of kitchen sponges and snacks to all 
participants and the newly married couple also ordered small ready-made marriage 
souvenirs to give to the marriage guests.   
In the evening, the villager relatives of the bride brought live chickens and money 
to give to the bride’s house. At night, all money gifts were counted and written down on a 
list by the couple in the observation of the relatives. The final number was announced on 
that night. The marriage house was cleaned up, and all borrowed items were returned. The 
married couple stayed for few nights in the village before returning to live in Chiang Mai.     
Another ceremony was held at the groom’s bridal house in Chiang Dao District, 
Chiang Mai Province. The bride’s parents and relatives including the father of my host 
family also participated in the marriage ceremony. The wedding backdrops used in the 
former ceremony at the bride’s house were brought to the second location, while new 
flowers were decorated. The building behind the house was the preparation area for 
northern Thai dishes served to guests who sat in round tables under temporary canvas 
pavilions. The groom, who is a soldier, wore a white civil servant uniform, while the bride 
wore a cream-colored one-shoulder upper garment with a long gold-toned silk skirt in a 
modern Thai wedding dress style. The main ritual was carried out, without a procession, in 
the living space of the house.  
Foam decoration with the engraving “พิธีมงคลสมรส” (Marriage ceremony) was 
replaced by “พิธีผกูขอ้มือ” (Wrist-tying ritual) on the wedding backdrop behind the married 
couple. Two sets of pillows were placed in front of the bride and groom, who were sitting 
on chairs, for laying their hands in a wai position during the Bai Sri Su Kwan ritual. Bai sri 
is an offering set made of banana leaves and decorated with flowers. Su Kwan is a ritual 
practice to call the souls in a northern Thai and northeastern Thai marriage ceremonies. 
The groom’s middle-aged senior commander was invited by the moderator to wear bridal 
garlands for the groom and the bride before Bai Sri Su Kwan started. The elderly officiant 
man laid a cotton yarn to link the bride and the groom to his hands and then he began 
chanting in northern Thai dialect for calling the married couple’s souls. Microphones and 
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loudspeakers were used during the process because there is not enough space for all of the 
guests to sit in the living room. A few chairs were reserved for non-relative guests to 
observe the ritual closely in the room, while the moderator reported simultaneously via a 
microphone in northern Thai dialect to other participants outside the room. Then, each of 
the married couple’s parents and grandparents came to bind a cotton yarn around a wrist of 
the bride and the groom together.      
“Sending the newly married couple to the bridal room” was done immediately after 
the wrist-tying ritual. The groom’s senior commander was invited again to hold the couple 
hands and lead them to their bridal room. The Bai Sri and the box for the gift money 
envelopes were also moved to the bridal bed. The couple sat on the bridal bed facing senior 
guests who came one by one to invoke happiness upon the couple. This was the ending 
ritual. Then modern songs were played on a stereo, and the marriage feast was formally 
started.      
To sum up, this is the case of a simultaneously inter-ethnic and inter-religious 
marriage. Two ceremonies were held, one in each of the bride’s and the groom’s ethnic 
pattern. Each ceremony was comprised of cultural elements and cultural actors which can 
be claimed as their ethnic identity, even though it was not regarded as fully traditional.   
(2) Animist-Buddhist Tai Yuan Groom – Animist-Buddhist Laveue Bride Case 
The second and third cases were the first two marriage ceremonies after harvesting 
in December 2016. The villagers claimed that the rice ripening phase of that year was late, 
so the harvesting phase was delayed behind the previous year’s schedule. Consequently, a 
marriage ceremony could not be arranged unless every household had finished harvesting 
and storing and the propitiation for the village spirits had been completed. In fact, the third 
marriage case was already done in northern Thai customs at the bride’s house in Lamphun 
Province in November. The marriage feast at the groom’s house in Pa Pae village was 
postponed since the expected date had revealed to be the date for the village spirits’ 
propitiation. Nevertheless, the date was coincidental with the second marriage case.  
Both the second and the third cases were inter-ethnic marriages, but the second case 
was more elaborate than the third case. The second marriage ceremony case was decided to 
be held only once in the bride’s village, whereas with the third case, the main ritual had 
already been held at the bride’s house outside the village. Unfortunately, I missed the 
chance to observe the northern Thai style marriage ceremony of the third case in Lamphun 
Province because the news of the outside marriage ceremony was not widely known in the 
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village. However, I accompanied my host mother to both marriage houses on the pre-
ceremony day. She packed a small gift and went to send it to the second marriage case 
house which was considered as a close relative. However, she did not give anything to the 
third marriage case house because this ritual is upheld only in an animist-Buddhist 
marriage ceremony.    
The following morning was the marriage day. The villagers were busy to visit and 
help at both marriage houses. In the morning that day, som 
ʔ
aop and pʰuk teʔ rituals were 
observed at the second marriage case house. Because the bride was from 
ʔjuaŋ ŋgoŋ, the 
som 
ʔ
aop ləʔ bueb in the ceremony was slightly different from ʔjuaŋ chaə’s som ʔaop ləʔ 
bueb that I have seen in photos. Instead of one tray and one elderly male officiant, two 
officiants performed the ritual with two trays of cooked rice and boiled chicken without the 
set of three sticks in an earthen jar (rase). Some villagers stated that it was not som 
ʔ
aop ləʔ 
bueb (rice-eating ritual), but rather mat mü (wrist-tying ritual). Since the bride’s father 
already passed away, the bride’s mother also placed the spirit offering (ja ləmaŋ)192 on a 
square banana leaf, containing a bit of food and a betel-quid set, near the newel post. The 
bride house as the host prepared a feasting area in front of the house for the guests of the 
groom side who came from Chiang Mai in that morning; meanwhile the bride’s paternal 
stem house was used as the cooking, preparing, and feasting spaces for the villagers. 
Before the groom’s guests returned to Chiang Mai, the groom’s father was led by the big 
Səmaŋ and some of the bride’s male relatives to the bride’s ñɨəʔ som kiang’s house where 
they conducted a head-washing ritual (ⁿdaʔ) for the bride’s father’s elder sister and her 
husband in place of the married couple.   
(3) Catholic Laveue Groom – Animist-Buddhist Tai Yuan Bride Case 
The marriage proposal had been made beforehand in September 2016 at the bride’s 
village in Lamphun Province. The groom’s mother and close relatives had brought the 
northern Thai-style khan set of candles, popped rice, and a five-hundred Thai Baht 
banknote to səma at the bride’s maternal grandmother’s sister house. In the northern Thai 
custom, səma is the conventional ritual to inform matrilineal ancestral spirits who reside at 
the stem’s most senior female’s house. After the ritual, the groom’s mother brought back 
the khan set to her house, although the family is Catholic.  
The northern Thai style marriage ceremony took place in November. There was the 
Khan Mhak procession to pick up the groom from a bride’s relative’s house and take him 
                                                          
192
 Ja (v.) means to eat, but it is merely used for spirits (ləmaŋ).  
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to the marriage house. This procession conveys the bride price which the groom side will 
give to the bride side. On the arrival, the groom and his adherents were barred with 
symbolic door (Pratoo Ngoen Pratoo Thong) chains. These silver (ngoen) and gold (thong) 
chains are used to delay him from entering to see the bride. Without Bai Sri Su Kwan like 
in the first marriage case, the wrist-tying ritual (mat mü) was performed as the main ritual. 
Then, the feast was followed.  
In December, the big vinyl wedding backdrop specified the planned date in 
November was brought to decorate at the groom’s house, where the marriage feast and 
congratulatory visitation were held. The groom’s family had also planned to have Catholic 
chants at the groom’s house for the newly married couple, but eventually, Catholic 
villagers gathered for a blessing chant at another Catholic house in the evening.  
Neither married couples of the second or third cases were going to live in the 
village after the marriage because all of them had permanent jobs in Chiang Mai. Since the 
married couples would not live in the village, they need not conduct the 
ʔəɨñ liək 
procession. Despite the fact that the jɨə nəom and pje processions were also not arranged, 
the bride’s mother and relatives of the second marriage case still took an overnight trip to 
send maɨ umpa, live chickens, and all other presents given on the marriage day to the 
groom’s house in Chiang Mai Province where the married couple was going to live. The 
bride has worshipped her husband’s matrilineal ancestral spirits in respect of her patrilocal 
residence. Alternatively, the married couple of the third marriage case, who are teachers, 
continued living near their workplaces.    
To sum up, the second case is an inter-ethnic marriage between a Tai Yuan groom 
and a Laveue bride, in which both of whom are animist-Buddhists. The bride house was 
the marriage host in the village, but after the marriage, the married couple lived patrilocally 
outside the village. The ceremonial contents were modified to be “portable” for both ethnic 
counterparts. This can be a representative case of animist-Buddhist Laveue—Tai Yuan 
married couples, with either a Laveue bride or groom. In regards to the post-marital 
residential tendency, Laveue wives tend to live patrilocally and become a member of their 
husband’s families. On the other hand, the third case is an inter-ethnic marriage between a 
Laveue groom and Tai Yuan bride who retained each of their own religious beliefs as 
similar to the first case.    
(4) Animist-Buddhist Sgaw Karen Groom – Protestant Laveue Bride Case 
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 The fourth marriage ceremony was held two days after Christmas Day 2016. The 
bride’s relatives complained that they were neither informed nor invited to the Ki Cue (or 
Karen wrist-tying ritual) at the Sgaw Karen groom’s house in Mae Sariang, so only the 
bride’s father with a villager joined that ceremony secretly. Many Protestant villagers who 
worked and lived in Chiang Mai returned to celebrate Christmas and extended their stay in 
the village for the fourth marriage case. The feast was prepared at the bride’s house while 
the Protestant wedding ceremony was furnished at the Protestant multi-purpose building 
(Rawee Building). “Invitation to the wrist-tying ritual and then marriage feast” (my 
translation) was written on the wedding cards. The bride and the groom dressed up at the 
bride’s ñɨəʔ som kiang’s Protestant house, similar to the first marriage case. A local 
Protestant pastor instructed the invocation among Protestants gathering for the newly 
married couple. Then, the procession was made to the Rawee Building.    
The Rawee Building was opened as the ceremonial stage and outdoor chairs were 
arranged for the audiences. The marriage was organized relying on the Protestant 
ceremony service book. The pamphlets of the Protestant wedding processes and wedding 
songs printed in the Thai language were distributed to the audience. The officiants and 
major actors whose names were also listed on the pamphlets consisted of the moderator, 
the lead prayers at the opening and closing, the officiant, the orator, the ring bearer, the 
marriage certificate bearer, and the marriage host. The ceremony climaxed with the 
exchange of the wedding rings between the bride and the groom. Then, the host (a bride’s 
paternal relative), the local Protestant minister, and the wedded couple, respectively, 
signed on the marriage certificate. At the end, the officiant made a formal pronouncement 
about the newly married couple and an appreciation of the groom’s conversion to be 
Protestant.       
The wedding service was finished up by noon. The marriage host invited all guests 
to the feast at the bride’s house. Because it was on a weekday, the marriage host asked all 
the elementary and secondary students to join feasting. Then in the early afternoon, the 
bride’s relatives asked the newly married couple to go to perform a head-washing ritual 
(ⁿdaʔ) at the bride’s maternal stem house where her mother’s youngest brother and his 
family were living.       
Religious provisions have an influence on marriage practices, but there is a space 
left open to negotiating a practical option in inter-religious marriage. There is a case of an 
inter-denominational Christian Laveue—Sgaw Karen married couple who had been 
working in Chiang Mai. The marriage ceremony had been held in 2001 at the Catholic 
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Church in the Sgaw Karen bride’s village before they moved to live in Pa Pae village after 
the wife got pregnant with her first daughter. Afterward, the Catholic Sgaw Karen wife 
converted to Protestantism as her Laveue husband and his parents (PC). This marriage 
case is an instance of how marriage and religious practice is selected and acted 
situationally. It also indicates that, in reality, the post-marital locality rather than the 
wedding place determine the religious conversion of the married couple. The difference of 
kinship systems between Laveue patrilineality and Karen matrilineality enables practical 
options for Laveue—Sgaw Karen couples, especially inter-religious and inter-
denomination cases.   
In animist-Buddhist Laveue—Tai Yuan marriage, both animistic and Buddhist 
elements are combined. The wrist-tying ritual (or mat mü) is an essential characteristic of 
Laveue—Tai Yuan marriage ceremony. There was a marriage case in 2012 between 
Laveue groom and Tai Yuan bride. The marriage ceremony was performed at the groom’s 
house in Chiang Mai with a compact version of the traditional Laveue marriage 
ceremony.
193
 His parents invited senior Pa Pae villagers to officiate som 
ʔ
aop for the 
married couple. The ceremonial and ritualistic objects including rase and Laveue shoulder 
bag (tʰɔŋ), had been preserved on the headboard of the married couple’s bedroom until then. 
A few days after the Laveue marriage ceremony, the northern Thai wrist-tying ritual (Bai 
Sri Su Kwan) was arranged at a Culture House in Chiang Mai.
194
  
  I returned to write my dissertation in Japan after the half year of field work in 
August 2016 to January 2017. During this time, I kept contact with my host family and 
some villagers via international calls. They wished I would be in the village to observe 
marriage ceremonies in 2017. One of them had an inter-ethnic marriage of an animist-
Buddhist Laveue bride and an animist-Buddhist Sgaw Karen groom in January, and 
another had an intra-ethnic marriage of an animist-Buddhist La Up bride to a Catholic Pa 
Pae groom in June. Although the latter marriage was held unusually during rice growing 
season, the complete set of customary money was brought from the bride’s well-to-do 
                                                          
193
 Schrock (1970: 956) points out that “[t]he Lawa who migrate to the valley consider themselves more 
loosely bound by tradition than those entrenched in the uplands. Therefore, there is much less celebrating at 
their wedding feasts. In fact, one day, in contrast to a week or more, is sufficient to contain their festivities”.  
Nonetheless, this case is interesting because cultural resources were conveyed and performed outside the 
village entity by the villagers themselves.    
194
 Culture House is one example of a Lanna-modern style business in Chiang Mai. This kind of business 
adapts cultural resources of Lanna or Northern Thai culture to practical and contemporary lifestyle. They 
usually provide several ways to experience Lanna culture for domestic and international tourists, including 
accommodation, food, performances, and atmosphere. Many couples use this full-service business in taking 
their pre-wedding photos and organizing a wedding ceremony.          
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family to Pa Pae village as a ritual configuration on the marriage day. I made a visit during 
my additional field work in July 2017 to the house, where the young bride moved to stay 
with her husband’s parents. The groom’s parents narrated their youngest son’s marriage 
ceremony that they hosted big a feast to welcome the villagers as well as non-villager 
guests.  
Not all of the households, even the present Səmaŋ household as I anticipated, 
possess a whole set of customary coins. Maɨ ciang, which is the most valuable customary 
coin paid at a traditional Laveue marriage ceremony, are rare. They are passed on from 
brother to brother and finally kept at the stem house where the youngest son inherits them. 
An animist-Buddhist family is known for preserving many silver coins from the accidental 
discovery of a treasure jar in the forest. Some households bought silver coins to collect and 
utilize on the marriage exchange, while other households temporarily borrowed these silver 
coins from their relatives when an intra-ethnic marriage ceremony took place.   
 
5.2 Laveue Relatedness 
 In order to understand Laveue relatedness in the context of inter-ethnic marriages, I 
shall explain the functions of Laveue kinship implied by their kinship terminology. Then, I 
examine from the cases in which how Laveue siblingship has been deployed over the 
intersection of ethnicity and religion at the time of marriage and more vitally during life 
after marriage.     
5.2.1 Laveue kinship terminology 
Laveue kinship mainly ties between the stem house where the Laveue parent(s) live 
and the branch houses of their sons. Moreover, Laveue also have different terms to 




 (both paternal and maternal relatives; 
considered as one’s flesh and body), cat cɨəʔ (individuals descending in a line), ñcɨət 
(neighboring relatives or close friends), and ñu (relatives staying far; seen as guests when 
making a visit). Specific roles are expected from their relative positions. These categories 



















Figure 5.1 Laveue kinship terminologies (source: the author)
Sign Kin term Kin type 
 red pɔ F 
 red maʔ M 
 dark green  




 yellow ʔɛn FyB 
 orange mɛ  MyZ  
 dark blue kɔ FZ 
 gray nəom MB 
 light green poʔ FZH, WF 
 light blue ʔjiək pʰuʔ Brother (reference) to male ego 
 pink ʔɔ pʰuʔ Sister (reference) to female ego 
 no color with outline pje Brother (reference) of female ego 








 nəom  
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By considering Laveue kinship terminology (Figure 5.1) in terms of relations, an 
ego is intricately related to his/her parents’ siblings (paternal or maternal), who are one 
generation above (G+1). The eldest brother and sister of a parent of the ego are important 
and are called tʰiñ if they are the same sex as one’s parents, that is, father’s eldest brother 
and mother’s eldest sister. On the other hand, the term kʰuət (old, aged) is suffixed to 
address kɔ and nəom who are the opposite-sex, that is, eldest father’s sister (kɔ kʰuət) and 
eldest mother’s brother (nəom kʰuət).  
Ɣaʔ (growth, big), tʰoʔ (following/coming after),195 and tiəʔ (small) are suffixed to 
kɔ (FZ), nəom (MB), mə (MZ), and ʔɛn, (FB), to indicate a relative birth order of one’s 
father/mother’s elder(st)/younger(st) brothers/sisters. Kɔ ɣaʔ is the eldest sister of one’s 
father, while nəom ɣaʔ is the eldest brother of one’s mother. In cases that one’s father and 
mother has only younger opposite-sex sisters and brothers, the suffixs ɣaʔ and the 
following are also applied. If the elder kɔ ɣaʔ and nəom ɣaʔ are much older than one’s 
parents, they are also called kɔ kʰuət by her BS and BD and nəom kʰuət by his ZS and ZD, 
respectively.  
Tʰoʔ is used interchangeably with ʔnaʔ (middle, between) as the suffix to address 
one’s parents’ intermediate siblings, who are neither the eldest nor the youngest, depending 
on how many siblings are in the set. Meanwhile, the MB after nəom ɣaʔ is commonly 
called nəom ʔnaʔ. The FZ after kɔ ɣaʔ is kɔ ʔnaʔ, which is less common and not shown in a 




, kɔ tʰoʔ is used when there are several FZ. Moreover, the same-sex younger siblings of 
one’s mother and one’s father are mə and ʔɛn, respectively. Mə are idenified as being one’s 
mother (ma
ʔ
) in a bifurcate merging system. While the first MyZ and FyB are mə ɣaʔ and 
ʔɛn ɣaʔ, the rest MyZ and FyB are mə tʰoʔ and ʔɛn tiəʔ. 
Without an order suffix, the husbands of all kɔ (FZ) are called as poʔ (FZH), which 
is the same term to address a father-in-law by both the husband and wife sides. Likewise, 
the wives of nəom (MB) are called as mə nəom (MBW) similar to the term to address a 
mother-in-law by the husband side. The spouses of the eldest mə (MyZ) and ʔɛn (FyB) will 
share the suffix ɣaʔ and become ʔɛn ɣaʔ (MyZH) and mə ɣaʔ (FyBW), respectively. 
Similarly, the spouses of the following mə tʰoʔ (MyZ) are called ʔɛn tʰoʔ (MyZH); however, 
the spouses of the following 
ʔɛn tiəʔ (FyBW) are not called mə tiəʔ but mə tʰoʔ. 
                                                          
195
 Tʰoʔ does not contain a meaning of middle, but in Pa Pae village it is rather a preposition that describes the 
person who followings/comes after another person.   
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Interestingly, the mother of one’s wife becomes the mother(-in-law) (maʔ, maʔ 
nəom) of the husband while the mother of one’s husband rather becomes a father’s sister 
(kɔ) of the wife. The term kɔ implies that a female ego is eligible to marry her FZS and I 
assume that it also indicates the actual tendency of patrilateral cross-cousin marriage in Pa 
Pae village. On the other hand, a man cannot marry his FZD, but he is supposed to marry 
his MBD or nəom’s daughter according to prescriptive matrilateral cross-cousin marriage. 
In addition, a father-in-law (po
ʔ
) calls his daughter-in-law as kiək and a mother-in-law (maʔ, 
ma
ʔ
 nəom) calls her son-in-law as nai. Nai is not Laveue, but a Thai term (นาย) that is 
similar to the honorific title of men, Mister. It is used instead of directly calling one’s name.  
Table 5.1 Laveue’s consanguineous and affinal kinship terms 








  All males in the great-grandparents’ generation and previous 
generations   
je
ʔ







  Paternal grandfather and all males in his generation 
ta
ʔ
 nəom   Maternal grandfather and all males in his generation 
jɨə   Paternal grandmother and all females in her generation  






 Father (ancient term) 
Father (borrowed from Thai) 
ma
ʔ
  Mother 
po
ʔ
  Husband’s father  
po
ʔ
  Wife’s father 
kɔ  Husband’s mother 
ma
ʔ









tʰiñ  Father’s eldest brothers 
tʰiñ  Father’s eldest brothers’ wives 
ʔɛn ɣaʔ  Father’s (first) younger brother 
mə ɣaʔ   Father’s (first) younger brother’s wife 
ʔɛn tiəʔ  Father’s (second and so forth) younger brothers  
mə tʰoʔ  Father’s (second and so forth)  younger brothers’ wives 
kɔ kʰuət   Father’s eldest sister; if she is much older than one’s father 
kɔ ɣaʔ  Father’s (first) elder sisters 
kɔ ʔnaʔ  Father’s (middle) younger sister 
kɔ tʰoʔ  Father’s (second and so forth) younger sisters 
kɔ tiəʔ  Father’s youngest sister 
po
ʔ






nəom kʰuət  Mother’s eldest brother; if he is much older than one’s mother 
nəom ɣaʔ  Mother’s (first) elder brother 
nəom ʔnaʔ  Mother’s (middle) elder brother 
nəom tiəʔ  Mother’s (second and so forth) brothers 
ma
ʔ 
nəom  Mother’s brothers’ wives 
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Maternal tʰiñ  Mother’s eldest sisters 
tʰiñ  Mother’s eldest sisters’ husbands 
mə ɣaʔ  Mother’s (first) younger sister 
ʔɛn ɣaʔ  Mother’s (first) younger sister’s husband 
mə tʰoʔ  Mother’s  (second and so forth) younger sisters 










jiək ɣaʔ ʔjiək pʰuʔ Eldest brother, eldest sister’s husband 
ʔɔ ɣaʔ ʔɔ pʰuʔ Eldest sister, eldest brother’s wife 
ʔ
jiək tʰoʔ ʔjiək pʰuʔ The following brothers, the following sisters’ husbands 
ʔɔ tʰoʔ ʔɔ pʰuʔ The following sisters, the following brothers’ wives  
ʔ
jiək (male),  
ʔɔ (female) 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ Father’s brothers’ children (parallel cousins) 
ʔɔ pʰuʔ Mother’s sisters’ chidren (parallel cousins) 
ʔ
jiək (if older) 
chɨək (if younger) 
pje (of female 
ego) 
Brothers, father’s sisters’ sons, mother’s brothers’ sons; 
nowadays simply call by name 
ʔɔ lənan (of male 
ego) 
Sisters, father’s sisters’ daughter, mother’s brothers’ daughter; 
nowadays simply call by name 
Nai  Husband’s (first) younger brother 
(other younger brothers are called by names)  
Naiñ  Husband’s (first) younger sister 






 kuən ⁿdoʔ One’s children 
 kuən yoŋ Eldest child or first child 
 kuən ləkʰeʔ Youngest child 
 kuən pje Children of pje  
 kuən lənan Children of lənan 
 məɨn Daughters-in-law (in general) 
kiək  Daughters-in-law (called by fathers-in-law) 
 kuən pha Sons-in-law (in general) 
Nai  Sons-in-law (called by mothers-in-law) 
 kuən ⁿdoɛ Orphan 
G-2  kuən soʔ Grandchildren  
Note: I translated the Thai meanings of these Lawa terms in Thai-Lawa dictionary (Suriya and Lakana, 
1987)
196
 into English. In addition, I added some terms based on my interview with the Protestant informant 
who was also the key informant of the dictionary I consulted.     
 
As shown in Table 5.1, siblings and cousins are called “brother” (ʔjiək) and “sister” 
(
ʔɔ) on the same generation (G0). The siblingship (ʔjiək and ʔɔ) is obtained by blood and 
marriage. Brothers-in-laws and sisters-in-laws are also addressed by the terms, 
ʔ
jiək and ʔɔ, 
respectively. Instead of addressing their names, a wife calls her first younger brother-in-
law as nai and a husband calls his first younger sister-in-law as naiñ. Likewise to G+1, a 
birth order (ɣaʔ and tʰoʔ) signifies a relative age among siblings.  
                                                          
196
 Suriya had conducted the fieldworks periodically during 1975-1980 to collect Lawa vocabulary and then 
Lakana edited the dictionary. 
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In Laveue language, brotherhood and sisterhood are referred to as 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ and ʔɔ 
pʰuʔ. A male ego is ʔjiək pʰuʔ to his consanguineous and affinal brothers; likewise, a female 
ego is 
ʔɔ pʰuʔ to her consanguineous and affinal sisters. Regarding the sex of the connecting 
parental sibling, these two references are also applied to parallel cousins (the children of 
FB and the chidren of MZ). Parallel cousins are considered as real siblings, and so they 
cannot marry each other. On the other hand, cross cousins (the children of FZ and the 
children of MB) are pje lənan to an ego and they can marry each other. Basically, pje are 
brothers (
ʔ
jiək) and lənan are sisters (ʔɔ) to their opposite-sex siblings. After marriage, an 
in-marrying spouse becomes pje or lənan by the position of his/her spouse.  
 There are no address terms for children and descending generations. Older 
generations generally call children in G-1 and grandchildren in G-2 by their names. 
Sometimes, they call a boy as phao
197 and a girl as kjəih, which contain a feeling of love 
and great care. An elder male villager said that he calls his grandson phao when he feels 
pity for his sickness, but he calls his name if he is stubborn. A middle-age female villager 
expressed that she really enjoyed when adults called her kjəih.  
 So far, I have illustrated and described Laveue kinship terminologies based on the 
Thai-Lawa dictionary as well as my own fieldworks. As the data suggests, Laveue kinship 
system is identifiable to Lewis Henry Morgan’s Iroquois kinship,198 which is often found 
in unilineal descent groups such as Melanesians. However, Laveue kinship has only the 
classificatory term “mother” (maʔ) for MyZ (mə). Maʔ and mə are written differently in the 
dictionary, but the villager informant confirmed that these similarly address a mother. The 
other same-sex parental siblings (FeB, FyB, MeZ), as well as cross-sex parental siblings 
(FeZ, FyZ, MeB, MyB), are addressed by descriptive terms as explained above in detail.  
 
5.2.2 Laveue siblingship  
Some Laveue informants claim that Laveue kinship terms are complicated and that 
they are confused about how to call their kin, especially their affinal kin. In a broader sense, 
pje lənan is a relationship word involving brothers and sisters. Pje is brothers, and lənan is 
sisters; sisters call their brothers as pje, and brothers call their sisters as lənan. In the same 
way, spouses acquire siblingship through marriage; sisters call their sister-in-laws as pje, 
                                                          
197
 Phao is my spelling. According to an informant, this term is similar to the word noo (n. and pron.), which 
literally means a mouse (animal) in Thai language, used for children or a young lady.  
198
 Morgan’s six basic patterns of kinship terminologies are as follows: (1) Hawaiian, (2) Sudanese, (3) 
Eskimo, (4) Iroquois, (5) Crow, and (6) Omaha. 
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and brothers call their brother-in-laws as lənan. This means an in-law’s position in a family 
is equal to his or her spouse. In other words, a relation is linked between two houses and 
among a number of associated houses. For the following generation (see also Figure 5.1), 
pje includes male and female cousins who are the offspring of one’s mother’s brothers 
(MB) while lənan includes male and female cousins who are the offspring of one’s father’s 
sisters (FZ).   
Pje and lənan have their expected gender role in family and communal rituals. The 
term pje is described as an important sequence of the traditional Laveue marriage 
ceremony. There is the procession of pje, who are the bride’s male relatives as well as the 
male fellow villagers at any age, which comes to “send a merit”, which is money 
accumulated among the bride’s relatives for the newly married couple (as described in 
Chapter 4). Also, the more people in the pje procession imply a bigger marriage feast and 
more strong social connection of the bride’s family. The pje procession comes to the 
groom’s house, where the ceremony is held after the jɨə nəom procession is finished 
visiting the couple.  
The jɨə nəom (maternal grandmother) procession is comprised of only married 
female relatives led by the bride’s mother’s mother, whose address term is also the title of 
the procession. The bride’s mother now becomes maʔ nəom of her son-in-law and will 
become jɨə nəom in the near future. These females carry big bags of the bride’s belongings 
and other gifts on their heads and shoulders from the bride’s grandmother’s house to the 
groom’s house. On the arrival, the groom side, as the host of the marriage ceremony, greets 
and welcomes all jɨə nəom seniors by pouring water soaked with turmeric and soap pod on 
their hands and heads and powdering their faces. Then tobaccos, fermented tea leaves, rice 
liquor, and lunch meals are served to make them feel repleted and relaxed. These jɨə nəom 
also sit around and sing traditional verses in a playful way to respond to the host. The host 
serves and takes care of the latter procession of pje in the same way as jɨə nəom.        
 However, there is no lənan procession on the marriage day. Bachelors (or kuən 
m
bliə) are present in the pje procession, meanwhile, maidens (or pʰi kjəih) are absent. Here, 
lənan are maidens (or pʰi kjəih). They are supposed to be present as a representative of the 
family at the groom’s house during the preparation days. 199  Helping in a marriage 
ceremony is a kind of reciprocity. A maiden receives help from other maidens in her own 
marriage ceremony, and she is obliged to pay back help to those who helped her.  
                                                          
199
 In the past, maidens had to help to pound and cook rice at the marriage house. This role has gradually 
lessened since the villagers have used machine milling rather than manual pounding.    
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In a relationship, a bachelor (or kuən mbliə) and a maiden (or pʰi kjəih) also mean 
boyfriend and girlfriend respectively. They will become husband and wife (or ləmeʔ ləpəɨn) 
after a marriage ceremony (ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ or som ñoʔ) is done. Customarily, Laveue sons marry 
and take his wife into his family whereas Laveue daughters marry out to her husband’s 
family in order to follow patrilocal rules. A son remains the same position before and after 
marriage in his stem family although he established his new house to stay with his wife and 
children. A daughter loses her membership in her stem family, but she becomes an in-law-
daughter of another family. As Hutchinson (1935) states,   
If the father of a family dies, half the property goes to the widow, and the other half is divided 
among her sons, while she takes up residence with her youngest son. If there are no sons, the 
share which would have been theirs goes to the dead man’s relatives. If the wife predeceases 
the husband, on his death all the property goes to the sons. Daughters inherit only if there are 
no sons. (p.161)  
Social position is determined by relative age and membership is obtained either by 
blood or by marriage. In animist-Buddhist households, the head of the household, which 
are usually parents, will allocate “the stem house’s spirits” to their children who are 
members of a sibling-based patrilocal spirit cult. Kauffmann (1977) cites his own work 
written in the German language (1972)
200
 as shown below: 
When a household is split because the eldest son sets up his own household, ‘the ancestral 
spirits (Pʰi ləmaŋ) are informed, and the ancestral household guardians (taʔ ləmaŋ) are divided, 
a portion being invited to the new house with a special offering’ ……‘Henceforth the eldest 
son ……is considered to be senior to his father ……and to precede his father in making 
offerings to the ancestral spirits at the time offerings are made to the guardian spirits of the 
house (nok pʰi kaɨñ mboŋ , to feed spirit, head of stairs)’.  (p.203) 
A son will get distributions of spirits as well as swidden lands when he forms his 
branch house and family. In most cases, an elder son gets married and raises his child (if 
any) at the stem house for some years until he is ready to separate the house from their 
parents’ house or as long as his younger brother is not married. Meanwhile, a daughter 
                                                          
200
 Kauffmann. (1972). Die Samang der Lawa und ihre Menhire (Nordwest-Thailand) [The samangs of the 
Lawa and their menhirs (northwest Thailand)]. In Ethnologische Zeitschrift Zürich, 1: 223-231. 
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marries out to her husband’s house and converts to worship her husband’s family’s house 
spirits. She will no longer share the house spirits with her parents and “brother siblings” 
(
ʔjiək pʰuʔ). She got the gathering money (maɨ umpa) and some ornamental silver pieces 
divided among her female siblings (
ʔɔ pʰuʔ). Thus, an unmarried daughter keeps her 
membership unless she gets married.  
If a daughter brought her husband to stay in the stem house even for a short period, 
the daughter and her husband become “brother” (ʔjiək pʰuʔ) to her siblings and cousins. 
Nowadays, the stem house’s spirits are also allocated to a branch house of a son or even a 
daughter outside the village, depending on each household’s decision. In my study, I use 
the term “becoming a brother” 201 to emphasize a reverse of siblingship and signify the 
shifting identity of a daughter who brought her husband to stay with her family or 
practiced matrilocal residence after marriage, especially into where a male heir may 
already inherits the house from their parents. Therefore, aside from no male heir case, I am 
interested in how these female heir(s) fulfil a role of becoming a brother, partake in the 
stem house, and attach their own neo-matrilocal house to the stem house.   
In the Laveue kinship system, the term 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ and ʔɔ pʰuʔ are used to differentiate 
siblings into two gender relations. 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ is the term to identify a state of being male 
siblings or brothers both younger and older. In the same way, 
ʔɔ pʰuʔ is the term for a set of 
female siblings. In case of “becoming a brother”, a female who is normally a sister (ʔɔ pʰuʔ) 
to her sister(s) becomes a brother (
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ) to her brother(s). Moreover, ʔjiək pʰuʔ is 




) according to Kunstadter (1965: 10). Thus, persons who are 
related in common 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ within four generations cannot get married; they can only 
marry someone who belongs to another 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ.  
Regardless of her spouse’s ethnic and religious identity, a ʔɔ pʰuʔ will become ʔjiək 
pʰuʔ when she practices a matrilocal marriage. For this reason, inter-ethnic marriage is not 
the crucial determinant of becoming a brother, but rather post-marital residence of an inter-
ethnic married couple. An approval is given when the marriage ceremony takes place 
without any special rite. In Pa Pae village, there are 
ʔjiək pʰuʔ whose spouses are Sgaw 
Karen, Tai Yuan, and Hmong. In addition, it is possible to have more than one becoming 
brother in a sibling set.  
                                                          
201
 Hobart (1995: 133) mentions that the female heirs are said “‘to be a man’ (literally: ‘to have the body of a 
male’, maraga lanang in High Balinese) ……,” to which he adds, “[f]or when Balinese are questioned how 
this could be, the usual answer is that the women are men for the purposes of inheritance. Furthermore, 
where there is substantial property, these women quite often behave as the dominant partner in the relevant 
domestic and sometimes public domains. Their role is quite compatible with their body’s capabilities” (1995: 
139).   
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Figure 5.2 Kinship chart of the host family 
In my Catholic host family (see Figure 5.2); there are two female siblings who are 
appointed to be 
ʔjiək pʰuʔ (no.1 and no.4). Because they are not animist-Buddhists, no 
house spirits are existed in the stem house or allocated to the branch houses. Yet, they are 
regarded as “people from here”, even though they are away from the stem house, because 
they married and brought their husbands to stay in the stem house during a particular 
period of time.  
The first case is the eldest sister (no.1) among eight siblings. She married to a Sgaw 
Karen from a village which is about 17 kilometers far from Pa Pae village. They first met 
in Pa Pae village when a husband brought his elephant to work in lumbering. His parents 
and siblings are Buddhist Karen. He is the youngest son of the family. During the time 
before marriage, he decided to convert to Catholicism. They got married in 1991. At that 
time, two Catholic males from Pa Pae village, as the bride’s representatives, went to make 
a marriage proposal to the prospective Sgaw Karen husband at his village. Two boiled 
chickens and one bottle of rice liquor were brought to be ritually eaten and drunk together 
according to Sgaw Karen custom. The bride and her Sgaw Karen groom prepared for the 
marriage ceremony which would be held at Pa Pae village in following few days. On the 
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marriage day, there was a religious ceremony at Catholic Church in the morning followed 
by asking for a blessing from the parents, or the head-washing ritual (dam hua), and 
feasting at the bride’s house. There were no processions of jɨə nəom and pje in the 
afternoon as in a Laveue—Laveue traditional marriage ceremony and the whole process of 
the ceremony was finished in one day. As a Sgaw Karen tradition, the couple is 
indispensable to go back to the Sgaw Karen groom’s village to boil rice liquor for three 
nights and then the marriage ceremony is concluded. After marriage, the Sgaw Karen 
husband had stayed with the Laveue wife in her parents’ house for two years before they 
moved to live in their new own house in the village.   
Another case is the sister (no.4) who married a Catholic Karen from Chiang Rai 
Province in 2009. They were working and were introduced to each other by friends in 
Chiang Mai. Their marriage ceremony was held in Pa Pae village, and they had practiced 
matrilocal residence for a few years before they moved to stay in Chiang Mai city. She is 
still regarded as 
ʔjiək pʰuʔ even though she does not own her own house in the village and 
stays away from the village. Importantly in case that herself, her Karen husband, or 
children pass away, their corpse can be brought back to the stem house or her 
ʔjiək pʰuʔ’s 
house (either no.1 or no.2) for the funeral ceremony. Meanwhile, 
ʔɔ pʰuʔ’s (no.3) or even 
her children’s corpse cannot be returned to the stem house because they all belong to her 
husband’s house.    
The parents and the stem house are attached to their 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ children and the 
branch houses. Although these branch houses are relatively less important than the present 
stem house inhirited by the youngest son; nevertheless the branch houses will also become 
the stem houses in the future. In practices, the branch house of the eldest daughter (no.1) of 
my host family, whom I described above, was a co-host house to receive guests in their 
mother’s funeral ceremony in the village, even though their houses are not located close to 
each other. It was allowed to cook and serve food there, whereas the son-in-law’s house, 
into where one of the deceased’s daughters married, was not allowed to do so.  
Ñɨəʔ som kiang or the parental grandparents’ house is as important as the maternal 
grandparents’ house (jɨə nəom’s house), but it is much more important than pje som səic 
houses. This implies the significance of parent-child relatedness in Laveue society. Ñɨəʔ 
som kiang of the bride pertains to where the bride was born and has been brought up. 
Therefore, in a pre-marital apology ritual, the groom is obliged to pay one Rupee, which is 
equal to five Baht, to ñɨəʔ som kiang’s house. The married couple is indebted to ñɨəʔ som 
kiang for their guardianship. When there is a funeral ceremony at ñɨəʔ som kiang’s house, 
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the married couple should give more help and service than normal relatives. Jɨə nəom’s 
house which is related to a ñɨəʔ som kiang’s house through the married couple also 
provides chickens or a hog for slaughter to the funeral house.    
 The first-generation descendants of ñɨəʔ som kiang are obliged to provide boiled 
chicken and rice liquor to the ñɨəʔ som kiang’s house at the time of the spirit offering (ja 
ləmaŋ) for residential and agricultural purposes. In the case of a descendant who converted 
to Christianity but still shares lands to cultivate, she provides snacks and juices as a 
substitute for boiled chicken and rice liquor. All sons, including 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ daughters, are 
eligible to eat these ceremonial boiled chickens, except 
ʔɔ pʰuʔ daughters who have already 
married out. Nevertheless, the second-generation descendants, regardless of sex, are 
permitted to eat these chickens. This permission shows relativity between grandparent 
(G+1) and grandchildren (G-1) generations         
In conclusion, Laveue siblingship is invigorated when a marriage ceremony takes 
place. Siblings as well as parallel cousins (
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ - ʔɔ pʰuʔ) and cross cousins (pje lənan) 
play specific roles in a marriage ceremony. They are people in the same generation (G0) 
who are connected through their parents’ position in the sibling set (G+1). Moreover, their 
grandparents (G+2) are highly respected in G0’s marriages. Inter-generational actors are 
involved in a Laveue marriage. Especially in matrilocal marriages when 
ʔɔ pʰuʔ become 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ, intra and inter-generational relations are redefined to fulfill other duties in family 
life.    
 
5.2.3 Ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ and Som ñoʔ 
 I propose to understand Laveue relatedness in contemporary inter-ethnic and inter-
religious marriages within the idioms of Laveue marriage: ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ and som ñoʔ. First, the 
matrilocal residence has been an alternative ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ or marrying into the house. In the past, 
the matrilocal residence was undesirable after an intra-Laveue marriage, even across the 
village, because of less prestige in the simple feast. Matrilocal residence is a decision after 
comparing and anticipating both sides’ inheritance. Kunstadter revealed that more than a 
few matrilocal residences happened, especially into the land-holder constituent village 
(
ʔ
juəŋ). Because in the past, swidden in communal lands was the chief agriculture that 
relied on the hierarchical lineage of power and control: Səmaŋ, Lam, and ordinary Laveue.   
In the past, when medical treatment was not well developed in the village, some 
villagers died young, and so some households had no lineal heir but a lateral heir. 
Matrilocal residence is reasonably practicable in sonless families; daughters, especially the 
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oldest ones, are then eligible to be an heiress. This practice of relatedness reforms the 
family structure. The heiress is respected as a male sibling (brother) in her generation and 
in the following generations. She tends to be addressed as a paternal grandmother (jɨə), not 
a maternal grandmother (jɨə nəom) as it should be, by her grandchildren. In this sense, 
patrilineality is engaged even through a female agent. The case is also true in Səmaŋ 
lineage. The present big Səmaŋ’s mother married her ordinary husband matrilocally and 
yet passed on Səmaŋ authority to her oldest son.  
A reason of matrilocal residence in case of inter-ethnic marriage, however, is not 
because of being heirless, but rather a post-marital residence. A matrilocal husband inherits 
male roles from his bride’s father, but it is unclear whether he can really become a son or 
male heir of the family. Because based on my observation, there is already a Laveue son 
(with his wife and child[ren]) who continues residing at the stem house, and all of the 
Sgaw Karen husbands now live with their Laveue brides in neolocal houses after some 
years of matrilocal residence.  
These households recently do swidden in the communal fields in parallel with 
irrigated rice terrace fields shared among a set of siblings. This is important because other 
intra-Laveue households tend not to supplement their rice production by swiddening due to 
a lack of labor. But, in-marrying Sgaw Karen wives patrilocally live with her Laveue 
husbands who, in some cases, are the youngest ones, therefore, the heirs. Laveue—Sgaw 
Karen intermarriages do not harm Sgaw Karen’s matrilocality because most in-marrying 
Sgaw Karen wives are not the youngest daughter who obliges to succeed the matrilineal 
ancestral cult. They retain and express their Sgaw Karen identities (by language, costume, 
knowledge, and so on) on several occasions; meanwhile, they basically convert to follow 
their Laveue spouses’ ethnic and religious practices.     
Few in-marrying Tai Yuan reside in Pa Pae village, nevertheless, their marriage 
ceremonies were held there. Tai Yuan are prominently animist-Buddhists and traditionally 
matrilineal descent. Females, especially the senior ones, play notable roles in kinship 
rituals. In fact, bilateral descent is also practiced, especially in urban areas. Matrilocal 
residence strengthens labor-intensive agriculture in rural areas, while it may not support 
urban livelihood. Therefore, the post-marital residence patterns of Tai Yuan, as well as of 
other ethnic groups in urban setting, are significantly inclined to be neolocal residence in 
non-permanent dwellings such as rental rooms or rental houses. Tai Yuan males, who 
matrilocally marry out and become the successor in the place of his father-in-law, may also 
marry a Laveue bride into his natal house. Laveue brides who practice patrilocal and 
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neolocal residence are no longer considered being Pa Pae residents, and thus they are not 
involved in kinship rituals. Rather, her prestige can be assigned by her parents while her 
siblings are unmarried. In doing so, she has privileges and obligations to her household 
inside the village, even she is away. She and her child(ren)’s names are involved in 
household rituals, while she pays a share for the sake of her stem household.        
The villagers esteem the marriage feast, or som ño
ʔ
, as the biggest feast among 
community-level celebrations. The groom’s family, as the marriage host, takes its 
responsibilities in preparing ceremonial elements, while the fellow villagers who are either 
close or distant relatives participate in the ceremony as guests. These guests, however, also 
turn themselves into co-hosts toward other relatively distant participants, such as non-
villagers.  
 Bride abduction has been omitted in all marriage ceremonies. The main reason is 
probably the rise of intermarriages. This pre-marriage ritual has declined in contrast to the 
increasing conversions to Christianity among intra-Laveue married couples. Moreover, the 
ritual was performed according to different local and ethnic customs. It was not utilized for 
marriage ceremonies to non-Laveue, even the couples who move to stay in the village. 
Therefore, there was no thorough negotiation night between two sides like in the past. 
Instead, the knowledgeable actors are asked to be mediators between the Laveue side and 
non-Laveue counterpart. For instance, a matrilocal Catholic Sgaw Karen usually 
accompanies a Catholic Laveue as the representatives from Pa Pae village to make a 
marriage proposal to a Sgaw Karen woman/man at her/his village.  
Both sides ask one another about ethnic customs in order to prepare for the 
marriage ceremony. The marriage transactions and configurations are prepared according 
to the requirement of the other side. In terms of ethnicity, Tai Yuan grooms come to make 
a proposal to Laveue brides at Pa Pae village, and normally they host a marriage feast in 
the village. The ceremonial procedures depend on the bride’s religion. However, at the 
ceremonies, I observed that both traditional and religious leaders were invited to the 
ceremony. For example, the traditional leaders and other elderly males acted as the 
representatives of the Catholic bride side when the Tai Yuan groom came to make a 
marriage proposal (k
hɨəh). These animist-Buddhist senior males are eligible to preside over 
Christian marriages if the ceremonies are held at home, not inside a church.  
The earliest process on the marriage ceremony is the 
ʔəɨñ liək procession to pick up 
the bride at her house and take her to the groom’s house. The procession signifies the 
idiom of ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ, or marrying into the house, the house of the groom to be specific. In the 
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case of Sgaw Karen, he or she stays at one of the Laveue soon-to-be-spouse’s relative’s 
house on the night before the marriage day. The 
ʔəɨñ liək procession goes to pick him or 
her up in the next morning, but in most cases they go directly to the church. After the 
church service, all participants go to the marriage feast at the marriage host’s house. In 
some Christian cases, as I described in the earlier part of this chapter, the ceremony of the 
interfaith couple was held at home and another ceremony of Protestant conversion was 
held at the multipurpose building. In most cases of Tai Yuan—Laveue marriage 
ceremonies, the 
ʔəɨñ liək procession is not held because the couples are not going to reside 
in Pa Pae village.      
In the present day, the size of a marriage ceremony is dependent on whether 
patrilocality and animist-Buddhism are practiced or not. The most elaborate inter-ethnic 
marriage ceremony is by a Laveue groom who is animist-Buddhist and less elaborate in the 
cases of a Laveue bride and both-sex Laveue Christians. Som 
ʔ
aop ləʔ bueb or the “eating 
rice together” ritual, is performed as an essential part of the marriage ceremony in the case 
that a Laveue side is animist-Buddhist. Yet, in a Tai Yuan groom—Laveue bride marriage 
ceremony that I observed, the wrist-tying pʰuk teʔ set was obviously utilized, and it was 
rather ambiguous whether it could be claimed as som 
ʔ
aop ləʔ bueb without the rase 
element (see more detail in Chapter 4). 
Regardless of religion and ethnicity, the head-washing ritual (ⁿdaʔ sat pat vi) is 
utilized to express respect and ask for the blessing from Laveue side’s relatives, especially 
at the paternal stem house (ñɨəʔ som kiang) and the maternal stem house (jɨə nəom). 
Furthermore, the jɨə nəom and pje processions to send the bride’s possessions and dowry to 
the groom’s house in the afternoon are not arranged in inter-ethnic marriage ceremonies, 
but these things will be transported later to the house where the married couple will live. 
The Laveue side usually uses this occasion to visit the relatives of the other side. 
Consequently, it is optional for the newly married couple to make a visit to the bride’s 
relatives (mɛ ləim).    
 Nowadays, the customary silver coins (maɨ noŋ, maɨ kiang, maɨ ciang) are not 
utilized in inter-ethnic marriage ceremonies. The distribution of the bride price, which 
symbolizes Laveue relatedness in the intra-ethnic (traditional) marriage ceremonies, is no 
longer compulsory. This not only derogates the relatedness of associated kin but the offices 
of Səmaŋ and Lam. Through these dynamic changes, Laveue people nonetheless adapt 
their relatedness in inter-ethnic marriages, which cause both ceremonial and idiomatic 
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adaptation, in order to reinvigorate their complex interconnections beyond ethnic, religious, 
and local peripheries.     























































This study is an ethnographic study of Laveue people who live in northern Thailand. 
The people are known locally as Lua and academically as Lawa. Laveue is the autonym or 
endonym used by this Mon-Khmer speaking group to refer to themselves. According to 
their relatively small population and high areas of settlement, the people are classified into 
the highland ethnic group, together with other six Sino-Tibetan (Karen, Lisu, Lahu, Akha) 
and Hmong-Mien (Hmong, Mien) speaking peoples, and sometimes with two additional 
Mon-Khmer speaking groups (Tin, Khmu). It is a controversial classification because 
Laveue people have long been living in northern Thailand, even before Tai-Kadai speaking 
peoples came to displace them. In other words, Laveue (Lua, Lawa) people exist in a 
vulnerable position.      
Laveue (ləvɨəʔ), which means a door panel in their language, typifies the relatively 
conservative highlanders whose original villages are located on the mountain range 
between Chiang Mai and Mae Hong Son provinces. One of these villages is Pa Pae village, 
which located in the administrative area of Pa Pae Sub-district, Mae Sariang District, Mae 
Hong Son Province. The present villagers, who came from four different constituent 
villages (
ʔ
juəŋ), were all in the past practicing animists. After the spread of Christianity by 
Western missionaries after the Second World War, some households converted to 
Protestantism and Catholicism. The conversion to Christianity among Laveue people was 
far less prevalent than other highland ethnic groups. Laveue’s Christianity is concentrated 
and localized in specific villages. Those non-converted households tended to turn into 
animist-Buddhist. Thus, a household is a shared unit of not only production and 
consumption but more importantly religion.            
The world religions, Christianity and Buddhism, certainly have an effect on the 
animistic rituals of the village as a whole and of each household as a primary setting. 
Christian villagers had ceased to propitiate spirits; meanwhile, animist-Buddhist villagers 
have suitably modified the rituals. Although the villagers uphold different religious 
practices, besides animism, they identify themselves as Laveue through other alternative 
ascriptions such as speaking the Laveue language and dressing in Laveue costumes. In 
addition to communal rituals, household-based life-cycle rituals including marriage, birth, 
healing, and death have also been adjusted according to religious varieties.       
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Marriage is the foremost fundamental stage of a household formation. The Laveue 
term depicts marriage (ñɨəʔ) as essential as family and house(hold). For this reason, a 
traditional marriage ceremony was supposed to be as elaborate as possible. There were 
several detail and underlying meanings within the prolonged process of the traditional 
marriage ceremony. Because the ethnic endogamy marriage between two Laveue animists 
was the ideal characteristic of the full-ceremony Laveue marriage, an ethnic exogamy 
marriage across ethnic and religious boundaries undoubtedly brings about a partial-
ceremony Laveue marriage.      
Therefore, this study aims to clarify the pattern of the traditional Laveue marriage 
ceremony and its changes, influenced by the rise of inter-ethnic and inter-religious 
marriages, in order to make sense of how Laveue relatedness is created in the meantime. 
Three questions are set as follows: (1) how is intermarriage rising in Pa Pae village, (2) 
how has the traditional Laveue marriage ceremony been changed accordingly, and (3) how 
has Laveue relatedness been adapted.  
 In Thailand, inter-ethnic marriage might have been exemplified as an inter-ethnic 
relation in academic studies. However, it has unlikely been taken into main consideration. 
In fact, by studying inter-ethnic marriage, we are able to encompass all aspects of ethnicity, 
religion, relatedness, and locality. Therefore, I propose to comprehend the present inter-
ethnic relations through intermarriage phenomena. From this study, I wish to contribute my 
account to three targets. Firstly, I aim to collect and convey this documentation of Laveue 
marriage to Pa Pae villagers and general readers, who are interested in Laveue culture. 
Secondly, I would like to contribute my work to the field of Laveue (Lua, Lawa) studies or 
even broader to ethnic studies in Thailand. I already make clear who Laveue are and why it 
is worthwhile to study Laveue culture, especially Laveue marriage. Thirdly, I suggest that 
kinship study is still practical to comprehend human visions and relations. I could not 
understand why the traditional Laveue marriage ceremony is so complicated if I did not 
explore the Laveue kinship system behind it. Likewise, I could be wrong if I predicted the 
tendency of intermarriages without realizing the strategic practices of relatedness.        
 Because the setting of the study village is the cornerstone of the interesting 
phenomena, I thoroughly researched and provided the village background and 
development in Chapter 2. That chapter is about Laveue people in general and Laveue 
people in the case study of Pa Pae village. My research methodology is both by literature 
review and fieldwork. I rely specially on the works of Peter Kunstadter, the American 
anthropologist, who contributed a number of crucial archives of Pa Pae village during the 
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second half of the 20th century. For my own fieldworks during September 2015 to January 
2017, I started at the beginning with a kinship chart survey along with a general village 
survey. I always stayed at a Catholic family’s house, where a father, a mother, and their 
youngest son were residing. I was introduced to the youngest sister of the total seven 
sisters of the host father. Most of them are working in Chiang Mai, where I sometimes 
made a visit. Based on my survey, I found that half of the village households are animist-
Buddhist and half are Christian (Catholic and Protestant). Due to this important fact, I 
described the religious setting of Pa Pae village in Chapter 3, accompanied by the 
modifications of animistic and life-cycle rituals.   
Furthermore, I observed that there are high rates of in-marrying Sgaw Karen in Pa 
Pae village and out-marrying to Tai Yuan. Based on more than two hundred married 
couples during the 1950s to the 2010s, I tabulated the numbers of intra- and inter- 
marriages by the variables of ethnicity, religion, and locality in Chapter 4. The requirement 
of religious conversion is more intense in the village. Sgaw Karen commonly share or 
convert to Christianity as a cause or consequence of marrying into Pa Pae village, 
meanwhile, Tai Yuan tend to keep their animist-Buddhist practices, and, in most cases, 
they unlikely move to stay in Pa Pae village.  
From these interesting circumstances, I futher examined the patterns of marriage 
ceremonies and post-marital residences. I had opportunities to observe and participate in 
most of the marriage ceremonies held during 2016. In addition to participatory observation, 
I interviewed with some key informants whom the villagers recognize as knowlegable 
persons about Laveue customs. I interviewed with both animist-Buddhist married couples 
and Christian (Catholic and Protestant) married couples.  
The choices of religious conversion and direction of marrying-into a family 
basically depend on livelihood strategies. In these processes, however, the married couples 
actively reinterpret the idioms of traditional customs to suit their contemporary way of life. 
In Chapter 5, I discussed what and how traditional Laveue marriage ceremony has been 
transformed in the recent marriage ceremonies according to the rise of intermarriages. I 
recognized that Laveue relatedness has simultaneously been adapted through the two 
metaphorical essences of Laveue marriage: ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ (marrying into the house) and som ñoʔ 
(feasting). I especially highlighted the case when a Laveue woman married a man into her 
stem house. In doing so, her sibling-based status shifted from being a “sister” (ʔɔ pʰuʔ) to 
being a “brother” (ʔjiək pʰuʔ). These often occur in Laveue—Sgaw Karen marriages whose 
religious affiliation is seemingly Catholicism.      
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 Apart from the above findings, I have not really explored Laveue relatedness of 
Laveue—Tai Yuan married couples who mainly live outside Pa Pae village. It will be a 
challenging question for the next study to see how Laveue relatedness has endured outside 
its ethnic village. Because as the tendency shows, young villagers are inclined to marry 
lowlanders, mostly Tai Yuan (Northern Thais), and subsequently move to live outside the 
village. This means that they are less obliged to conform to Laveue customs after marriage, 
even though most of them uphold animist-Buddhist practices in accordance with Laveue 
principle. 
 In conclusion, I argue that Pa Pae villagers have adapted their ethnic customs in the 
rise of intermarriages, either across ethnicity or religion, or both. This study explores two 
vital essences of Laveue marriage: marriage ceremony and Laveue relatedness. While the 
former is the visible facade, the latter is the behind the scenes of Laveue marriage. The 
pattern of marriage ceremony interweaves the Laveue’s considerations on their ethnicity, 
religion, and locality. At heart, Laveue relatedness is assured by means of marriage and 







































La2 t@?1le2 • Gardening 
 
• Traditional marriage 
ceremony 
• Building house and 
house warming 
ceremony 
• Thatching new roof 
(in the past) 
   










Thi2phB?3 • Slashing and 
burning swidden 
fields 
• Selecting and opening 
the swidden fields 
 • Passover   










La2 thi2khu?1 • Planting swidden 
rice by direct 
seeding 
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Day (Sangha 
Day) 
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La2 s@2 • Planting swidden 
rice by direct 
seeding 
 • Youth Camp   





La2 de?1ญa2 • Ploughing 
irrigated fields 
• Propitiating the Lord 
spirits or phii chaonai 
(including phii chao 
muang luang and phii 
chao muang noi) 
  • Visakha Puja 
(Buddha Day) 
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 *Laveue months are based on Thai-Lawa Dictionary (Suriya and Lakana, 1987: 182-183). Each agricultural activity is a bit delayed from the table according to the 
informants. Religious rituals in each religions are based on my observations and interviews. 
**Tai Yuan or northern Thai months are based on Tidawan (2006: 281). 






























La2 nwi?3 • Planting irrigated 
rice 
• Propitiating the  
paddy field spirit (phii 
na, phii chao tii)  
• Propitiating the spirits 
(pʰi ləmaŋ) 
   




La khoa • Weeding in 
swidden fields 
• Planting yellow 
beans 
• Propitiating the stair 
head spirit (pʰi kaɨñ 
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• Propitiating the door 
spirit (pʰi səma) 
  • Asalha Puja 
Day (Dhamma 
Day)  
• The Beginning 
of Buddhist 
Lent (Vassa) 
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harvest ripen rice   
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La2 plI2  • The propitiation of 










ⁿdaʔ sat pat vi   Head washing ritual (Laveue term, literally to wash head) 
dam hua   Head washing ritual (northern Thai term, literally to wash head) 
ʔ
jiək pʰuʔ   Brotherhood 
ʔ
juəŋ      Constituent village 
Lanna    The remnants of the Lanna Kingdom (Lanna culture, Lanna  
people) 
Laveue    Lua/Lawa population in highland villages  
Lam/Pu Lam   The constituent village’s religious leader  
ləsɔm ʔlɛ   Traditional Laveue verses   
maɨ umpa The money gathered and given by the bride’s relatives to the 
newly-married couple on the marriage day 





    Lineage (literally our group) 
nam kamin sompoi   Water soaked with turmeric and soap pod 
ñɨəʔ    Family, house, marriage 
ñɨəʔ ʔəɨñ   Marriage ceremony (literally house, to come) 
ñɨəʔ ʔñu   Ceremonial house 




həi   The propitiation of the village’s spirits 
ŋuəh pʰi kjəih   Bride price 
ʔɔ pʰuʔ    Sisterhood 
pʰi    Spirits 
pje lənan   Brothers and sisters 
pʰuk teʔ   Wrist-tying ritual (Laveue term, literally to tie hand) 
rase Three sharpened bamboo sticks used in the som 
ʔ





sagang    The village’s pillar 
səma    Apology ritual to ask for forgiveness and blessing 
səmaŋ    The traditional leader (Lua King Wilangka’s descendants) 
Sgaw Karen White Karen, the largest Karen subgroup and Sino-Tibetan 
Speaking ethnic group in Thailand  
som 
ʔ





   Marriage ceremony (literally to eat, to drink) 
Tai Yuan Northern Thais or Khon muang, the largest Tai-speaking group 
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